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ABSTRACT  
The American Muslim presence has been at the center of debates around 
assimilation, belonging, acceptance or even contribution to the mainstream society. In 
practice of their right to the free choice of education, some American Muslims have been 
attending full-time American Islamic schools. These schools have been a focal point in 
painting the picture and understanding of the American Muslim experience. Using 
qualitative case study methods, this dissertation explored what teacher practices support 
successful student experiences in relation to positive identity development at three private 
Islamic Schools in the U.S. The findings revealed that, despite challenges in operations, 
instability of staff and finances, at all the three cases studied the teachers offered student 
identity support through varied approaches including means of mentoring, teacher care 
and teaching by example, fostering a sense of community, family and belonging in the 
schools where they worked, in addition to a focus on the formative, non-academic, 
process of education; focusing on spirituality and character formation.  
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CHAPTER I: AN INTRODUCTION 
The American Muslim presence, being a relatively new phenomenon, has been at 
the center of discussions in many circles ranging from sympathy, discontent, support, 
suspicion and middle-of-the-road positions as will be discussed in further chapters. Even 
though issues around newcomers and immigration to the United States had been debated 
throughout history with the arrival of different minorities from different backgrounds, the 
freedom of practicing one’s religion remains protected under constitutional rights. 
However, the 3.3 million minority population of American Muslims1 still finds itself in a 
place of defending basic constitutional rights of freedom of speech and expression as well 
as the choice of education provided to their children. A number of American Muslims 
have been practicing their guaranteed constitutional right of providing their children with 
faith-based schooling through full-time private Islamic schools established in their area, 
for various reasons including the forms of support available at this model of schools 
which parents and their children view as lacking in public schools. These ways of support 
have the goal of facilitating positive identity formation, among others. This research 
study aims at exploring, within the current context and situation of American Muslims, 
the strategies and methods of student support available at the participating American 
Islamic schools through the lens of the teachers. This section will provide a brief 
background and the rationale behind this study and will be followed by the Literature 
Review in Chapter II. 
Rationale 
First and foremost, the recent events and the current political climate around the 
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globe, especially concerning the Muslim population, has led many members of society to 
wonder about their Muslim fellow citizens. While the media offers varied views about the 
population of Muslims, some reports are considered biased, sometimes even racist or 
simply lacking as they provide and etic outsider view, increasing the demand for 
perspectives based on data provided by members of the Muslim community themselves. 
Therefore, the social justice aspect of research urges that we delve into emic perspectives 
by the insiders themselves expressing their own viewpoints, especially when many of 
those who disagree with, or are suspicious of, the existence of Islamic schools in the U.S. 
are offered platforms to express their dissatisfaction based on an abundance of anecdotal 
theories around the motivations of minority Muslims in their country or how and why 
their schools operate.  
Second, two empirical research studies inspired the direction and motivation 
behind this dissertation; one being the work of Karen Selby (1992) who conducted a 
number of research studies on Islamic schools, mostly in the Midwest, examining 
teachers’ perspectives as well as curriculum and teaching strategies. Among her findings, 
she called for future research that would look at the effects of Islamic education on 
students and whether their education prepared them for life in American society or 
heightened their alienation from American culture. Another, more recent, study is the 10 
Case Studies Project (hereafter 10CS) examining different school sectors as cases to 
explore how character and citizenship education is implemented in different contexts. I 
was one of the 10CS research team members based at Boston University where we 
focused on one sector of schooling: Islamic secondary schools, in an attempt to explore 
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“the relationship between schooling and the formation of moral sensibilities and habits 
among the young.”2  
We have done this as part of a broader study of American schooling. As part of 
the 10CS project, we visited seven schools in different regions of the country which 
represents about a quarter of Islamic secondary schools currently operating in the United 
States (there are currently about 300 private Islamic schools, serving about 32,000 
students. The great majority of these are serving elementary grades). We conducted semi-
structured interviews with students, staff, and parents in addition to observing daily 
practices in classrooms and beyond. Among the findings, the Muslim teenage students 
participating in this research demonstrated being very busy developing their relationship 
with religion (being Islamic) while, at the same time, accommodating to American 
society and culture with little evidence of conflict. We also found that school staff 
members were significantly prioritizing ways in which they could help to advance this 
process. The teachers demonstrated their awareness of issues such as the possibility of 
isolating their students from the larger American context and challenging their 
participation as part of the American social fabric. However, additional data was needed 
to present a more comprehensive look at the ways in which teachers provide such 
support. 
With the goal of providing empirical data about the experiences of Muslim 
Americans relative to identity formation processes within their communities, and in an 
attempt to fill the gap left by the 10CS project as well as the gap in the current literature 
around American Islamic schools and their teachers, this research study was designed and 
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conducted to explore the teachers’ perspectives on the education of their American 
Muslim students in the pluralistic society of North America. 
The Intersection of Schooling and Identity Formation 
The present case study offers a descriptive account, based on the teachers’ 
perspectives, of the intersection of schooling and adolescent identity development. The 
school sites (here referred to as cases), and the teachers (here referred to as primary 
actors/study participants) are sources of data for this study. It is believed that schools as 
institutions constitute a vital space for identity formation by both early and contemporary 
researchers in the field of identity development. It is important to note that issues of 
identity development are multifaceted and involve many identity constructs such as the 
social, ethnic, national, religious and other facets of identity. In fact, researchers argue 
that complexity in identity work is part of the intersectionality of layers of social position 
(e.g., religion, ethnicity, race, gender, age, socio-economic or immigrant statuses) with 
the intricacies of varied social contexts an individual has to navigate in the process of 
one’s identity (Crenshaw, 1991; McCall, 2005). However, for the purpose of this study, 
identity development will be discussed in terms of the social individual, ethnic and 
religious constructs.  
Developmental psychologist Erik Erikson (1950, 1968) argued, more than half a 
century ago, that the social relational context of development, represented by educational 
institutions, is critical in adolescents’ psychological growth. His research on adolescent 
identity formation in educational contexts claimed that amongst the primary 
developmental tasks of adolescence is the formation of a vibrant, positive identity. 
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Erikson’s identity development theory suggests that children develop toward mature and 
healthy adulthood through meaningful interactions with others. Erikson has inspired 
researchers after him to expand on his theories enriching the literature with studies 
attempting to describe and understand the processes of positive identity development and 
exploring its psychological and social benefits (Kroger, Martinussen, & Marcia, 2010; 
Meeus, 2011; Schachter & Rich, 2011; Schachter & Ventura, 2008). These studies take 
into consideration the social as well as the religious contexts involved in the co-
construction of identity which will be discussed at length in Chapter II. Previous 
researchers have also discussed that at schools, especially community faith-based 
schools, the focus on social capital is creating channels for their members to engage and 
take their place within their community and the larger society (Cristillo, 2005; Kelly, 
1997; Zine, 2008). Social capital in the context of schooling is defined as “the quantity 
and quality of interactions and social relationships among people affect[ing] their access 
to knowledge and information; their senses of expectation, obligation and trust; and how 
far they are likely to adhere to the same norms or codes of behavior is highly enforced” 
(Hargreaves & Fullan, 2012, p. 90). This dissertation research study follows the Neo-
Eriksonian tradition recognizing the importance of the specific social and religious 
elements in the context of American Islamic schools which in turn contribute to the 
formation of student identity. The goal is to contribute to the literature of the contexts of 
adolescent identity formation by offering a descriptive account of the support systems 
available at the participating Islamic schools that contributed to reported positive identity 
formation as found in the 10CS project. 
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Why Teachers? 
In the Neo-Eriksonian tradition, contemporary research on adolescent identity 
development has been focused on the social context that informs, facilitates, and even 
hinders, healthy identity formation in relation to others who contribute to the adolescents’ 
identity negotiation processes including parent(s), members of schools or religious 
congregations such as teachers or pastors, mentors as well as the adolescent’s closest 
friend or romantic partner (e.g., Berzonsky, Branje, & Meeus, 2007; Furman & Shaffer, 
2003; Kerpelman & Smith, 1999; Martin et al., 2003; Meeus et al., 2002; Sartor & 
Youniss, 2002). More recent researchers have been calling for a move to focus more on 
the teachers as “identity agents” for their major role in contributing to adolescents’ 
identity formation (Cohen-Malayev et al., 2014; Harrell-Levy & Kerpelman, 2010; 
Schachter & Ventura, 2008). They have argued that “teachers (like parents) can serve as 
identity agents, and can engage in efforts to shape the environment and experiences of 
students to facilitate movement toward identity goals,” (Harrell- Levy & Kerpelman, 
2010, p. 77). While the students themselves are acknowledged to be the primary 
contributors to their own identity process, these researchers argue that such processes are 
facilitated and strengthened with the help of identity agents. They also argue that their 
role must be examined more thoroughly through empirical research to paint a clearer 
picture of the context within which adolescents negotiate, shape and reconstruct their 
identities as they grow. For these reasons, I am focusing on teachers as central 
contributors to this research for their exposure, understanding, and experience with the 
identity processes of American Muslim adolescents and the types of support systems 
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offered at the school level to facilitate healthy identity exploration and formation. 
Although this multifaceted influence is not limited to Islamic schooling, for the purpose 
of this study, the findings from the 10 Case Studies Project (10CS) play a major role in 
anchoring the present study and providing background for the exploration of teachers’ 
perspectives based on what students had already reported about their experiences. Among 
the 10CS project findings, the students reported that they did not view teachers for their 
exclusive roles in their academic lives, but they were also considered mentors, role 
models and contributors to identity exploration and formation. The students reported their 
teachers’ approach and philosophy which communicates a clear investment in the 
students’ identity processes being viewed as “pioneers” as one teacher expressed it, 
[P]ioneers in a sense, because they are developing this kind of an identity, that it's 
not the identity from their homeland, or where their family came from, it's the 
identity of being an American, but being an American Muslim. So, yeah, I see 
them as pioneers, and I try to reinforce that all the time with them, through the 
studies, through our discussions, is that, yeah, they need to know their religion, 
they need to know the morals and ethics of the religion, they need to try to 
practice and follow that, but at the same time, they're part of this American 
community, and I'm trying to encourage them to be positive contributors to this 
American community.  
In this perspective, this study aims at exploring, in more depth, the teachers’ accounts on 
the process of forming positive identity and the support systems provided in assisting the 
adolescents in their identity exploration and commitment, within the context of social 
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interaction at their private Islamic schools.  
Why examine the identity formation of American Muslims? 
The number of Muslims in the West is growing at a higher rate than non-Muslim 
Western citizens, making Muslims the second largest religious denominational group in 
almost all Western countries, including Canada, Britain and the United States (Adams, 
2007; Cristillo, 2008; Siddiqui, 2007; Sirin & Fine, 2008). There are currently around 3.3 
million in the United States (1% of the total population) (Pew Research Center, 2016). 
Even though the Muslim situation is in a much better state than the pushback Muslim 
minority is facing in Europe (Glenn et al., 2016; Merry & Driessen, 2009), however, 
unfortunately, recent polls are highlighting debates around the Muslim presence and the 
issues related to Muslims’ settlement in the Western world. Issues pertaining to 
education, democracy, multiculturalism, integration, secularism, individualism, and 
modernity, are taking the center of such debates. Some people argue that the core values 
of the Muslim faith contradict with the core values of democracy. Others are concerned 
that with the high influx of Muslim immigrants, integration would be an issue sparked by 
the different cultures and customs of the newcomers which could destabilize the social 
and even educational systems. Historically, immigrants of ethnic minorities have, over 
the years, gone through similar scrutiny and endured through transitioning into their host 
society. Nathan Glazer (1967) has illustrated this transitional nature of most ethnic 
communities emigrating to multicultural societies such as the United States,  
[W]hat after all is the history of American ethnic groups but a history of group 
and individual adaptation to difficult circumstances? All the histories move in the 
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same pattern. The immigrants arrive…ignorant of our language and customs, 
exploited and abused. They huddle together in the ghettos of the cities, beginning 
slowly to attend to their most immediate needs - organization for companionship, 
patterns of self-aid in crisis, churches for worship, schools to maintain the old 
culture. American society and government is indifferent to their needs and 
desires; they are allowed to do what they wish, but neither hindered nor aided. In 
this amorphous setting where no limits are set to group organization, they 
gradually form a community. Their children move through the public schools and 
perhaps advance themselves - if not, it may be the grandchildren who do… They 
move into the spheres of American life in which many or all groups meet - the 
larger economy, politics, social life, education. Eventually, many of the 
institutions created by the immigrants become a hindrance rather than a necessity; 
some are abandoned, some are changed. (pp. 145-146) 
However, for those representing the Muslim faith, the process is not free of 
complications. The current political climate and events across the globe with instability in 
Muslim countries such as the Syrian war and the attacks carried out by members of ISIS 
claiming religious motivations, all have affected how Muslims are perceived by many 
people around the world. A recent national poll by the University of Maryland illustrates 
how Americans have come to view Muslims negatively. Nearly 40 percent of Americans 
do not have a favorable view of Muslims,3 and 56 percent think Islam is not 
compatible with American values (Public Religion Research Institute, 2015). Another 
more recent national poll by Pew Research Center (2017) highlights that discrimination 
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against Muslims being on the rise, ironically, so does the support American Muslims are 
experiencing by the general public. The Pew report concluded that, 
[h]alf of Muslim Americans say it has become harder to be Muslim in the U.S. in 
recent years. And 48% say they have experienced at least one incident of 
discrimination in the past 12 months. [However], a similar – and growing – share 
(49%) of Muslim Americans say someone has expressed support for them 
because of their religion in the past year. And 55% think Americans, in general, 
are friendly toward U.S. Muslims, compared with just 14% who say they are 
unfriendly. 
Some Muslims view the recent increased scrutiny in the political view against Muslims 
as a blessing in disguise. Although the population is going through tough times of being 
doubted and viewed as suspicious, a large percentage of non-Muslims are rising and 
uniting to defend their neighbors and fellow citizens on the grounds of protecting basic 
human and constitutional rights of participation and coexistence in a pluralistic society 
that has always valued equal opportunity and freedom of practicing religion ever since 
the immigrant Protestant, Catholics and Jews undergone a similar phase of doubt and 
scrutiny during their early days in the United States. 
 It can be argued that such support and empowerment of a minority religion is 
increased by spreading awareness through the dissemination of knowledge and tolerance 
spreading through the publication of empirical and theoretical research that presents the 
experience of the Muslim population realistically, away from sensationalism and 
Islamophobia or increased romanticism and rosy portraits.  
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 Therefore, it is necessary to acknowledge that, within the current geopolitical 
climate and the current situations of Muslims in pluralistic societies such as the U.S., 
Canada, and Europe, education and schooling take an unprecedented potential in 
contributing to the lives of those faced with the difficult task of negotiating their identity 
within a society sometimes hostile to their uniqueness. If this negotiation becomes 
unsuccessful, it could result in the risk of either isolating this minority population (for 
protection or fear) or pushing them to complete assimilation to mainstream society at the 
expense of dismissing their unique religion, ethnicity or culture to ‘pass’ as assimilated 
foreigners who had renounced their unique identity in favor of performing 
“Americanness.”4 On the other hand, if such identity negotiations become successful, 
individuals engage in developing a third alternative as argued, for example, by Schmidt 
(2002) who wrote about the experience of Sunni American Muslims in Chicago, 
Young Muslims, born and/or raised in America, are exposed, through their 
upbringing, to two variable sets of normative behavior: that of the culture of 
North America and that of the culture of their parents. To some groups, …the 
answer may be to stress one of these alternatives at the cost of the other. To 
others, the answer may be a third alternative that, on the ideological and moral 
level, is seen to encompass and supersede both ethnic preferences, i.e., the Islamic 
alternative. (p. 112) 
The results from the 10CS project have shown that the students interviewed seem in most 
cases to have adopted this third alternative as they are, 
[n]either clinging to the cultural Islam of their parents nor adopting American 
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popular culture unreservedly, but fashioning for themselves (with significant help 
from their teachers) an Islam adapted to a greater or lesser extent to American 
norms. (Glenn et al, 2016, p. 69) 
With the purpose of providing a descriptive account on how teachers seek to support their 
students in the process of negotiating their identity and exploring their place in modern 
American society, the present study was designed, data was collected and then analyzed 
to answer the research questions listed in the following section.  
Purpose and Research Questions 
The purpose of this case study of three full-time private Islamic schools in the 
U.S. is to explore the current context of and describe the support systems available at 
these schools to help students with their identity formation and navigate being an 
American Muslims in a pluralistic society.  
Research Questions: 
1. From the teachers’ perspective, what is the distinctive goal of Islamic education at 
U.S. middle and secondary Islamic schools? 
2. What support, if any, is available at the current school with the target of helping 
students navigate being a Muslim in the pluralistic society of the United States? 
3. What are the factors hindering and/or contributing to the teachers’ effectiveness, 
understanding of and ability to meet the need to preserve and promote positive 
identity formation among students in the U.S. Islamic schools where they work? 
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Significance 
The study is placed in the literature around school choice and the education of 
minority populations in American schools. In the context of the expectation that the 
common public schools meet the needs of all students, learning about an alternative 
model of schooling, one that caters to the minority Muslim population in the U.S. and its 
possible effects on students’ lifelong success and education reform could contribute to the 
conversation about school choice and the role of private faith-based school in the reform 
processes. This dissertation explores student identity formation support at full-time 
American Islamic schools from the teacher’s perspective. Results are informative to all 
those concerned with the education of minority populations and ways in which they can 
best support their identity development and sense of belonging within a pluralistic 
society. The results have an impact on administrative decisions at the participating 
schools as well as other school sectors whether independent or even public, as good 
practice can be applicable in different contexts. 
Results are informative to all faith-based schooling stakeholders looking for 
indicators of effectiveness, success as well as areas of improvement for sustainable 
success in regards to healthy identity formation processes among adolescents. Teachers 
also benefit from such study in in the process of making decisions around practice in 
positive identity development among students. Parents are also an important stakeholder 
the study caters to as it could guide them in making informed decisions when searching 
for a school that fits their priorities. The present study could give parents a basis in what 
to look for in a school when their goals for their children go beyond strong academic 
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achievement. The study will also inform practitioners working with adolescents such as 
school counselors, mentors, and coaches as it provides insight on what good practices at 
school settings have a positive impact on adolescent identity development.
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW 
The purpose of this literature review is to assist the reader in making sense of the 
multi-dimensional nature of this study: supporting the positive identity formation of 
Muslim students in the context of private Islamic schools of North America. It also 
includes a section with the definition of key terms used in this study to help the reader 
and the researcher establish a common understanding of the issues discussed. 
Organization 
This chapter provides an overview of the literature on the history of Muslims and 
Islamic schooling in America in addition to the literature on the situation of Muslim 
students in both public and private Islamic schools in the U.S. and other pluralistic 
societies such as those of Europe and Canada. It also reviews the literature on identity 
formation and development including ethnic and religious identities, identity education in 
the school context, as well as practices discussed in the literature to maintain healthy 
identity development. The section concludes with providing a summary of the 10 Case 
Studies Project and a brief discussion of some of its findings which influence the present 
study with additional information on the report presented in the Appendix (please see 
Appendix B Muslims in The Melting Pot).  
Definition of Terms  
 
The following section is concerned with providing definitions of key terms and 
phrases used in this study to support the reader in navigating the progress of this research. 
Taking into consideration that the following terms are used differently in different 
regions and within different contexts, the definitions are provided to ensure a common 
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understanding between the reader and the researcher. The definitions are presented from 
the literature on schooling and identity formation. The terms are presented in alphabetical 
order for easier access. This section is followed by a review of the literature. 
Attrition: generally refers to a change in staffing due to a teacher’s retirement, 
resignation, movement to another school, layoff, career change or termination, also 
described in this study as high turnover rates. 
Identity is defined as: “the individual’s dynamic self-understandings and self-definitions 
used to structure, direct, give meaning to and present the self, that are negotiated intra- 
and inter-personally across the lifespan within socio-cultural contexts, along with the 
psychosocial processes, meaning-systems, practices and structures that regulate their 
continued development,” (Schachter & Rich, 2011, p. 6). 
Identity itself is viewed as a multifaceted construct which refers to an individual’s 
identification with various identity constructs including ethnic, religious or other social 
entities. Some researchers have also used the concept of identity to refer to an 
individual’s identification with personality traits including mature autonomy, achieving 
personal meaning or self-sameness; and to refer to specific social positions or roles 
assumed by the individual in social interactions (e.g., Ashmore et. al., 2004; Bamberg, 
2011; Gee, 2001; McAdams, 1997; Sfard & Prusak, 2005; Waterman, 2004). 
Identity Agents: refers to “those individuals who actively interact with youth in order to 
participate in their formation of an identity,” (Schachter & Ventura, 2008, p. 454). 
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Identity Education is defined as: “the deliberate, active involvement of educators with the 
psychosocial processes and practices that are involved in students’ identity 
development,” (Schachter & Rich, 2011, p. 7). 
School Climate: “the quality and character of school life. School climate is based on 
patterns of people’s experiences of school life and reflects norms, goals, values, 
interpersonal relationships, teaching and learning practices, and organizational structures. 
A sustainable, positive school climate fosters youth development and learning necessary 
for a productive, contributive, and satisfying life in a democratic society. This climate 
includes norms, values, and expectations that support people feeling socially, 
emotionally, and physically safe. People are engaged and respected. Students, families, 
and educators work together to develop, live, and contribute to a shared school vision. 
Educators model and nurture an attitude that emphasizes the benefits of, and satisfaction 
from, learning. Each person contributes to the operations of the school and the care of the 
physical environment,” (Cohen et al., 2009, p. 182). 
Social Capital: Hargreaves and Fullan (2012) define social capital as, 
how the quantity and quality of interactions and social relationships among people 
affect their access to knowledge and information; their senses of expectation, 
obligation and trust; and how far they are likely to adhere to the same norms or 
codes of behavior (p. 90). 
According to Cristillo, Islamic schools foster high levels of social capital which cannot be 
found, to the same extent, at an average public school (Cristillo, 2005) providing rich 
opportunities for identity negotiation within a school context. 
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Researcher Leana (2011) describes social capital, in the context of schooling, as the 
relationships among teachers. Other researchers added to such definitions that social 
capital in schools includes facilitating and using institutional norms, community trust, 
and being able to collaborate meaningfully with others (Coleman, 1988; Lee, 2014), 
while other researchers consider it “an organizational resource that facilitates 
cooperation, increases efficiency, and fosters knowledge transfer or organizational 
learning,” (Holme & Rangel, 2011, p. 259). 
Ta’aleem: refers to ‘instruction,’ which is defined in the context of schooling as the 
delivery of content information. 
Tarbiyah: refers to “the process of development, maintenance, preservation, management, 
giving instructions, guidance, improvement, and sense of belonging for students’ both 
body, mind, soul, talent, potential, sense, on an ongoing basis, gradually, loving, caring, 
gentleness, good, wise, easily tolerated, thus forming the perfection of human nature, 
pleasure, glory, and living independently to achieve the pleasure of Allah,” (Rosidin, 
2016, p. 27). 
Muslims in America 
In an attempt to better understand the American Muslim experience in America, it 
is necessary to consider the context of Islam and the history of Muslim education in 
America. It is important to note that this study is not concerned with the native Black 
American Muslim group under the Nation of Islam and the successors of Warith Deen 
Mohamed, or as referred to in the literature as the indigenous group of American 
Muslims. The distinction is necessary as the experience of this community’s Muslims 
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varies greatly from the experience of American Muslims of immigrant descent (which 
does not exclude those who are immigrant Black or African Americans and are not part 
of the Nation of Islam) in terms of academic achievement, race, class and other aspects 
(Jackson, 2005). This study looked at the practice of supporting student identity 
formation, from the teachers’ perspective, at three Islamic schools that cater to American 
Muslim students of immigrant descent, which is why the literature is focused on the 
situation and the context of Islamic schools and the American Muslim community of 
immigrant descent.  
A number of recent studies on Muslims of immigrant descent in North America 
(Adams, 2007; CBC News, 2007; D’Addario et al., 2008; Pew Research Survey, 2007; 
Sirin & Fine, 2008; Niyozov & Pluim, 2009 and others) conclude that the American 
Muslim profile has a much younger population than other groups. They are also relatively 
highly educated based on the percentage of Muslims holding professional degrees being 
higher than that of the average population of Americans. They are also relatively 
wealthier than most other identifiable minority groups in the U.S. Most American 
Muslims of immigrant descent have obtained legal residency; that is green card, 
citizenship or work authorization, higher than the rate of any other immigrant group.  
Recent studies and surveys also suggest that Muslims represent a significant 
group in the American population at present, as well as in other Western countries due to 
high immigration and birth rates, as well as conversion to a smaller extent, making it 
among the world’s fastest growing religions (Pew Research Center, 2016). “Islam will 
leap from 1.6 billion (in 2010) to 2.76 billion by 2050,” according to the Pew study, 
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indicating expanding population worldwide. In the U.S. alone, the population is expected 
to double, reaching 6.2 million by 2030.  
With the growth in the current population of around 3.3 million American 
Muslims, came the demand for the growth of full-time private Islamic schools in the 
country, to meet some parents’ concern to provide their children with an education rooted 
in an Islamic worldview, while also protecting them from the negative influences of 
teenage and popular culture. According to early researchers of Muslim education, the 
main motivations behind the establishment of full-time Islamic schooling are religious, 
academic, and cultural reasons including parents’ negative views of public schools 
(Layman, 1993; Merry, 2005; Omran, 1997). Some studies on public school teachers 
echo the parents’ concern and illustrate some negative Muslim student experiences 
resulting from prejudices among public schools and their teachers which led to their 
unwillingness to address issues of racism, Islamophobia, and threats to Muslim students’ 
safety (Abu El-Haj, 2002). 
Islamic Schools in America 
The current number of full-time Islamic schools has reached more than 270 
schools around the United States, of which 55% are 13 years old or younger, with an 
estimated student population of 34,000 students as Karen Keyworth from the Islamic 
Schools League of America [ISLA] told us based on a survey she conducted with her 
colleagues by telephone in October/November 2014 (Keyworth, personal 
communication, 2016). Growth in private schooling is noticed across the U.S. through 
growing interest illustrated by increasing enrollment and the number of established 
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schools. The number of Islamic schools has shown rapid growth and is estimated to grow 
in the near future according to recent surveys on private schooling in the U.S. compared 
to those statistics over the last decade. 
Older resources, such as Layman (1993) had identified a much smaller number of 
87 full-time Islamic schools in 1992 according to the directory of the Islamic Society of 
North America. Then in 2005, this number increased to reach 219 schools according to 
the Islamic Foundation of North America [IFNA]. Then in 2011, Broughman, Swaim, & 
Hryczaniuk (2011) conducted The Private School Universe Survey identifying 232 
private Islamic schools, which is close to what Karen Keyworth (2008) had listed as part 
of the Islamic Schools League of America [ISLA] as 235 schools in 2006. These numbers 
are also consistent with the most recent data collected and published by the National 
Center for Education Statistics [NCES]. A comparison between the data from the years 
2011-12 and 2013-14 shows substantial growth in the number of Islamic schools. The 
numbers went from 229 in 2011-12 to 287 in 2013-14, unlike other religious schools that 
had witnessed a decrease in enrollment and the number of schools (See Table 1) (NCES, 
2012; NCES, 2014). 
These statistics show significant growth in the number of Islamic schools over the 
past two decades, especially middle and high schools. The most recent student estimates 
published by the NCES and Karen Keyworth (2008) are about 32,000. However, we 
should also note that, given the current estimated American Muslim population of 3.3 
million, the number of students enrolled in full-time private Islamic schools is still 
considered a fraction of the total population (1%) which is a much smaller percentage 
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than the estimated number of Muslim students attending public schools.5  
Researchers argue that Islamic schools’ numbers can vary from one source to 
another due to the independent nature of the schools, added to the fact that they are not 
required to report to a national unified, independent agency for statistical purposes, in 
addition to funding issues typical of independent schools causing sudden shut down in 
many cases (Merry & Driessen, 2009). Among issues facing Islamic schools are 
problems with staffing as well as governance, similar to other sectors of independent 
faith-based schooling such as Jewish and Catholic (Merry & Driessen, 2005; Zine, 2008). 
Among the issues discussed in the literature on Islamic schools, especially relating to 
identity formation, are those pertaining to gender relations since gender interaction is 
limited in the context of most Islamic schools. For example, Ajrouch (2004) has found 
that boundaries drawn at the schools by controlling girls’ behaviors and using religious 
interpretations of religious texts to rationalize such restrictions, were perceived as 
problems to be contested and resisted by the participating students. However, Ajrouch 
argues that such boundaries are also challenged and questioned.
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Table 1: National Center for Education Statistics Data 
Number and percentage distribution of private schools, students, and full-time equivalent 
(FTE) teachers, by religious orientation of school: United States, 2011–12 and 2013–14 
(comparing Islamic to Jewish, Christian and Roman Catholic private schools) 
2011-12 Data 2013-14 Data 
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American Muslim Adolescents and Schools 
Whether in the U.S., Europe or Canada, the mainstream society holds mixed 
views towards its immigrant Muslim population being categorized as “different,” raising 
questions regarding inclusion, integration, assimilation, loyalty, ghettoism, and 
marginalization. As in the history of majority communities viewing incoming minorities 
with suspicion regarding identity, culture, religion, and education; placing the issue of 
being different or foreign at the center of defining success or failure of this minority 
population. This was also experienced at the time of early immigration of Catholics, 
Continental European Protestants, and Jews to America. The history is currently 
repeating itself but with the Muslim presence in the West and Europe. With the recent 
terrorist attacks carried out by extremist groups claiming Islamic motives, and the attacks 
by Muslim majorities on Christian minorities in Egypt, Iran and Nigeria, the controversy 
around Islam in the media and its image as incompatible with democracy all have 
increased research and geopolitical interest in the interpretation and the experience of 
Islam in the West (Abukhattala, 2004; Esposito, 1999; Fukuyama, 1992; Hahn, 2007; 
Huntington, 1996; Nadapur, 2006; Razack, 2008). Niyozov and Pluim (2009) went even 
further to argue that, 
The confrontations between various Islamist movements and secular states in the 
Muslim world, and the populist, simplistic explanations of wars in Afghanistan, 
Iraq, Palestine, Kashmir, and Chechnya (as conflicts of “Muslims” vs. “others”) 
have affected Western Muslim youth more than anything they have been learning 
in the classrooms or by teachers in Western societies (Ali, 2002; Saadalah, 2004). 
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Concern about whether Muslims or Islam can ever reconcile with Western and 
liberal values (such as individualism, human rights, secularism, civic law, 
separation of state and church, and democracy) have become a major global 
theme (Fukuyama, 1992; Huntington, 1996; Parekh, 2006; Rizvi, 2004). (p. 638) 
In addition to the attitude that immigrants are culturally-different, there has been special 
attention to those arriving from predominantly Muslim societies. Doug Saunders (2012) 
addressed in his book The Myth of the Muslim Tide this recent panic overtaking America 
viewing Muslims as a threat which is, 
[g]radually become acceptable, in some establishment political and media circles, 
to assert that ordinary Muslims are the problem, that Islamic immigrants and their 
offspring may be disloyal, and that the religion and its followers should not be 
tolerated in the same way others are. (p. 31) 
This heightened distress in the view of Islam in the West illustrates how American 
Muslims, among other Muslims across the globe, are often viewed with suspicion 
(Saunders, 2012), considered “defective” citizens (Mavelli, 2012) and struggling with 
integration into the host society despite rejection (Sofas & Tsagarousianou, 2013). 
 This focus on the Muslim immigrant population, driven by the rapidly changing 
global interest in issues of immigration, refugees and protecting human rights, have 
resulted in an increased interest by a number of educational researchers, sociologists and 
ethnographers to examine and document the experiences of immigrant Muslim 
communities in pluralistic societies, such as the U.S. and Canada (e.g., Cristillo, 2005; 
Kelly, 1997; Selby, 1992; Sirin & Fine, 2007; Zine, 2008; and others). The literature on 
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educational institutions that cater to minority children, especially those who are Muslim, 
have witnessed great expansion in both quality and quantity, however, some questions 
still remain unanswered and in need for balanced empirical research to guide leaders and 
educators working with the minority of American Muslims.  
There are also numerous studies around American public school teachers’ 
practices and relationship with Muslim students, unfortunately, most of which are 
overwhelmingly negative. Those studies highlight mostly the students’ experiences 
through the lens of teachers, administrators or the students themselves. One of these is by 
Allen, who narrates a story of an American Muslim girl of Pakistani descent in a public 
high school in Britain who spoke of her teacher’s dismissal or neglect when the student 
reported teasing by her peers. This girl was confronted by non-Muslim students in the 
wake of September 11 events, telling her, “we killed hundreds of your lot yesterday- 
…Saddam is your dad, you love him, don’t you...we are getting revenge for what you 
Pakis did to us on 11 September.” According to the student, the teacher did not show the 
student any concern for her safety by saying: “Never mind, it is not serious. It’ll soon 
pass. You’ll have to expect a bit of teasing at a time like this,” (Allen, 2007, p. 1). Sirin 
and Fine (2008) also talk about an American-Palestinian Muslim girl who reported lack 
of support and dismissal of her concerns by her teacher, guidance counselor, and the 
school administration when she reports bullying and scrutiny by fellow students. Also, in 
a similar context, Hermans (2004) found that many immigrant Muslim parents of 
Moroccan descent living in the Netherlands expressed their concern that public schools 
did not emphasize what they view as central aspects to education, such as respect, 
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discipline, and morality. The parents in Hermans study reported that the public schools 
did not align with what they viewed as core educational values and did not value religion 
or parents’ authority. He further argued that children in public schools were encouraged 
to “question everything too much, even the certainties they had been taught at home” 
(Hermans, 2004, p. 434). 
On the other hand, there are additional studies that describe a more positive side 
to the story. One of which is Sarroub’s (2005) study on the experiences of American 
Muslim high school students of Yemeni descent in the United States, which was a more 
positive one with the care of their public school teachers. Abbas (2002) also researched 
teachers’ perceptions of their British Muslim students who were South-Asian immigrants 
to the United Kingdom. Abbas claimed that racist and Islamophobic attitudes among non-
Muslim teachers were insignificant and often times unintentional in case they occurred, 
compared to more salient factors that play a more significant role in the success or failure 
of the student experience such as socioeconomic status, parents’ education, language and 
family/community involvement. The mentioned studies do acknowledge racism and 
Islamophobia, some others also acknowledge that teachers in such schools allegedly 
show some aspects of implicit bias, whether consciously or subconsciously (Alladin, 
1996; Allen & Neilsen, 2002; Sheridan, 2004). However, Sarroub’s and Abbas’s studies 
also show that awareness of racism, implicit bias and Islamophobia is existent in some 
cases and that many teachers work against them. Those studies and others illustrate how 
some teachers are trying to reach out to their students and make connections with them 
and their families to foster a feeling of safety and appreciation (Niyozov, 2010). This 
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suggests that the focus on Islamophobia and the negative aspects of the education of 
Muslim minority children should be more balanced in offering a realistic view of the 
existing positive efforts by teachers and education institutes to overcome such negativity. 
With the purpose of offering such balanced view, it is argued that researchers must 
engage the teachers’ voices and practices in multiple settings (Niyozov & Pluim, 2009). 
The literature on American Muslim students’ education has been also criticized 
for focusing on the voices of Muslim students and their parents, as well as on other 
Muslim organizations (including the Muslim Students Association [MSA], Islamic 
Society of North America [ISNA], Council for Islamic Schools of North America 
[CISNA], Arab European League) and on their views and observations about schools and 
teachers, ignoring the voices of the teachers themselves (Niyozov & Pluim, 2008) as 
found in literature by several educators, ethnographers and sociologists (Cristillo, 2005; 
Daun & Walford, 2004; Jafri & Fatah, 2003; Kelly, 1997; Merry, 2007; Milligan, 2005; 
Sirin & Fine, 2008; Trichur, 2003; Zine, 2001, 2008) with only a few recent studies 
looking at the accounts of Islamic schools’ teachers (Niyozov & Pluim, 2008; Memon, 
2011). However, the current research on the negativity of public schools for Muslim 
students is criticized for being mostly anecdotal and lacking cross referencing with 
teachers, or even deconstruction of the participants’ perceptions (Niyozov & Pluim, 
2009). Additionally, as both Niyozov and Pluim (2009) as well as Sirin and Fine (2008) 
have argued, the research on the education of Muslim populations in the U.S. has 
epistemological and methodological limitations that should be addressed through 
applying multiple methods and the use of reflective practice “where the voices of the 
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researchers are examined as critically as those of teachers’ and students’” (Niyozov & 
Pluim, 2009, p. 667). 
 Through observing the schools, interviewing students, parents and other Muslim 
organizations, many of these researchers have found that, within the context of Islamic 
schools, skilled teachers have the potential to play a major role in assisting Muslim 
students navigate their multiple identities and potentially influence the successful 
formation of those unique identities through various means. Such means include 
providing rich opportunities for building social capital (Cristillo, 2005), as well as the 
strong foundation of the ‘psychological strength’ needed to maintain, and sometimes 
defend, their Muslim identity and lifestyle (Kelly, 1997). In his study of Islamic school 
teachers’ needs, Memon (2011) even illustrated how the teachers notice the identity 
formation processes of students being at the center of education. One of the participants 
in his study, an Islamic school teacher, has voiced the need and demand for faculty 
support on how to deal with the issue of supporting the multiple identity development 
among students, saying, 
One of the topics that would really benefit Islamic teachers in Islamic schools is 
the identity crisis that the adolescents go through. We’re struggling with it right 
now. The children are struggling. We don’t see the behavior how we think that 
they should be as Muslims. We would like some help, some insight on how we 
handle… we have a tough time in this building with the teenager issues… 
something like that we could really, really take to our schools and say let’s try 
this. (p. 294)  
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In line with what this teacher expressed to Nadeem Memon (2011), other researchers who 
have looked at many Islamic schools in the U.S. discussed problematic data in faculty 
support, teacher burn out and retention rates in most Islamic schools in the U.S. (Abd-El-
Hafez, 2015; Ezzeldine, 2004; Merry & Driessen, 2009). However, there is little known 
about Islamic school teacher support or practice tailored to those working on facilitating 
student identity formation (Ezzeldine & Moes, 2004; Memon, 2011; Parker-Jenkins, 
1995; Sirin & Fine, 2007). 
The gap remaining in the research on Muslim education, especially Islamic 
schools in the U.S., is the lack of teachers’ voices on their practices, especially around 
their student identity growth, despite the rapid increase in the studies of Islamic education 
over the last decade (Merry, 2007; Milligan, 2005; Niyozov & Pluim, 2009; Sirin & Fine, 
2008; Zine, 2008) even though Selby (1992) had called for such focus since 1992. 
This study aims to present the teachers’ perspectives on the experiences of their 
American Muslim adolescents and how their schools are contributing to their identity 
development in a descriptive, case study form, calling for the inclusion of teachers in the 
dialogue of youth education. Teachers are considered the primary and most stable agents 
in the education of Muslim adolescents (Niyozov & Pluim, 2009) and for that, they must 
be primary participants in the literature on Muslim education. 
Identity Development 
Developmental psychologists, such as Erikson (1950, 1968, 1980), Marcia (1980) 
as well as sociologists such as Rumbaut (1994) argue that adolescence is a crucial period 
for identity development, a psychosocial task during which youth construct their own 
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sense of personal identity. They further argue that this process is a critical milestone 
toward healthy psychosocial development. Within the field of modern social psychology, 
the concept of identity remains robust and rich including constructs of group identity as 
well as individual identity formation. Aspects of individual identity have been 
extensively researched theoretically and empirically (Cerulo, 1997; Frable, 1997; 
Howard, 2000; Sanders, 2002; Vryan, et al., 2003). Within individual identity formation, 
for example, gender, race, ethnicity, religion, nationality, sexuality, age, physical and 
mental ability, and class are widely discussed as crucial aspects influencing the 
individual’s identity. 
However, some researchers have been criticized for focusing exclusively on some 
aspects and excluding others, such as religion. Peek (2005) for example, criticized Cerulo 
(1997), Frable (1997) and Howard (2000) for not including religion as an identity 
category in their overview work, instead, examining individual and social factors 
contributing to various dimensions of identity, except for religion.  
 It is important to acknowledge that all aspects of identity formation contribute 
significantly to individuals’ construction of their own definition of self or what 
constitutes their identity. Researchers provide different insights on how identity 
constructs interact, influence, or rearrange one another within an individual’s self identity 
processes. For example, Peek takes an “identity salience” approach arguing that a 
hierarchy of identity constructs is formed with one identity construct taking the central 
focus or priority. She further argues that one construct of identity “will be enacted in a 
given situation, or in many situations. In essence, this probability of invoking a particular 
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identity, whether intentionally or not, defines identity salience and thus commitment to 
that identity.” (p. 217). Additionally, in her empirical research on a second generation of 
American Muslim students, Peek found that identity salience hierarchy could change over 
time, especially when individuals’ commitment to specific identity constructs decreases 
or increases as they mature. Her findings confirm previous research by Vryan and 
colleagues (2003) who argued that, as individuals age, they sometimes modify or adapt 
new social identities, rearrange their identities' salience or even give up some aspects of 
their now-changed identities. 
For the purpose of this research, it is important to note that the constructs of 
ethnic identity as well as religious identity will take the central focus as appropriate for 
the present study since the participating sample holds an ethnic minority status and 
operates within a religiously defined institution, being the Islamic schools. Another factor 
is that the strength of both constructs has been recently given much attention as a possible 
protective factor, at the individual level, in the positive development of minority 
American youth (Cabrera et al., 2012).  
Ethnic Identity  
Definition and Stages of Development 
Ethnic identity is defined as the “commitment and sense of belonging to one’s 
ethnic group, interest in, and knowledge about the group” (Phinney, 1996, p. 145). The 
ethnic construct of identity has been widely explored empirically and theoretically in an 
attempt to document its developmental processes, factors and structure, especially among 
minority groups. For example, Jean Phinney wrote extensively about ethnic identity 
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development, building on existing models by Erikson (1968) and Marcia (1980), 
suggesting that the processes of identity development in adolescents involve what she 
calls an active exploration of probable identity alternatives followed by commitment to an 
identity. The exploration process of ethnic identity is defined as the individuals’ search 
for the personal significance of their ethnic background through means of behavior such 
as learning about the history of their ethnic group and participating in ethnic culture 
related activities (Phinney, 1996; Syed & Azmitia, 2009). One the other hand, the process 
of commitment is presented differently across studies, being referred to as “affirmation 
and belongingness” (Pahl & Way, 2006; Phinney, 1992), “affirmation, belonging, and 
commitment” (Roberts et al., 1999) or ‘‘group-esteem” (French et al., 2006). What all 
previous research share about the commitment process is that it involves a sense of 
belonging and positive feelings about the individual’s group membership, therefore, 
being committed to their ethnic identity.  
Marcia (1966), Erikson (1968), Phinney (1992) and others suggest that when an 
individual reaches what they call the status of “achieved identity,” it is a result of a 
process of identity negotiation involving an “identity crisis,” which involves a period of 
exploring and experimenting with their own perception of their identity, which finally 
leads to a decision or commitment. Marcia (1966), based on Erikson’s ego identity and 
identity diffusion concepts (1950, 1956), suggests that there are four identity statuses 
based on the individual’s engagement in the processes of exploration and commitment, 
with the status of (a) “achieved identity” being the most advanced. Initial stages include 
(b) identity diffusion and (c) foreclosure, followed by (d) moratorium status. Identity 
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diffusion is the status when an individual has neither engaged in ethnic identity 
exploration nor made a commitment. Identity foreclosure status is when a commitment is 
made without engaging in meaningful exploration, which is usually on the basis of 
parental values. Moratorium status is when an individual engages in the process of 
exploration without having made a commitment. Finally, achieved identity is the status 
when an individual has made a firm commitment following a period of exploration. 
The above concepts provide a framework to examine the identity statuses of the 
students as perceived by the teachers themselves as well as defining themes emerging 
from the data around group relations, commitment and belonging in terms of ethnicity 
since similar themes have emerged in previous empirical research on Islamic schools by 
Cristillo (2005, 2008), Kelly (1997) and Zine (2008). 
Ethnic identity has been the central focus of many longitudinal studies that varied 
in approach. Relevant to the present study is the approach emphasizing the 
developmental course of ethnic identity by examining multiple measurement points to 
examine change in identity levels such as studies by Syed and Azmitia (2009), French et 
al. (2006) and Pahl and Way (2006). These studies measured the change in strength or 
levels of ethnic identity exploration and commitment and/or change in ethnic identity 
status membership throughout various periods of adolescence. French et al. (2006), for 
example, focused on ethnic identity stages and changes from the period starting early to 
mid-adolescence until transitioning to high school. French et al. highlight the importance 
of transitions in the process of ethnic identity development as they studied two cohorts; 
one transitioning into junior high school (being early adolescents) and the other 
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transitioning into high school (being late adolescents). They conclude that early 
adolescents had increased commitment but the same levels of exploration after the 
transition stage. They also found that the level of commitment increased with middle 
adolescents at higher rates that was even more rapid than the early adolescents, while 
their exploration also increased. Another example is the Pahl and Way (2006) study that 
focused on a sample of 10th grade students, then continued their longitudinal 
investigation until the participants reached late adolescence. They conclude that the 
participants’ commitment to an ethnic identity maintained stable levels while their 
exploration decreased, suggesting that ethnic identity development is mainly developed 
during mid-adolescence that is usually completed and matured by the time they reach 
late-adolescence. However, other researchers, such as Syed and Azmitia (2009) disagree 
based on the lack of empirical research exploring such developmental stages among post 
adolescents. In their study, Syed and Azmitia (2009) focused on change in levels of 
ethnic identity exploration and commitment among 175 college students attending a 
public university in California with a variety of ethnic backgrounds. They examined how 
the level of students’ identification and participation with their ethnic group changed over 
time. They found that their sample of college students experienced a linear increase in the 
levels of ethnic identity commitment throughout their time in college. They also found 
that the transition to college may have contributed to raising consciousness which in turn 
triggered exploration, similar to what French et al. (2006) had emphasized about the role 
of transition in their study, being the transition to high school in their case. 
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Religious Identity and Socialization 
Since the present study involves participants in religious school settings, 
examining the teachers’ perspectives about the development of their students’ identities, 
it is imperative to define the concept of religious identity and religious socialization to 
establish a common understanding of the terms and their relation in the overall identity 
formation process.  
As established above, the concept of identity is considered an ever-changing 
process of "becoming" instead of simply "being" a specific identity construct (Dillon, 
1999). Additionally, it is argued that an individual’s identity can shift over time, whether 
during adolescence, early adulthood or even later, due to factors such as growing 
personal experiences and/or larger social changes affecting one or more identity 
constructs, resulting in identity crisis (Haddad, 1994; McMullen, 2000; Nagel, 1995). 
Therefore, it is important that social scientists and researchers examine how an aspect of 
identity is being fostered, or sometimes even neglected, in various social settings. Such 
studies can help emphasize effective practices in identity development processes as well 
as locate problems in such practices, hopefully even offer recommendations to remedy 
such issues. 
The Role of Religion in The Process of Identity Formation 
Sociologists of religion have explored the role of religion in the process of 
identity formation, especially among immigrants in the pluralistic society of the United 
States (Ebaugh & Chafetz, 2000; Gibson, 1988; Haddad & Lummis, 1987; Hammond, 
1988; Herberg, 1955; Min & Kim, 2002; Peek, 2005; Warner & Wittner, 1998; Williams, 
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1988). Many of these studies examined the connection between constructs of religion and 
ethnic identity. In her empirical study of 127 Muslim university students in New York 
State and Colorado, Peek (2005) documented “the importance of religion in preserving 
cultural and ethnic traditions, supporting the adjustment of first-generation immigrants to 
a new host society, and providing a source of identity for the second generation” (p. 218) 
which is in line with other previous empirical research conducted on Asian and Indian 
populations of immigrant descent adjusting to life in America (Bankston & Zhou, 1996; 
Chong, 1998; Kurien, 1998; Ng, 2002; Rayaprol, 1997; Yang, 1999). Yang and Ebaugh 
(2001) further argue that the ways in which minority immigrant groups in pluralistic 
societies enact and integrate their religious identities differ, considering the fact that 
religion is often a constituent of ethnic identity as well (Williams, 1988). They further 
argue that individuals’ attitudes toward which aspect of identity they emphasize vary, 
suggesting that some emphasize their religious identity more than their ethnic one, as 
others prioritize their ethnic identity, leaving religious institutions with the role of 
preserving cultural traditions and maintaining ethnic boundaries.  
Researchers have also presented several theories in an attempt to explain why 
some individuals and communities develop, highlight or even prioritize their religious 
identity as opposed to other identity constructs including ethnic or national identities, 
especially among immigrant minorities. There are currently four theories attempting to 
explain the formation of and, in some cases, the priority given to religious identity over 
other identity constructs. Researchers theorize that certain minority immigrant 
populations are: 
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1- Using religious identity to resolve adjustment issues by building social networks 
around religious institutions through which they get involved in social and 
cultural group activities that are familiar, which help them adjust into the new 
host society (Kurien 1998; Rayaprol 1997). Immigrants are found to turn to 
religion upon their arrival to a new land as a reaction to the confusion, alienation, 
and lack of social connections. As a result, religion could take a central role in the 
lives of newcomers, even more central than what the immigrants had in their 
homelands, as some would have taken it for granted being a given as part of the 
mainstream society.  
2-  Using religious identity to meet non-spiritual needs that religious organizations 
make possible such as. material, psychological, and social benefits. Examples 
include community support and networking, financial opportunities, educational 
resources such as Sunday schools or free seminars, in addition to peer support and 
trust as well as helping them overcome social isolation. The more the benefits 
increase, the more likely those individuals centralize religious identity (Chen, 
2002; Hurh & Kim, 1990; Kwon, 2000). 
3- Using religious identity to reconcile and ease the tensions that might result from 
viewing multiple identity constructs as contrasting such as immigrant, national, 
ethnic, and newly adapted American identities (Feher, 1998; Yang, 1999). In his 
research on Latino immigrants, Sullivan (2000) argues that as church members 
define themselves in priority of religion, that in turn eases differences in ethnicity 
or nationality, bringing diverse communities together based on shared practices of 
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religion. 
4-  Using religious identity to maintain personal and social distinctiveness in the 
multicultural American context (Rayaprol 1997). Religious members within a 
pluralistic society are more likely to not take their religion for granted as they 
display more determination to have their voice heard by practicing and 
transmitting their beliefs, values and worship and becoming more conscious of 
their distinctive traditions (Warner, 1998). For example, Williams (1988) found in 
his study on Indian and Pakistani immigrant groups in the United States that a 
religion’s specific dress code, acts of worship, and organizations served as 
essential identity markers that foster the individual’s self-awareness which also 
served to preserve group solidarity (Williams, 1988). 
Therefore, religiosity is argued to provide a supportive mechanism and can even enhance 
the immigrant group’s well-being and contribution to their host society (Levitt, 2007). 
There are many researchers who examined the intersectionality of religious, 
racial, and ethnic identities for American Muslims who are Arab such as the work of 
Abraham et al. (1983) Haddad (1994) and Naber (2000), American Muslims with an 
Iranian background (Bozorgmehr, 2000; Sabagh & Bozorgmehr, 1994), as well as 
American Muslims with an African heritage (Ailen, 2000; Kahera, 2002; Nuruddin, 
2000). Despite the existence of the above studies and others that examine the beliefs, 
values, attitudes, and behaviors of Muslims, mostly documentary and theoretical (see for 
example, Haddad, 1991; Haddad & Esposito, 2000; Haddad & Lummis, 1987; Haddad & 
Smith, 2002; Leonard, 2003; Smith, 1999; Abu-Laban & Qureshi, 1991), the body of 
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research on American Muslim identity formation is still criticized for the scarce empirical 
resources regarding the identity formation processes of American Muslims, especially 
those who are second generation as Leonard (2003) and Peek (2005) argue. However, in 
the early 2000s, Ajrouch has published empirical work examining the identity 
development of young American Muslims of an Arab background living in Dearborn, 
Michigan (2007, 2004, 2000, 1999). In her work, Ajrouch examines the complex 
intersectionality of both ethnic and religious identity constructs, how gender relations 
shape symbolic boundaries in social aspects such as dating, in addition to how religious 
practices, such as the hijab (i.e., head covering), and parental influence contribute to 
identity processes of second-generation American Muslim adolescents of Arab descent. 
For example, Ajrouch discussed how the female participants in her study expressed that 
wearing the hijab "represents an expression of American identity. The [hijab] is 
presented as one pathway to developing an American lslam,” (Ajrouch, 2007, p.323). 
 
How Religious Identity Is Constructed, Maintained and Passed 
The qualitative study by Peek (2005) offers interesting insights and data on ways 
in which religious identity is constructed, developed, and enacted by the second 
generation American Muslim adolescents. She examined the process of religious identity 
formation, analyzing why and how, if in fact true, religion has become the leading 
construct of identity. After conducting 106 qualitative interviews, she concluded that 
there are three stages of religious identity development and offered insight on the role of 
socialization agents in the process. Socialization agents, similar to identity agents, are 
identified by researchers as the parents (Greeley & Rossi, 1966; Greeley et al., 1976), 
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peers and congregations (Cornwall, 1988; Fee et al., 1981). The three stages Peek 
identified include (a) religion as an ascribed identity; (b) religion as a chosen identity; 
and (c) religion as a declared identity. She further discussed the role a crisis, such as 
September 11, had taken in centralizing a particular identity construct to become an 
individual's concept of self. Peek also asserted that religious identity develops in social 
and historical contexts and her findings illustrate, similar to previous researchers, that 
identity is not static, but rather a process of “becoming” that is variable (Dillon, 1999). 
a) Religion as ascribed identity  
Peek (2005) considers it to be the first stage as religion here was not important to 
participants, taken for granted as part of their home lives or social membership, or was 
viewed as something to be denied. Participants who were in this stage of identity 
development reported that they engaged in very little critical reflection when they were 
children regarding the meaning of "being Muslim" because their religious identity was 
taken for granted as part of their everyday lives. This is consistent with Adams and 
Marshall’s (1996) argument that, contrary to most adults having the capacity to select and 
therefore assert a variety of social and individual identities, children are more likely to 
adhere to identities that have been assigned, mostly by their family, without much of 
reflection or conscious choice (Adams & Marshall, 1996). Participants in Peek’s study 
reported that in this stage, they adhered to norms, values and behaviors as they see 
exemplified by parents or peers, such as modest dressing or attending mosque events, 
without understanding why they were doing so. This form of socialization is similar to 
Swidler's theory (1986) that culture is a repertoire of capacities that influence individuals’ 
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actions, even if those individuals do not consciously consider the impact of culture on 
their daily lives, they still internalize actions, rituals or traditions that regulate the social 
order as well as how individuals interact, dress and behave. 
b) Religion as chosen identity  
In this stage, participants in Peek’s study made the conscious decision to embrace 
their Muslim identity, reporting that taking place after significant self reflection 
supported by peers and Muslim organizational membership, such as the Muslim Student 
Association, giving that priority ahead of other core constructs such as ethnicity and 
nationality. Similar to what previous researchers noted, the participants expressed that as 
they aged and matured, and with much critical analysis and learning, they started to view 
their religiosity as a chosen identity, not as an unquestionable ascribed one, which was 
through a process of developing a more cognitive notion of their religious identity 
(Elkind, 1964; Johnstone, 2015). A significant factor contributing to this maturity in 
religious identity development, the students reported, was the new friends and peer 
groups sharing the same background which the students found through membership in 
Muslim Student Association [MSA] or through mutual college friends. The students 
reported that most of them were the only Muslim kid in their school or part of a very 
small circle, but now in college with a larger Muslim circle, it became easier to identify 
as a Muslim. The students expressed that they felt such ease mostly because they found 
themselves in a larger Muslim peer group they associate with and among new friends 
with whom they relate.  
The effect of the participants’ membership in a religious organization (the MSA) 
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was evident in the interviews by Peek (2005) as the participants expressed that, 
[t]hey began to learn about Islam with their friends since they were going through 
a similar process of religious exploration. In addition to providing introductions 
and links to new Muslim friends, the MSAs also offered an organizational and 
social setting in which the interviewees could collectively examine specific 
aspects of the religion of Islam and the meaning of being Muslim. Religious 
organizations provide a safe environment for discussing and practicing beliefs 
and, ultimately, constructing religious identities (Ammerman, 2003; Sherkat & 
Ellison, 1999). (Peek, 2005, p. 228) 
Therefore, it was with the support of a peer group that encouraged learning and critical 
thinking of the individual’s definition of self, including their religious identity, the 
students in Peek’s study found a safe and effective approach to the exploration and 
development of their religious identity. 
c) Religion as declared identity  
Peek (2005) also noticed that the third stage occurred following a crisis event, as 
also argued by previous researchers who looked at identity development with different 
populations (e.g., Erikson, 1968; Haddad, 1994; Marcia, 1966; McMullen, 2000; Nagel, 
1995; Phinney, 1992) reaching what they call “achieved identity.” With Peek’s 
participants, the crisis event pushing participants to engage in identity work was 
September 11, 2001. Most of her interviewees communicated that, as part of this 
advanced stage in identity development, it was essential to strengthen and declare their 
identities at that time with the goals maintaining a positive self-perception and correct 
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mainstream misconceptions about their population. Many of the study participants 
explained that they found themselves turning to religious teachings for emotional support 
and they also found themselves researching more about Islam and its teachings which 
over time strengthened their religious identities. They also noted that at this time of crisis, 
it was most significant to positively represent Muslims and Islam with the goal that if 
their fellow citizens see what a "good Muslim" is and how "true Islam" looked like in 
reality, they could contribute to ending negative views of Islam and stereotyping. Peek 
also noted that some of her participants expressed that they are now more likely to 
approach others with information about Islam. Peek also discusses that her study 
participants agreed that the unfortunate events of September 11 brought Muslims closer 
together, strengthened their faith and renewed their commitment to Islam. Such findings 
are also reflected in previous research on identity and intergroup relations that members 
of a group can respond to real or perceived group threats in the form of increased group 
solidarity (Smith & Emerson, 1998; Tajfel, 2010).  
Parents, Peers and Congregations in Religious Socialization 
In relation to the effect of peer and religious organizations on religious identity, 
researchers also argue that, as part of religious identity development and socialization, 
parents are major influencers in the transfer of religiosity to their offspring, with growing 
evidence that this influence is exerted indirectly through channeling. The channeling 
hypothesis by Himmelfarb (1980) and refined by Cornwall (1988) is specifically relevant 
to the process of religious socialization among adolescents, suggesting that the influence 
of parents on adult religious behavior is indirect, but still significant, as it is channeled 
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through socializing groups and peer networks. 
Based on Erickson’s (1950) argument that the family is the main religious 
socialization agent while peers and religious congregations come second, Himmelfarb 
(1980) extended on this theory suggesting that all socialization agents, including family, 
peers, and congregations, are related through what he calls ‘channeling’: “Parents 
socialize their children by channeling them into other groups or experiences [e.g., 
schools, marriage, church or mosque membership] which will reinforce what was learned 
at home and will channel them further into similar adult activities,” (p. 478). Through 
empirical investigation, Himmelfarb (1980) examining Jewish Americans, and Cornwall 
(1989) examining the experience of Mormons, both researchers provide evidence 
supporting the channeling hypothesis. Both researchers argue that parents as religious 
socialization agents play a role not only exclusive to shaping their children’s religiosity 
but they also channel them into social bodies and situations that are in line with the 
parents’ own religious paradigms, with the overall goal of maintaining their held 
religious beliefs and commitments. Cornwall had also found that peer influences have a 
direct effect on the adolescent’s adult behavior patterns. Additionally, the empirical study 
by Erickson (1992) also presented data supporting the channeling hypothesis through 
illustrating the importance of religious education, which parents deliberately choose for 
their children to “channel” religiosity. Erickson’s study offers insights on the importance 
of such religious education in the process of adolescent religious identity development 
due to blending both the education aspect and socialization through peers who are 
religious under the umbrella of an educational institution. A more recent study by Martin 
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and colleagues (2003) also examined the relationships between adolescent faith maturity 
levels, with a focus on this development by age, in relation to parental, congregational, as 
well as peer influences as the predictor variables with results supporting the channeling 
hypothesis. As part of a national survey on a sample of 2,379 youth participants from six 
Protestant denominations, Martin and colleagues conclude that parental influences are 
indeed mediated through both peer selection and congregation selection. Among their 
findings, they conclude that the peer network has the strongest direct effect on the 
individuals’ later adult church commitment. Their findings also illustrate a significant 
direct relationship between parental, peer and congregational influences and the 
dependent variable faith maturity. Such findings are consistent with Cornwall’s (1988) 
assertion that parental influence on adolescent faith maturity is relatively stable across 
adolescence and is mediated by peers.  
 
Public Regard vs. Private Regard and Identity 
Relevant to the issue of healthy identity formation is how individuals view 
themselves versus how they are perceived by others. This is especially relevant to the 
case of Muslims in America as we discussed above; considering the scrutiny Muslims go 
through in some media outlets or in public, in some cases. Maintaining favorable self 
perceptions can be challenging, especially if an individual is a member of a socially 
devalued group, such as American Muslims or specifically Arab American Muslims, who 
are often ‘othered’ or portrayed unfavorably (Sirin et al., 2008) including being 
associated with terrorism (Sirin & Balsano, 2007), maintaining favorable views of group 
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membership may be challenging. Internalizing the negative stereotypical narratives of 
their own group might risk their self-esteem, contributing to disturbing their identity 
development. The construction of identity requires self-presentation in addition to 
navigating the verbal and visual impressions of others (Goffman, 1963, 1959) with the 
costs and rewards associated with those identities (Vryan et al. 2003). 
The concept of private vs. public regard provides a framework for the discussion 
of positive identity development and the role of the public’s view of the individuals, 
versus their views of themselves and how they reconcile between the two, emphasizing 
the importance of examining how the two are disseminated in social settings including 
schools. An important example is the study of Hughes and colleagues (2011) discussing 
ethnic identity as a multifaceted and dynamic concept and its relation to public regard, 
defined as the individual’s perceptions of others’ evaluations of the group, in contrast to 
private regard, defined as the youths’ evaluations of their own ethnic group (e.g., 
Ashmore et al., 2004; Phinney, 1990; Sellers et al., 1998). Their research examines 
change vs. stability in positive levels of public vs. private regard in a longitudinal study 
of three different ethnic minority groups, Chinese, Latino and African American, of 
adolescents in the United States. Their findings include that private regard was stable 
over time and quite positive for all ethnic groups, while public regard was increasing 
exclusively among Chinese American youths over time. However, for African American, 
Puerto Rican, and Dominican youths, public regard decreased across middle school 
years.  
As adolescents grow, they are more socialized into settings outside of their family 
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and the local community, making aspects of their identity even more salient, which 
sparked the interest in how their perceived regard, whether public or private, play a role 
in their identity and socialization. Studies investigating the direct relationships between 
public regard and adolescent adjustment generally found positive association between the 
belief that others hold positive views of the individual’s ethnic group and overall well-
being as well as high academic motivation and commitment (Chavous et al., 2003; Rivas-
Drake, 2010) in addition to high self-esteem and less depressive symptoms (Rivas-Drake, 
2010b; Rivas-Drake et al., 2008; Rivas-Drake et al., 2009b). 
The results for private and public regard by Hughes and colleagues’ study suggest 
that positive private regard is indeed associated with health and well-being indicators. 
They also conclude that, for early adolescents, private regard is usually quite high and 
stable. They also call for more work to understand the mechanisms of public regard 
facilitating psychological health, especially as the literature presents conflicting results on 
public regard, such as those by Sellers et al. (2006) suggesting that for Black adolescents, 
a sense of lower public regard could serve as protection in the face of interpersonal 
discrimination. In contradiction, Rivas-Drake et al. (2008), found that peer discrimination 
experienced by Chinese American adolescents did not play a role in their perceived 
public regard as they reported it being positive and reported less depression than their 
peers who perceived more negative public regard. Hughes et al. (2011) suggest that an 
explanation to conflicting data could be the possibility that public regard is linked to 
mental health in specific contexts where societies and institutions exercise minimal 
support for ethnic pride (e.g., holidays, parades, curriculum) as in the case for Chinese 
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Americans versus Black Americans or Latino who reported their ethnicity being 
acknowledged through public events in school or in other settings. 
The examination of public and private regard is vital to the understanding of how 
youth, especially those with minority backgrounds, adjust into diverse settings and 
pluralistic societies. It is essential for such processes to identify positive identity-
affirming practices and contexts in which minority adolescents feel valued, respected and 
held to high expectations. For example, Hughes et al. (2011) argue that practices aiming 
at promoting positive identity may not necessarily improve early adolescents’ private 
regard, being already high, but they could result in the portrayal of a positive public 
regard, which, they argue, is needed but often overlooked by institutions. Such practice is 
argued to promote the formation of favorable self identities among adolescents as well as 
promoting environments within pluralistic communities in which minority youth could 
adapt and prosper (Hughes et al., 2011). 
Identity Development in a School Context 
Erikson (1950, 1968, 1980) put forth a psychosocial theory of development that 
emphasized the role of the social relational contexts of development. His theory included 
an illustration of the identity development processes taking place mostly during 
adolescent years. He suggests that children develop toward healthy and mature adulthood 
through meaningful interactions with others, which can also be defined as the social 
capital growing gradually as children mature into adulthood. One social setting where 
such processes could prosper are schools. Schools, especially those with a positive school 
climate (Eccles & Roeser, 2009; Jia et al., 2009), are viewed as an important social 
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context for adolescents’ identity negotiation through meaningful social interaction within 
the school environment. Erikson (1950, 1968, 1980) as well as other researchers 
influenced by his work suggest that within a specific social context, such as school, the 
process of identity formation is enriched as adolescents negotiate their own identities and 
explore viable alternatives with the assistance of others, (Alliman-Brisset et al., 2004; 
Kerpelman & White, 2006) whom some researchers call ‘identity agents’ (Schacter & 
Ventura, 2008). 
Educational psychologists and educational researchers argue that a positive school 
climate has very important effects on the quality of students’ school experiences 
contributing to their success and their educational achievement. Researchers investigated 
the relationship between school climate and several student variables besides academic 
achievement (e.g., Lee & Shute, 2010) such as behavioral and psychological adjustment 
(e.g., Wang, 2009), attitudes and motives (Battistich et al., 1995), bullying (Gregory et 
al., 2010), drug use (LaRusso et al., 2008). A central theoretical assumption guiding this 
research study is, as Schachter & Rich (2011) argue, “establishing a positive school 
climate is a worthy goal of education because it promotes multiple developmental goals 
and not only typical school goals such as academic achievement,” (p. 218). Among these 
developmental goals is the identity formation and development within a school context. 
In their study of the importance of school climate and the factors contributing to 
nurturing adolescent identity development, Schachter and Rich (2011) further argue that, 
“teacher caring, teachers as role models, and a school program that cultivates the whole 
student rather than just academic learning,” (p. 219) are among essential factors in 
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reaching effective results in nurturing identity development among their sample of high 
school students. It is clear from their finding that Schachter and Rich among other 
researchers (Cohen-Malayev et al., 2014; Harrell-Levy & Kerpelman, 2010) consider 
teachers key actors in the process of adolescent identity formation. Based on their sample 
of 2787 high school students, Schachter and Rich illustrate that the students consider their 
school a contributor to their positive identity development when it is rich in the following 
identity promoting features, 
(a) their teachers care about them as persons, (b) their teachers are objects of 
identification who serve as positive role models and (c) their school actively 
promotes a range of developmental domains and is not exclusively concerned 
with academics, they grow confident in their ability to develop positive identities 
in the future and they engage in exploration activities. (p. 219) 
Schachter and Rich (2011) conclude that schools with what they coin “identity promoting 
features” do contribute to student identity development. They also argue that an 
important contributor to identity exploration and confidence is when students experience 
personally meaningful studies.  
Schachter and Ventura (2008) also view teachers as major contributors to identity 
formation processes as they call them ‘identity agents,’ defined as “those individuals who 
actively interact with youth in order to participate in their formation of an identity. These 
are the developing individual’s partners-in-identity-formation or their co-constructers of 
identity,” (p. 454). Schachter and Ventura emphasize that it must be acknowledged, 
though, that students have their own expectations about their identity formation work and 
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differ in their willingness and choice to involve in identity processes, no matter what the 
goals of the teacher are. 
 Additionally, researchers highlight the importance of the role teachers play in 
providing quality education and empowering students to achieve their goals and discover 
their potential (e.g., Alexander, 2000; Avalos, 1985; Bacchus, 1997; Dalin & Rust, 1990; 
Farrell, 2008; Ghuman, 1994; Henry, 1996; Niyozov, 2008; Thiessen, 1993) especially as 
agents in the process of identity formation among adolescents (Schachter & Rich, 2011). 
Teachers spend significant time with students, making countless educational decisions 
every day while, at the same time, representing potential mentors and role models for 
students to look up to (e.g., Connelly & Clandinin, 1999; Hargreaves & Goodson, 1996; 
Lumpkin, 2008).  
Schachter and Rich (2011) further argue that schools which foster adolescent 
positive identity implement what they call ‘identity education’ which they define as “the 
deliberate, active involvement of educators with the psychosocial processes and practices 
that are involved in students’ identity development,” (p. 7). 
Another important study on the importance of the teachers’ role as ‘identity 
agents’ is by Marinda K. Harrell-Levy and Jennifer L. Kerpelman (2010), who argue that 
when teachers use what they call ‘Transformative Pedagogy,’ they engage their students 
in positive identity formation. They identify Transformative Pedagogy based on 
Donnell’s work to refer to teaching that fosters collaborative learning and empowers 
students to think creatively and critically (Donnell, 2007), which is also linked to what 
Schachter and Rich (2011) have found about personally meaningful studies as identity 
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promoting features in schools. 
Identity Preservation/Protection 
Transformative Pedagogy 
Among strategies discussed in the literature that could have the effect of 
strengthening and protecting identity constructs is the day-to-day practice in social 
settings, especially schools, that is argued to have life long effect on positive identity 
outcomes. For examples, Harrell-Levy and Kerpelman use identity control theory [ICT] 
(Kerpelman et al., 1997) as the basis for understanding how Transformative Pedagogy 
might promote positive change in identity within the classroom context. They suggest 
that ICT defined as “the day-to-day interactions between adolescents and significant 
others contribute most meaningfully to identity development over time. In other words, 
daily interactions drive identity development” (p. 78). They suggest that the relationships 
with others in a school setting can be very significant to adolescents’ identity formation, 
especially those with teachers. The significance teacher-student relationships carry over 
identity processes are mostly due to the fact that teacher feedback can be an influential 
tool in the process of positive identity among adolescents.  
In the context of a school environment, especially a smaller school with smaller 
classroom size, ‘transformative pedagogy’ process is fostered by the community, which 
is the smaller community within each class. Transformative Pedagogy entails that the 
students are engaged and develop their understanding of the material in a collaborative 
environment, hence strengthening their identity. Transformative pedagogy suggests that 
meaningful identity formation happens when an emphasis is placed upon “the students’ 
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role in constructing knowledge, the personal relationship that is formed between the 
teacher and students and the community formed between members of the class,” (Harrell-
Levy & Kerpelman, 2010, p. 80). 
Given the fact that adolescents are constantly experimenting and exploring 
identity alternatives, and often searching for different ways of defining themselves 
(Markus & Nurius, 1986), teachers’ feedback is particularly important to identity 
negotiation and formation. For a school experience that facilitates positive growth, 
teachers’ feedback could affirm the strengths and contests the negative views adolescents 
have of themselves. Instead, when the school environment is negatively influencing 
adolescents’ self image through teachers’, or even peers’, feedback that contradicts how 
adolescents views themselves, and highlights their negative self-image or self-doubt, the 
result would be a school environment that is disruptive to adolescent social standing and 
even psychological health. Harrell-Levy & Kerpelman (2010) add that, 
During interactions that provide identity-relevant information to adolescents, 
social feedback offers them an idea of how they are being seen by another. The 
adolescent interprets this feedback and creates a self-perception of how they 
“think” the other person is seeing them. This self-perception is compared to the 
adolescent’s current identity beliefs and, if there is consistency, the adolescent’s 
identity is affirmed and strengthened. If there is inconsistency, there is a potential 
to disrupt the adolescent’s identity and this can lead them to engage in behaviors 
that either help the adolescent reaffirm views or lead to changes in identity. (p. 
78) 
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This is also reflected in the early work of Charles Horton Cooley (1902; 1992), who 
coined the term “looking glass self” which refers to the theory that the individual’s 
perception of self is essentially based on how the individual believes others perceive her. 
Cooley argues that such process develops in three stages; the first starts with an 
individual making assumptions on how she appears to another person. The second stage, 
the imagined judgment, is when the individual visualizing judgments being made based 
on how she appears. Finally, in the third phase, an individual starts imagining how the 
other person feels about her, based on judgments made in the second imagined phase. 
Counter Stories and Narratives 
Among practices discussed in the literature implemented and encouraged for their 
positive effect in fostering healthy identity formation are the use of counter stories or 
narratives. In her book Damaged Identities; Narrative Repair Nelson (2001) illustrates 
how negative public narratives (Nasir & Shah, 2011), or, as some might call them, 
stereotypes (Bobo, 1999; Hudley & Graham, 2001) are resisted through counter 
storytelling, resulting in repairing damage to participants’ personal identities caused by 
such negative, stereotypical narratives.  
Based on the notion that identity is narratively constructed, Nelson (2001) argues that,  
identities are complicated narrative constructions consisting of a fluid and 
continual interaction of the many stories and fragments of stories that are created 
around the things that appear most important, from either the first -or the third- 
person perspective, about a person’s life over time. (p. 106) 
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Narratives, or as some researchers call them ‘master narratives’ and stereotypes are used 
in the literature interchangeably referring to the social discourse that is mostly negative. 
Master narratives are defined as “the pre-existent sociocultural forms of interpretation 
[…] meant to delineate and confine the local interpretation strategies and agency 
constellations in individual subjects” (Bamberg, 2004, p. 287). Stereotypes are defined as 
the “mental representations of the characteristics of a particular social or cultural group 
that are shared among members of society” (from Stangor & Schelter, 1996, cited in 
Hudley and Graham, 2001, p. 202). Such narratives are considered part of the social 
discourse, weaved into the social fabric within which individuals operate, place and 
define one’s identity. Master narratives are acknowledged for their role in the 
dissemination of information through storytelling, via media outlets or through social 
interactions, which can speak to the magnitude they have affecting an individual’s 
exploration of identity in relation to public regard. Eventually, it is up to the members of 
society to adopt, endorse, spread, reproduce, or even resist such narratives in different 
ways as part of their everyday life, as part of identity work (Nasir & Shah, 2011; Nelson, 
2001). An example of resisting master narratives is illustrated in the book by Nelson 
(2001) where participants compose counter-stories as tools to challenge racism, sexism, 
and classism and work toward social justice. She concludes that counter stories have the 
power of permitting individuals, whose identities have been damaged by oppression or 
stigma spread by the master narratives or stereotypes, to redefine themselves and demand 
recognition by others, as morally trustworthy persons. She further argues that such 
recognition has the effect of re-identifying the participants as respect-worthy individuals 
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through changing the master narrative, hence, reclaiming agency over the construction of 
their own identities. 
 Nelson (2001) explains the qualifiers for a counter story including its aim of 
making a moral sense of a specific situation, adding, 
[t]heir creators choose particulars from the array of experience and look at them 
in the light of important moral concepts…They are stories that define people 
morally, and are developed for the express purpose of resisting and undermining 
an oppressive master narrative. They ordinarily proceed by filling in details that 
the master narrative has ignored or underplayed. [Therefore,] the master narrative 
is morally reoriented… tak[ing] up an oppressive but shared moral understanding 
and attempt to shift it. (p. 8) 
Relevant to this study and in relation to countering group devaluation through counter 
stories, Somers (1994) argues that religious organizations are one resource and originator 
of "public narratives" which, in contrast to master narratives, are collective accounts that 
are constructed, shared and often not based on negative or stereotypical assumptions. 
Peek (2005) also makes the connection between what her study’s participants of young 
college American Muslim students expressed and the concept of narratives; they learned 
such positive public narratives around their religion and associated them with their 
religious identity construction as part of their Muslim Student Association membership 
[MSA]. The students further expressed that their involvement with this religious 
organization affected the maturity of their religious identity and commitment to the faith 
because the MSA provided the social context as well as the freedom to experiment in the 
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narrative space with the goal of exploring and developing their religious identity (Peek, 
2005). 
Taking the above studies into consideration, when a teacher is conscious of their 
role as an influencer on the students’ identity processes, as the findings of 10CS Project 
suggest they are, a teacher has a great potential to positively impact the adolescent’s 
identity formation process, especially when he or she is invested in that adolescent, again, 
as reported by the student participants in 10CS Project. The goal of the present study is 
concerned with the exploration of ‘how’ the teachers impact the identity formation 
process of their students through examining the support mechanisms they implement to 
assist their students in negotiating their American Muslim identity in a pluralistic society. 
10 Case Studies Project 
One of the goals of the present study is to fill the gap in the data and findings of 
the 10 Case Studies project, which is a larger qualitative research study of American 
schooling. 10 Case Studies project was designed by the sociologist James Davison 
Hunter of the University of Virginia to explore “the relationship between schooling and 
the formation of moral sensibilities and habits among the young,” and aims at 
understanding “the moral ecology in which young Americans are formed” at ten different 
school sectors in America; (1) urban public, (2) rural public, (3) prestigious independent, 
(4) charter, (5) Catholic, (6) Protestant evangelical, (7) Jewish, (8) Islamic, (9) 
pedagogical (e.g. Waldorf, Montessori, etc.) and (10) home schooling (as cited on the 
web page of the project). Each school sector was assigned a team of researchers at 
different institutions with the head Principal Investigator being James Davidson Hunter. 
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Our team of researchers at Boston University’s School of Education, led by Dr. Charles 
Glenn, was assigned the task of exploring the moral ecology in the private Islamic school 
sector. Starting in 2013 until the project concluded in 2016, data was collected through 
qualitative open-ended interviews as well as classroom observations at seven different 
full-time, private Islamic schools at different sites across the United States. We 
interviewed high school level students, their parents, teachers, administrators and 
observed classrooms at a time of growing tension around the situation of Muslims around 
the world, and at home. The study addressed questions around the participating schools’ 
practices in fostering moral and civic character and the unique identities of their 
American Muslim students as well as identifying struggles in that process, if any.  
The results from the 10 Case Studies Project carry great significance for this 
dissertation as they inform the design and provide the accounts from the students as well 
as the parents on their experiences at their participating schools. Including the students 
and the parents’ narratives aims at providing insight into how key stakeholders from the 
participating schools perceived the issues faced by the adolescent children of the Muslim 
immigrant families who allowed us into their minds and hearts.  
One of the most prominent results of 10 Case Studies Project in relevance to this 
research was that students strongly asserted that they are engaging in processes of 
distinguishing themselves from both immigrant culture and “white” society, a third 
alternative that is unique and free of any cultural influence of their parents’ homelands. 
This is in line with previous research presented in the work of Ajrouch (2004) on 
American Muslim adolescents in Dearborn, Michigan, as well as the research on the 
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American Muslim student population in Chicago, Illinois by Schmidt (2002) who 
reported that her students expressed internalizing such third alternative that ideologically 
and morally seen to represent and exceed both ethnic backgrounds. It was similar to what 
Schmidt calls “the Islamic alternative” showing “how young Muslims use Islam to 
transcend ethnic differences in a diaspora setting…, [an] emphasis on living in a Muslim 
diaspora is one way to do so.  [as] definitions of ethnic membership became secondary to 
religious ones.” (p. 13) 
As presented in our report, the participating students seemed in most cases to have 
adopted this third alternative, as one of the students told us, 
a good American Muslim is of course not going to have the same culture as an 
Arab Muslim…as an American Muslim, you should portray the things you learn 
in this Islamic institution into your life. And, basically behave as a normal 
Muslim because being Arab doesn't usually have to do with the way you are as a 
Muslim. But it has to do with more of a cultural thing if you are Arab. (Glenn et 
al., 2016, p. 55) 
With significant help of their teachers, the students reported neither clinging to the 
version of Islam influenced by the culture of their parents nor adopting American popular 
culture unconditionally, but have internalized an Islam adapted to a greater or lesser 
extent to American norms. 
A section discussing the complete results of 10CS project in length is included in 
the Appendix (please see Appendix B Muslims in The Melting Pot) including the issues 
the adolescents described such as relating to the majority culture and to the homeland 
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cultures of their families, dealing with biases and affronts by some individuals and media 
outlets from the host society, understanding their situations as members of a minority 
culture defined in religious and ethnic terms, and imagining their future as active 
members of their society. 
It was clear from the data provided by all participants that students were engaging 
in identity work and finding space to negotiate the definition of self with the help of 
school staff at the private Islamic school where we interviewed them. We also talked to 
the teachers about their perceptions of their students’ experiences that reflected student 
support being implemented in terms of offering safe space for identity negotiation. 
However, there was not enough data to analyze the existing support dynamics 
implemented, specifically at the teacher level. Students reported being encouraged and 
supported, and the effects of such support on their identity negotiation and the role they 
wish to take in the future as productive American Muslims. But in what ways, or through 
which methods this support is taking place, is what the present study aims to explore 
through the teachers’ lens. 
Conclusion 
Tapping into the teachers’ perspectives on their role and practices of identity 
development among adolescents at the participating American Islamic Schools can 
provide important insights for the education of American Muslim students. This study 
aims at highlighting one, often ignored, stakeholder in the sphere of American Islamic 
schooling. It attempts to explore the role of Islamic school teachers in supporting their 
American Muslim adolescent students in the pluralistic society of North America which, 
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in part, can be suspicious of the experiences of American Muslims. The study attempts to 
contribute to the discussion of school choice, school environments conducive to positive 
identity formation, and an effort to present the voices of the teachers on the distinctive 
nature and practices of private Islamic secondary schools. 
 The present study is driven by the goal of offering a balanced view, through the 
teachers’ lens, of their practice of supporting their American Muslim students to find 
their voices, negotiate their identity and take their place in the mainstream American 
liberal society. The study also provides a realistic portrayal of the current private Islamic 
schooling system flaws as communicated by the teachers within which these schools 
operate. It must be acknowledged that the findings of this study are not to be generalized 
to all full-time Islamic schools in the U.S., but to be considered only for the context of the 
three participating schools, which is still informative to other practitioners concerned 
with providing education that facilitates healthy adolescent identity formation. 
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CHAPTER III: PLAN OF INQUIRY 
This study explored identity development support being offered to students in 
Islamic schools, through the teachers, helping the students develop a positive American 
Muslim identity living in a pluralistic society. The present study aims at investigating the 
forms of support the schools are offering, and how, as they seek to facilitate an 
environment of healthy student identity development as seen in the students’ experiences 
reported in the 10 Case Studies. In this dissertation study, investigating the support 
offered to students at the participating Islamic schools is considered from the perspective 
of the teachers. Teachers are identified as major contributors to developing and enacting 
support systems to facilitate healthy identity development (Schacter & Ventura, 2008). In 
an attempt of finding answers to the research questions, this study examines the 
intersection of schooling and identity formation support through teachers practice and 
school-level policies and procedures in educating American Muslim students. The 
following section presents the researcher’s theoretical framework behind the design of 
the study, as well as the methods, data analysis plan, and implementation timeline for the 
period of the study. 
Concepts Guiding the Methodology 
To Guide the exploration of the nature and type of support mechanisms offered at 
the participating full-time American Islamic schools, through the teachers on healthy 
American Muslim student identity development, I conducted a qualitative methods study 
with a critical realist perspective (Maxwell, 2012a). Patton (2002) describes the goal of 
qualitative methods being “to describe and explain phenomena as accurately and 
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completely as possible so that their descriptions and explanations correspond as closely 
as possible to the way the world is and actually operates,” (Patton, 2002, p. 546). Using 
qualitative methodology is to portray the experiences of the teachers engaged in student 
identity formation support processes and learn about the context of the school 
environment affecting such process. Qualitative researcher methodology writer Joseph 
Maxwell argues that “educational research desperately needs qualitative approaches and 
methods if it is to make valid and useful claims about what works,” (2012b, p. 655). 
When qualitative methodology is applied to case study research, it offers a unique data 
representation involving a detailed investigation of a particular event, person, group, or 
organization, through the analysis of collected documents as well as interview data 
(Patton, 2002). For the present study, both qualitative semi-structured interviews and case 
study methodology are implemented in an attempt to provide a descriptive portrayal of 
what was happening within a school, taking into consideration their specific context.  
The orientation of the present qualitative study lies within critical realism and 
epistemological constructivism. Maxwell (2012a) explains how these apply to the present 
study, 
[critical realists] retain an ontological realism (there is a real world that exists 
independently of our perceptions, theories and constructions) while accepting a 
form of epistemological constructivism and relativism (our understanding of this 
world is inevitably a construction from our own perspectives and standpoint). (p. 
5) 
It is important to note that a critical realist approach to qualitative research acknowledges 
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that each individual participant is allowed their unique interpretation of an observed 
phenomenon. It is when several individuals share similar interpretations of an observed 
phenomenon that creates interesting and significant data, which in this case is student 
identity support mechanisms at private Islamic schools. 
Critical realism is based on the idea that “there are different valid perspectives on 
reality […] Reality is more complex than any belief or theory can fully capture; multiple 
valid understandings of any phenomenon are possible, and all beliefs and assumptions are 
tentative and subject to revision” (Maxwell, 2012a p.9, 2012b p. 657).  
When analyzing the data to determine what support mechanisms were followed in 
the participating schools to support positive student identity formation, identifying 
potential participating teachers was based on the nomination or mention by their students, 
who participated in 10CS project to have practices in identity work, therefore, different 
teachers were identified as “identity agents” (Schachter & Ventura, 2008). Some teachers 
later expressed that they had different approaches they follow to support student identity 
growth and negotiation. Multiple participants, though, shared some specific lines of 
thought regarding ways in which they support adolescents’ identity formation, which is 
discussed at length in Chapter VII. Validity and trustworthiness of the data were 
developed through an inter-interviewee description of support mechanisms and their 
interactions. 
Process theory is also important to qualitative critical realist research as it assists in 
developing an explanation for an outcome without necessarily requiring physical 
phenomena to argue for causation in data analysis. Maxwell (2012a) argues, 
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Process theory deals with events and the processes that connect them; ….[It] 
lends itself to the in-depth study of one or a few cases or a relatively small sample 
of individuals, and to textual forms of data that retain the chronological and 
contextual connections between events. (p. 36) 
Corbin and Strauss (2008) also explain how process theory can aid in explaining a 
phenomenon in a small sample in qualitative research, which is addressing individuals’ 
“ongoing action/interaction/emotion taken in response to situations, or problems, often 
with the purpose of reaching a goal or handling a problem,” (p. 96) within a particular 
context. They also state that “if one or more persons are acting together to reach a goal or 
manage a problem, they must bring their actions/emotions into alignment or the flow and 
continuity will be disrupted,” (p. 97). For those reasons, applying process theory is 
appropriate for the three case studies presented in this research because the identity 
development support offered by the participating teachers is a collective work intended to 
address the ways in which students explore, navigate and strengthen their identities, 
despite variations in the level of public vs. private regards (i.e., how the individuals view 
themselves versus how they are perceived by others). 
 
Framework for Data Analysis 
Context, Discourse and Identity Formation 
In guiding the analysis of the data provided by participants, it was important to 
include the unique context of each school at which the teachers’ experiences took place. 
For the purpose of this qualitative study, the context for each school is provided in 
separate chapters discussing the emergent themes from each school site. The context 
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provides a focal point to anchor the data and minimize possible researcher biases. Patton 
(2002) discusses the importance of context in increasing the trustworthiness of data, 
citing Sara Lawrence-Lightfoot (1997) who describes context as, 
[t]he setting -physical, geographic, temporal, historical cultural, aesthetic- within 
which action takes place. Context becomes the framework, the reference point, 
the map the ecological sphere; it is used to place people and action in time and 
space and as a resource for understanding what they say and do. [It] is rich in 
clues for interpreting the experience of actors in the setting. We have no idea how 
to decipher or decode an action…a conversation…unless we see it embedded in 
context. (p. 63) 
In her own work, Sara Lawrence-Lightfoot further encourages the inclusion of context as 
part of what she calls “portraiture” as a creative qualitative approach to collecting data on 
leaders and groups in action, including verbal accounts that are telling the stories of 
individuals in life with the aim of capturing the “essence” of the participant. The 
inclusion of context is important in a critical realist perspective in qualitative research as 
it gives meaning to processes and guides the researcher in providing wholesome 
explanations. Maxwell (2012b) also explains the importance of context as he wrote, 
“context is intrinsic to causal explanation. Causal processes always operate within a real 
context and this context is inextricably involved in the outcome of that process” (p. 657). 
Data on the context of each school site, in addition to field notes, were collected among 
teacher interviews which resulted in placing the findings from each school in their unique 
local context.  
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Highlighting the importance of discourse in this type of research, in her study of 
Canadian Islamic schools, Jasmin Zine (2008) used a discursive framework for 
developing conceptual constructs from her empirical findings. This allowed her theory to 
emerge from a discursive framework rather than operating on a previously constructed 
theory before the research begins. Following Zine’s methodology, a discursive 
framework is used to better analyze identity formation processes based on the teachers’ 
accounts.  
In this sense, discourses are understood as systems of knowledge, supported by 
institutions and practices that both enable and constrain social conditions and possibilities 
(Mascia-Lees & Johnson Black, 2000; McHoul & Grace, 1993). When discourse is 
negative in nature, some researchers refer to it as ‘negative narratives’ (Nasir & Shah, 
2011) or as ‘stereotypes’ (Bobo, 1999; Hudley & Graham, 2001) as defined above. 
Discourse is central to this dissertation research due to its perceived effect in the process 
of identity formation, whether disturbing such process when negative discourse is 
internalized, or strengthening identity processes when such discourse is countered and 
resisted (Nasir & Shah, 2011; Nelson, 2001). 
McHoul and Grace (1993) argue that discourses are not simply ideologies, 
however, they are also a more complex system of significance, representation, and 
meaning as they add: 
Both "the world” and our consciousness of it are effects of the kinds of 
representations we can make of it. But at the same time, discourse is not just a 
form of representation; it is a material condition (or set of conditions) which 
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enables and constrains the socially productive "imagination." These conditions 
can therefore be referred to as "discourses" or "discursive conditions of 
possibility"' (p. 34). 
Taking this idea into consideration, Zine also argued that “discourses are not 
disembodied ideas, rather, they are products of social actions and interactions that create 
the possibilities for certain kinds of social conditions.” (2008, p. 186). Hence, it is argued 
from this perspective that identity, in different categories, is formed through various 
powerful discourses (Mascia-Lees & Johnson Black, 2000). Therefore, in the context of 
three Islamic schools in the U.S., the teachers’ discourses are considered vital data points 
on the process of student identity formation and the support those teachers offer to 
engage in this process. 
Methods 
With the aim of documenting student identity formation support taking place at 
private Islamic schools, three different private k-12 Islamic schools were studied. All 
three schools are participants of a larger research project on school cultures and student 
formation [10CS] where they demonstrated being actively engaged in student identity 
formation processes based on student reports. The research followed descriptive case 
study methodology which included relevant document collection, semi-structured 
interviews, and appropriate data analysis. The objective of this descriptive case study was 
to explore, within the context of Islamic schooling in the U.S., the support systems 
available to facilitate positive student identity and describe the experiences of the 
teachers identified as ‘identity agents’ in this process. 
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The findings cannot be generalizable to all schools in the same category due to 
small sample size providing situation specific data, however, the findings offer reflective 
practice, lessons learned and effective insight from the participants’ experiences with 
student identity formation support, especially with a minority population despite the 
tension in the current political and social climates. 
The present study follows qualitative descriptive case study methodology with 
data collected through semi-structured interviews and document analysis to capture a rich 
description of participants’ experiences. Petty and colleagues (2012) write, 
“methods…refers to techniques used to acquire and analyze data to create knowledge,” 
(p. 378) as a variety of data may be collected to help deepen understanding of the case 
and in qualitative studies this commonly includes interview, observation and/or document 
analysis. Case study methodology is currently being utilized to study normative or 
routine cases, such as in descriptive or evaluation research. Corbin and Strauss (2008) 
write,  
Just because an inter/action is routine does not mean that it is not important. 
Studying routine has broad implications for knowledge development. It enables 
researchers to identify patterns of inter/action/emotional responses that make it 
possible to “establish” and “maintain” social and personal stability in the face of 
contingencies [possible but uncertain or unpredictable happenings], thereby 
expanding our understanding of everyday life. (p. 100) 
The present study took place during a time when Islamic schools across the U.S. were 
facing challenges with the 2016 presidential elections and terrorism incidents carried out 
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by alleged Islamist movements which placed the schools, therefore student identities, 
under scrutiny. The three participating schools, as part of the 10CS project, had 
demonstrated active engagement with student identity work, as indicated by previous 
researchers such as Schachter and Rich (2011), encouraging reflective thinking, teacher 
role modeling and caring as well as implementing school programs attempting to 
cultivate the student as a whole beyond academic learning. 
Participant Recruiting 
To achieve the goal of the present study in providing insight on how teachers at 
private Islamic schools support identity formation, three schools in the Southeast and 
Midwest regions of the United States were included based upon results from the findings 
of 10CS indicating high levels of student identity formation support and, of course, 
willingness to participate.  
After the 10CS research had concluded, continued access to the school sites was 
requested through email/phone. A research proposal amending the 10CS project, 
consistent with Boston University Institutional Review Board (IRB) requirements, was 
sent to the school heads for review and endorsement. Upon approval, the teachers who 
participated in 10CS, especially those nominated by students, were contacted requesting 
an opportunity to meet again in their school for the purpose of collecting data for the 
present study.  
Locations, school names and all identifiable information of people and places 
were given pseudonyms in the study. All three schools are considered large by Islamic 
private school standards as they all include high school grades and enroll more than 400 
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students. All three schools are racially and socioeconomically diverse, which will be 
discussed in more detail in the following chapters on school contexts. The reason behind 
sampling older and larger schools is that such schools are more likely to have a higher 
organizational stability which in turn would create grounds for schools to wrestle with 
educational issues beyond operations and finances, such as issues pertaining to student 
educational development beyond standardized testing outcomes. 
The timeline for data collection for each school took place during the Spring 2016 
semester with additional follow-up interviews and member checking extending to the 
Spring 2017 semester. The original plan called for a data collection timeframe to take 
place and conclude during the Spring 2016 semester, however, data collection was 
extended to a full year due to planning revisions and the addition of a revised teacher 
interview protocol which demanded IRB amendment approval. The revised protocol 
focuses on the teachers’ perspectives of their own practices on how they seek to support 
their students, rather than on their perceptions of the experiences of their students as in 
10CS project. Data collection concluded on February 1, 2017. Table 2 shows when data 
collection started and ended, at each site. 
Table 2: Research Timeline 
School Name Start Date End Date 
Sunlight Academy April 13, 2016 February 1, 2017 
Moonlight Foundation April 14, 2016 February 1, 2017 
Islamic Essence School April 20, 2016 February 1, 2017 
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Identifying Individual Participants 
After project 10CS concluded, I rearranged all available data and descriptive 
information about all the schools that participated and started identifying viable choices 
for the present study based on three categories: school diversity, school stability and the 
willingness to participate in another research study. I later identified the teachers out of 
the existing sample from 10CS, then narrowed the sample down to include teachers 
nominated by the students (mostly the Islamic studies teachers) as well as those teachers 
who serve roles such as student counseling and guidance, including non-Muslim teachers. 
Islamic studies teachers were considered important because results from 10CS project 
demonstrated that all Islamic studies teachers served as advisors and guidance counselors 
to the students whether formally or informally, which offers a rich context for student 
identity negotiation. Therefore, purposeful sampling was conducted from within an 
existing sample of teachers from seven different full-time Islamic schools in different 
states. Patton (2002) argues that the goal of purposeful sampling is to “select information-
rich cases whose study will illuminate the questions under study,” (Patton, 2002, p. 46). 
The information-rich sources identified were the teachers taking guidance roles within 
the school and the ones who were named specifically by participating students for 
making an impact on the students’ lives during data collection phase of the 10CS project. 
The final three cases (three school sites) were decided after the principals at each school 
confirmed participation. Potential participants, who are teachers, were contacted via 
email to request participation, only in case the emails were available on the school’s 
website. For one of the schools, teachers’ emails were not published online, so I 
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requested contact information through the school principal.  
Document Collection 
After the principal approved participation as well as the teachers within each 
school, I began collecting relevant documents on school-wide efforts that pertain to 
student identity formation support. The first source was the school website and public 
social media accounts where the school published rich information regarding curricular 
and extra-curricular activities within the realm of “educating the whole child” or 
“Tarbiyah” as a couple of the schools described such programs. The information-rich 
school documents lend insight into school-wide activities and policies related to engaging 
school staff in the identity formation processes of students. Documents also included the 
schools’ stated mission and vision which revealed important insight on what the schools 
prioritize in comparison with what teachers themselves prioritize and whether those are 
aligned or not. Additional documents such as student and teacher contracts as well as 
school guides and program specific brochures were collected on site when available.  
Document collection was included as data points to achieve two goals; first, 
providing context and background about school-wide efforts related to the research topic 
and second, to shape interview or follow up questions. Sobh and Perry (2006) state that, 
Having prior knowledge…helps in the selection of interviewees, and allows the 
opening and probe questions in the first and later interviews to be more effective 
and efficient. It also helps the researcher to make more believable, some 
encouraging noises during the “conversation” of the interview, as well as helping 
the researcher to recognise when something important has been said… (p. 1202) 
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While the teachers were interviewed, any reference to school-wide efforts in support of 
student identity formation led to requesting related documents if available. The teachers 
were also asked to described such efforts in detail, verbally in case documents were not 
available. Document collection continued simultaneously with interviews, and sometimes 
pictures were taken, after requesting permission, of some documents or posters 
referenced during an interview. Such documents served as information sources that 
served as context to teachers’ accounts and served as case study artifacts used for data 
analysis. 
Interview Process 
The interview protocol was developed based on thematic standardized open-
ended structure. Participants are always asked identical questions, but the questions are 
worded so that responses are open-ended (Gall et al., 1996). Individual questions were 
developed under themes that are targeted for discussion, but at the same time, left open-
ended allowing the participants to contribute as much detailed information as possible. 
Follow-up questions were probed when needed. The protocol was piloted, then revised, 
with two volunteer teachers who are not study participants, before being implemented at 
the school sites. Teachers were interviewed with the goal of gathering their own 
perspective on the support offered to students in relation to identity negotiation. Maxwell 
also argues that “Critical realist social scientists see the meanings, beliefs, values and 
intentions held by participants in a study as just as real as physical phenomena, and as 
playing a causal role in individual and social phenomena” (Maxwell, 2012a, p. 40). 
Manicas also stresses the importance of understanding the justification behind actions, 
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from the actors themselves, to contribute to social scientific research, “[s]ince persons are 
the dominant causes of what occurs in society, the first problem for the social scientist is 
to understand action as it is understood by the actors” (2009, p. 33). In that perspective, 
the teachers allowed me a look into their own perspective on the education of American 
Muslim children, including the strengths and weaknesses, the challenges and the 
highlights of fostering a positive identity among their pupils, all through using a semi-
structured interview process. 
A semi-structured interview protocol (See Table 3) was used to conduct each 
teacher interview. Some focus groups were conducted when appropriate as time 
constraints often played a role in the scheduling and rescheduling of teacher interviews. 
Focus groups were conducted with no more than two teachers from the same department, 
or when teaching the same subject and had no separate individual times available to meet 
for an interview. 
The interview protocol is organized by themes to be explored and included a 
number of semi-structured open-ended interview questions. Time constraints often were 
the cause of not being able to cover all listed questions during one interview session. 
Therefore, many of the teachers were contacted later via phone/email for a second 
follow-up in addition to member checking. Patton explains that a semi-structured 
interview guide “ensure[s] that some basic lines of inquiry are pursued with each 
person… [and]… provide[s] topics or subject areas within which the interviewer is free 
to explore, probe, and ask questions that will elucidate and illuminate” specific subjects 
(2002, p. 343).  
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The interview protocol (See Table 3) covered themes of Islamic schooling and 
teacher success, current student identity issues, as well as issues of pedagogy vs. 
enrichment, education vs. instruction focuses that pertain to the multi-dimensional nature 
of faith-based schools.  
The final question was added as advised by Patton (2002), who encourages the 
use of closure questions that “provide an opportunity for the interviewee to have the final 
say,” (p. 379). By the end of each interview, I asked the question: “That covers the things 
I wanted to ask. Anything you care to add?” or “What should I have asked you that I 
didn’t think to ask?” (Patton, 2002, p. 379). These questions led to very interesting lines 
of thought that I did not or could not pursue with the interview protocol questions I had 
already asked, similar to what Patton had experienced as she stated, “I’ve gotten some of 
my richest data from this question with interviewees taking me in directions it had never 
occurred to me to pursue,” (2002, p. 379).  
The interviews took place during school hours when the teachers had breaks for 
prayer or in between sessions or during planning times/days.  The original methods 
planned for interviews to take place after school due to the busy nature of the 
instructional day. The schools agreed on my visiting for a full day, on-campus, rotating 
interviews with teachers during their availability. Follow-up interviews were scheduled 
based on each teacher’s availability. Some teachers received my follow-up call during 
school hours and some others preferred to talk during weekends. Participants did not 
receive any monetary reward or recognition, however, gratitude for their time and 
contribution was always expressed at the beginning or end of each interview or via email.  
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An average of nine teachers were interviewed per school and several were 
interviewed twice, either continued the same interview, or contacted for the second time 
for additional information or clarification. The number of teachers interviewed per school 
varied based on the teachers’ availability and willingness to participate. Interviews 
usually lasted between twenty minutes, based on planning time only when the teachers 
had time constraints, to over an hour in many cases. Interviews were conducted in 
English with many references to Arabic phrases, being the language of the Qur’an used 
by Muslims worldwide. The interviews were aurally recorded using a small handheld 
digital voice recorder which is protected by a digital password. Participants’ permission 
was requested before recording the interviews, and they were informed that we could 
pause or stop the conversation or the recording at any time, based on Patton’s (2002) 
recommendation who suggested the following statement to be made to research 
participants, 
I’d like to take record of what you say so I don’t miss any of it. I don’t want to 
take the chance of relying on my notes and maybe missing something that you say 
or inadvertently changing your words somehow. So, if you don’t mind, I’d like 
very much to use the recorder. If at any time during the interview you would like 
to turn the tape recorder off, all you have to do is press this button on the 
microphone and the recorder will stop (p. 381). 
It was also explained to the participants that they had the right to withdraw from the study 
at any time, which is also detailed in the consent form, and that their participation will be 
kept anonymous, even from the school leaders including the principal and administrative 
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staff.  
Most of the interviews flowed smoothly since the participants and I had already 
built rapport during the data collection phase of the 10CS project. While participants 
answered questions, I was taking notes about key phrases, main points and references to 
online programs or materials. These notes served as a point of reference during data 
analysis. Almost all the time, the interviewees expressed their gratitude for an 
opportunity to express their thought on the education of their students and how they find 
the topic to be timely and necessary. 
After each day on the field concluded, I listened to all recorded interviews and 
took additional notes to make sure I did not miss any detail. The immediate note-taking is 
advised by Patton who argues that, “the immediate post-interview review is a time to 
record details about the setting and…observations about the interview… [the researcher 
should] reflect …and make notes on the interview process while the experience is still 
fresh in your mind. These process notes will inform the methodological section of your 
research,” (2002, p. 384). I took notes of the preliminary themes that emerged from the 
interviews while listening to the recordings, noting any apparent connections across 
different teachers’ interviews when they came up. This process of note-taking was very 
beneficial during data analysis. 
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Table 3: Interview Protocol 
Theme Sample Interview Question 
Refresher 1- Do you remember when we talked last time about identity 
formation and student character? Do you think there is a 
distinctive mission you follow as part of your school that 
deals with fostering student character and student identity 
formation? If yes, can you tell me more about it? 
2- Could you remind me of your background? Educational 
and personal, in addition to how and why you chose to 
become a teacher at this school. 
Islamic schooling 
and teacher goals 
3- As a teacher, you have many goals, what is your most 
important one? 
Islamic school 
teacher success 
4- Can you think for a moment about the most effective 
Islamic school teachers you know or have known? What 
factors contribute to their success? 
Islamic school 
teacher success 
5- In your experience, do you find that teachers with specific 
qualities, dispositions or specific backgrounds better 
prepared to teach in an Islamic school and stronger in 
fostering positive identity formation? If yes, how?  
Islamic school 
teacher success 
6- What have been the most significant influences in helping 
you develop your understanding of the philosophy of 
Islamic school education? 
Books? People? Experiences? Organizations? 
School strengths 7- What is the backbone of your school? What makes your 
school what it is today and drives its strength and 
progress? 
Current Identity 
Issues 
8- Do you think that teaching American Muslims is different 
than teaching any other population in the US? If so, how? 
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Theme Sample Interview Question 
Current Identity 
Issues 
9- Have you noticed any change in your students’ attitude or 
outlook after the recent rhetoric in the media and around 
the world against Muslims and Islam? 
Current Identity 
Issues 
10- How about the other teachers? Have you notices any 
change in their attitude or outlook after the recent rhetoric 
in the media and around the world against Muslims and 
Islam? 
Current Identity 
Issues 
11- Is that negative rhetoric affecting the climate in your 
classroom? If yes, how? Could you give me an example 
of a time when that happened? 
Current identity 
issues 
12- How do you deal with such issues of media 
misrepresentation/negative rhetoric 
Pedagogy vs. 
enrichment; 
Education vs. 
Instruction 
13- Considering the multi-dimensional nature of Islamic 
schools, how do you feel about the competing priorities 
between fostering religious identity and preparing 
students for college? Do you face this challenge at your 
school? If yes, can you tell me more about how you deal 
with it? 
Challenges (at the 
teacher level) 
14- What are some of the common misconceptions, errors, or 
omissions made by inexperienced or ineffective Islamic 
school teachers? In other words, what does bad Islamic 
school teaching look like? 
Challenges (at the 
school level) 
15- What are the challenges that need to be tackled in order 
for the school to enjoy stable and uninterrupted growth? 
Closure That covers the things I wanted to ask. Anything you care to add?  
What should I have asked you that I didn’t think to ask? 
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Data Analysis 
Following case study methodology, it was difficult before starting the actual 
process of data collection to choose a data analysis approach when writing the original 
plan for this present study. One of the reasons for that dilemma is that case study 
methodology is not associated with any particular method of data analysis (Petty et al., 
2012), therefore, I had decided to postpone finalizing the data analysis methodology until 
after I started collecting data. Data analysis was guided by the methodology described by 
Miles and Huberman (1994), Patton (2002) and Corbin and Strauss (2008) which 
includes a process of identifying codes, themes and categories leading to separate stages 
of data analysis, the first being within-case analysis and the second being cross-case 
analysis, which is discussed in Chapter VII.  
Using relevant school documents, I performed methods of qualitative content 
analysis (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005) looking for indications of programs or initiatives that 
engage in fostering identity formation among students. I looked for themes and values 
represented across documents. Document analysis was ongoing throughout the process of 
data collection and even after field work had concluded. Information derived from school 
documents contributed to providing school context and served as an additional data point 
to confirm or question teachers’ accounts. Interview data were transcribed by myself and 
with the help of an independent transcriber who had worked on transcribing 10CS data 
and was familiar with most Arabic or Islamic references. NVivo, the qualitative coding 
software was used to store and perform preliminary analysis of the data. Following 
Patton’s (2002) recommendations, “developing some manageable classification or coding 
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scheme is the first step of analysis…. content analysis … involves identifying, coding, 
categorizing, classifying, and labeling the primary patterns in the data” (Patton, 2002, p. 
463) were indeed the first steps in trying to make sense of the data. While analyzing the 
data, I first looked for themes emerging from each individual interview data, I then 
looked for common themes across all individual’s accounts (from within each case, then 
across cases), in an attempt to reflect the meaning given to the situation discussed and 
how the participants respond to the challenges they find themselves in. 
Posing open-ended questions yielded multiple responses that were grouped 
thematically during the analysis. Following a critical realist methodology orientation, it is 
important to acknowledge that there could be more than one perspective on what was 
happening in a particular case. Those variations were also reported in the analysis of 
single cases and across cases. After analyzing content for commonalities, Patton 
recommends sorting these into categories by “looking for recurring regularities in the 
data” (2002, p. 465) which ultimately helped in identifying process in the data as 
recommended by Corbin and Strauss (2008) who argued: 
Process in data is represented by sequence of action/interaction/emotions 
changing in response to sets of circumstances, events, or situations… analyzing 
the data for process can lead to identification of patterns as one looks for 
similarities in the way persons define situations and handle them. (pp. 98-100) 
In order to control researcher biases and effects during the process of data analysis, 
Corbin and Strauss (2008) advise that researchers answer the following questions when 
looking for themes and defining categories across data point: “What is going on here? 
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What are the problems or situations as defined by participants? What are the structural 
conditions that gave rise to those situations? How are persons responding to these 
through inter/action and emotional responses?” (p. 100). While identifying themes, I tried 
to answer these questions looking at the data from each case (i.e., school) individually in 
order to account for each case’s unique context. I color coded the answers to each 
question using both Nvivo and Microsoft Word when appropriate. After identifying 
commonalities within each case as part of within-case analysis, I started the cross-case 
analysis with the aim of identifying commonalities and differences across themes listed in 
the interview protocol and discussed by the teachers from all schools. After engaging in 
intensive analysis identifying codes during which statements are labeled, then categories 
where those labels are grouped in categories, then finally identifying final themes and 
processes, I was able to formulate a rich description of each case, and across cases, based 
on the data provided by participants themselves, therefore, increase the trustworthiness of 
the findings.  
Validity 
Qualitative research is argued against by many researchers due to issues of 
subjectivity, bias, inability to establish generalizable results or causality (Maxwell, 
2012a, 2012b; Patton, 2002). However, bias and subjectivity could be controlled for 
when the researcher is mindful and aware of possible biases that could affect data 
interpretation or manipulation. Researchers recommend keeping reflective journals 
throughout the research process to minimize such biases and keep the researcher aware 
when judgment could be clouded by inaccurate perceptions. To eliminate the possibility 
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of researcher biases affecting my analysis of the data, I maintained a reflective journal 
where I documented my perspectives and reactions to each interview as well as 
preliminary on-site analysis of the data collected. I flagged any instances where possible 
subjectivity could have affected my interpretation of the data. Following the 
recommendation of Sobh and Perry (2006), I also include a section in the appendix 
describing my background (See Appendix A: About the Researcher). 
It is important to assert that this study does not aim to generalize the findings to 
all schools with similar profiles and settings, nor to establish causation among the 
findings. However, following the tradition of critical realism among social scientists, the 
goal is to present the participants’ accounts as a real phenomenon in their contexts. The 
findings are acknowledged for their truthfulness within each case and as expressed by 
each individual participant. The findings are meaningful to all stakeholders concerned 
with the education situations of the population studied in this research. 
Member checking and follow-up interviews were essential to establish 
trustworthiness of the findings. Member checking involves taking raw or interpreted data 
back to the participants for confirmation or correction of any errors, increasing the 
credibility of information and accuracy of their story representation (Guba & Lincoln, 
1994). Redundant themes within each case and across all cases were important in 
establishing trustworthiness, too. Patton (2002) also recommends that researchers, 
check for the consistency of what people say about the same thing over time; 
compare the perspectives of people from different points of view…; [and] check 
interviews against program documents and other written evidence that can 
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corroborate what interview respondents report. (p. 559) 
I followed Patton’s advice in addition to having participants validate my interpretations 
of what they say either during the initial interview or after when I contacted them again 
for follow-up interviews. I often asked questions such as: “what do you mean by…?” and 
“what does…. mean in this context?” especially when the participants mentioned Islamic 
terms or concepts without clarifying them, assuming that I understood the meaning as I 
share the same religious background. This process served as a confirmation and 
clarification of the intended message by the participant versus what I, as the researcher, 
might understand or interpret as the message. 
Threats to validity may include observer effects, including observer bias and 
observer drift, given that the researcher shares the same religion as the study participants. 
Observer drift describes the implicit changes in code definitions causing inconsistency 
made by observers over time (Kazdin, 1977; Smith, 1986).  
These effects are addressed in three ways: (1) audiotaped interviews and 
debriefings provide a permanent record of data collected, (2) Member checking 
techniques were applied throughout the course of data collection, (3) Anonymity of the 
schools and all participants is an important factor to gaining participants’ buy-in through 
clearly communicating the research goals and benefits to enhance their experience.  
Another limitation is testing effects which relate to when teachers react atypically 
as a result of awareness of the subject of interest. To control for testing effects, a 
thorough rationale for the research goal and purpose was explained to teachers in the 
beginning as part of the voluntary consent to participate.  
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The following chapters include results from both within case analysis (Chapters 
IV, V, and VI), presenting data from each school separately including information on the 
context at which each set of data is situated, as well as results from the cross-case 
analysis presented in Chapter VII. Data from both analyses are connected to concepts 
from previous research as well as the research questions. The analysis of data, in light of 
the research questions, has yielded themes organized in the following tables presenting 
the organization of results from both within-case analysis (Table 4), and cross-case 
analysis (Table 5). 
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Table 4: Themes from Within-Case Analysis Illustrating Connection to Research 
Questions 
Research Questions Themes Presented in Within Case 
Analysis 
Chapters IV, V, and VI 
-From the teachers’ perspective, what is 
the distinctive goal of Islamic education at 
US middle and secondary Islamic 
schools? 
The school context and the distinctive 
mission of the school and the participating 
teachers 
-What are the factors hindering and/or 
contributing to the teachers’ effectiveness, 
understanding of and ability to meet the 
need to preserve and promote positive 
identity formation among students in the 
US Islamic schools where they work? 
Challenges facing American Muslims 
Challenges facing Islamic schools 
-What support, if any, is available at the 
current school with the target of helping 
students navigate being a Muslim in the 
pluralistic society of the United States? 
How American Islamic school teachers 
support their American Muslim students 
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Table 5: Themes from Cross-case Analysis Illustrating Connection to Research 
Questions 
Research Questions Themes Presented in Cross-Case Analysis 
Chapter VII 
-From the teachers’ perspective, what is 
the distinctive goal of Islamic education at 
US middle and secondary Islamic schools? 
-What support, if any, is available at the 
current school with the target of helping 
students navigate being a Muslim in the 
pluralistic society of the United States? 
Theme 1: Dealing With The Challenge of a 
Threatening Environment 
Theme 2: The role of Distinguishing 
Tarbiyah and Ta'aleem in Offering Identity 
Negotiation Space 
Theme 3: Mentoring, Teacher Care and 
Teaching by Example as Identity Promoting 
Features 
Theme 4: Fostering a Sense of Community, 
Family and Belonging as Part of The 
Commitment Process to The Individual’s 
Group Membership 
-What are the factors hindering and/or 
contributing to the teachers’ effectiveness, 
understanding of and ability to meet the 
need to preserve and promote positive 
identity formation among students in the 
US Islamic schools where they work? 
Theme 5: The Instability of Staff and 
Finances as Obstacles to Coherent Identity 
Development Processes 
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CHAPTER IV: SUNLIGHT ACADEMY 
School context  
Sunlight Academy is located in the Southeastern United States and serves pre-K 
through 12th grade. It was founded in 2004 but had to continue operations without any 
formal accreditation until 2009. The school is located in a suburban area with a largely 
Muslim population; this resulted in the demand for and foundation of another private 
Islamic school within less than five miles. The other school, referred to in this research 
by the pseudonym ‘Moonlight Foundation,’ is also a participant in this dissertation 
research. The two schools are considered friendly rivals in the community and each 
referred to the other literally as “the other school” during our interviews. Including both 
schools in the research was very useful as it provided the opportunity to identify 
variations in what the community is seeking at both schools and how the definition of 
success varied based on these varied priorities. This chapter, however, will be focused on 
Sunlight Academy and its teachers' experiences and views on Islamic education. 
Sunlight Academy is a full-time private Islamic school with a humble beginning. 
It started with the acquisition of some trailers where classes met, led by a handful of 
teachers from the local community. It grew gradually and expanded to brick and mortar 
buildings, in the same area, sponsored by the generous donations of the community, 
reaching an enrollment of 528 by 2013:  69 Early Childhood, 264 Elementary, and 195 
Secondary students. The enrollment is 56% female.  
The school has about 28 full-time and 9 part-time teachers. About 75% of the 
students and 70% of the teachers reside within about a 20-minute commute from the 
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school. Students go about their day, hanging out from time to time around their lockers 
and rotating among classes located either in the new buildings or the old trailers, in a 
traditional school schedule that is very similar to that of a traditional public high school 
curriculum, with the addition of Islamic focus and Islamic curricula.  
Students wear uniforms and girls wear abayas6 along with the hijab, which is 
mandatory for girls above the age of 10 years old and considered part of the dress code 
for Muslim female students at this school. Fridays are an exception to the dress code for 
all grades. On Fridays, students are allowed to wear what they like as long as their 
clothes, and the girls’ abayas, are in solid colors with no logos or writings allowed, and 
as long as “boys’ shirts have collars” and girls’ “abayas should not be flashy.” The 
school has a very small population of non-Muslim students and non-Muslim staff who 
are not mandated to wear the hijab, but are required to dress modestly (long, loose skirts 
and long modest sleeves). 
Tuition for high school level was $6,350 during the time the research was 
conducted, in line with the national average of the cost of private Islamic schools. 
Financial aid is offered to those who qualify via collected donations supported by the 
community, covering no more than 50% of the tuition; there is also a public scholarship 
program in terms of vouchers offered by the government as subsidies for families to pay 
for their children’s education at a private school, in support of school choice.  
Visiting 
During my first day at the school, I was invited with my colleague to attend the 
morning assembly. The assembly took place in a large hall where students sat separated 
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by grade and gender, boys to the right and girls to the left, sitting with their cohorts after 
they handed their cellphones to the teacher upon entrance. The morning assemblies are 
described by the teachers as “setting the tone of the day” and include “important 
reminders to the students” of the school’s message, mission and ethics, intertwined with 
the foundations of Islam and the Prophet’s life lessons. The assembly takes place at the 
Assembly Hall every morning and lasts half an hour right before the first class session.  
The Assembly Hall is attached to the mosque, which is part of the school and 
considered a community mosque where all five prayers are performed daily and open to 
the public. The school is not governed by the mosque as in some other Islamic schools, 
but managed by the Board of Trustees who are members of the Muslim community. The 
morning assembly opens with a short recitation from the Qur’an by a student, then a 
quick supplication asking Allah for guidance, help and forgiveness in all we do. The 
theme for the week revolved around honesty. A female teacher gave a quick talk to 
remind students about the importance of that virtue, followed by brief announcements 
and a short introduction and welcome of us visiting the school. The teacher also reminded 
the students who are planning to go to Hajj7 of the importance of early planning to avoid 
their studies being interrupted, especially for high schoolers.  
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Figure 1: a high school classroom at The Sunlight Academy 
 The school has strict policies including the prohibition of male-female interaction 
outside of the classroom. Although the school is co-ed, during all co-ed classes, boys and 
girls sit separately and any interaction in topics that aren’t academic is frowned upon. 
Islamic studies classes are separated by gender because the topics are “gender sensitive,” 
as explained by one teacher. The gender separation and ban on social communication 
between boys and girls was mandated as what the school interpreted as part of Islam and 
to protect boys and girls from “falling into bad deeds,” a teacher explained.  However, 
that strict gender communication policy created a struggle among students who 
interpreted it as a move by their parents and the community to be “overly protective,” and 
as a policy stemming “from cultural interpretations vs. core religious ones” as one student 
told us and as discussed in Glenn’s research on the same population (2016). The school 
day at The Sunlight Academy is similar to traditional public school with similar posters 
on the wall recognizing excellent students and displaying their artwork, quotes of 
encouragement, and a bulletin board of the most important events/announcements (see 
Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: samples from the walls of Sunlight Academy 
Academic program 
After the morning assembly is concluded, students walk to their respective 
classrooms where teachers follow textbooks and programs used in Language Arts, 
English, Math, Science and Social Studies that are approved by the State’s Department of 
Education. SAT/ACT preparation, limited options of Advanced Placement classes, Honor 
credits, and college preparation all are strongly emphasized among parents, school staff 
and faculty. High performing students are placed in a “dual enrollment program” where 
they take classes at the local college to strengthen their high school profile as shown in 
their college application.  
  Dual Enrollment is reserved as a privilege for students who are performing at a 
high level in their courses and are able to take these additional courses at the college level 
while maintaining their academic level at the school.  Students with grades below 80% in 
any of their classes in the semester or quarter preceding their dual enrollment registration 
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are not allowed in Dual Enroll until after the following quarter or semester grades are 
published, and they have no grades below 80%, even if their overall un-weighted GPA is 
at or above 3.0.  
In October, 2014, the school also introduced the International Baccalaureate 
program offered to high school students in their junior and senior years. The school 
advertises the IB program as follows:  
[d]esigned for highly motivated students, the IB Diploma Program is a rigorous 
two-year course of study leading to externally assessed examinations. The DP 
offers both breadth, in terms of the range of courses offered, and depth, in that 
students must take each for two years. It is a deliberate compromise between the 
specialization required by some colleges and universities and the breadth 
preferred by others. Students who do not wish to become full IB Diploma 
candidates may elect to take IB courses in their areas of academic strength. These 
students will receive an IB certificate for each course successfully completed. 
Teachers have expressed that the school adopted the IB program to increase 
competitiveness in their graduate profiles as they apply for college. Courses offered 
through the IB program include the classics of English, History, Mathematics and 
Physics. However, what was really interesting is the addition of Arabic Language 
Introductory as well as Arabic Language Acquisition courses, designed to follow the IB 
curriculum and methodology of inquiry which encourages critical reflection and debating 
ideas with peers with the guidance of mentors assigned by teachers. The school adapted 
the IB program but with revisions approved by the IB committee to fit the needs of the 
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school’s program. For example, the choice of the Arabic language curriculum is infused 
with Islamic Studies and Qur’anic verses.  
The school is part of a larger national consortium of Islamic schools, but self-
governing. It is informally associated with The Islamic Society of North America, but 
operates entirely independently. The school has to submit to an accrediting process that 
certifies the quality of the educational program, including the state’s Department of 
Education as well as the regional accrediting association for private schools. The school 
has its own, completely independent School Board, which is typically very involved in 
the shaping, authorizing, and evaluating of the school’s curriculum, operations, and 
personnel. The Board exercises very tight control over the activities of the school 
administration. As observed and communicated by the staff, the conformity of students to 
a particular code of moral or religious conduct, and the educational progress and 
development of its students, receive the greatest weight in the Board’s assessment of the 
school. Despite turnover problems among administrative staff that could be caused by 
such control, teachers reported positive brief comments about the governance of their 
Board. 
An example of that rigid control of the board is the overhaul of the whole school 
administration after our initial visit in 2014. When I went back to the school to collect 
additional data for the purpose of this dissertation, the school principal and all the 
administrative staff were changed, in what the teachers described as a shocking and 
sudden change the Board had made. The Board had said that the old administration “did 
not align with the Board’s vision anymore,” while some teachers referred to the move as 
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“merely for business purposes” as we will discuss later in the chapter. While some 
teachers did express their concern and push back, most of them did not elaborate and did 
not feel comfortable talking about it.  
An important source to paint a picture of the school was the document which 
communicates the school’s top five goals to prospective students and their parents. An 
analysis of the document shows the school’s focus on not only academics but also on 
character building, as well as being a hub for active members in the community who 
drive change. The document lists the following as the school’s top goals:  
1. To instill in our students a real love of learning to make them lifelong learners.  
2. To offer the best possible educational opportunities and experiences to allow our 
students to reach their highest potential.  
3. To develop in our students a desire, willingness and ability to be positive, 
contributing members of their school community and of the community at large.  
4. To instill in our students a real love for and understanding of the teachings and 
practices of Islam, with particular emphasis on respect, effective communication, and 
cooperation.  
5. To provide an Islamic environment in which each student can develop physically, 
socially, emotionally, and intellectually.  
The document also lists the top five goals for the Parent Teacher Organization:  
1. To promote an atmosphere in which children can grow as individuals, each aware 
of his/ her own worth and value in society.  
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2. To foster an awareness among parents of the need for their participation in the total 
education of their children.  
3. To develop united efforts between educators and the general public that will secure 
for every child the highest achievements in religious, mental, social, and physical 
education.  
4. To provide a forum for constructive communication and decision-making between 
parents, teachers, and administration for cooperative resolution of school problems.  
5. To sponsor community, social, and fund-raising activities to promote the general 
welfare of the school and its students.  
The Teachers of Sunlight Academy  
Ten teachers were interviewed from Sunlight Academy, six females and four 
males. While most of the participants are considered veteran teachers who started their 
career with the foundation of that school, all of the interviewed teachers were part of the 
school staff for at least three years. Six of the teachers were either first generation or 
second generation American Muslims, one teacher was third generation, two teachers 
were American Muslims and one teacher was a non-Muslim. About fifty percent of the 
teachers were of Arab descent while the other fifty percent were a mix of African 
American, Hispanic, South Asian and White. Eight out of ten interviewed teachers taught 
high school level classes while 2 taught a mix of elementary and middle school levels. 
Interviews were set for 20 minutes each based on the teachers’ planning time but 
almost all lasted a lot longer than that. The teachers were very excited to speak about 
their community and their school, their hopes and aspirations as Muslim teachers. They 
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talked about the road that led them to being a teacher at this specific school. Three out of 
the ten teachers had teaching experience in a public school prior to joining The Sunlight 
Academy. All three teachers joined the school voluntarily despite the lower salary offered 
at the school, due to the low funding which is typically the case at this type of private 
school. One teacher justified his move as he “wasn’t a good fit” for the previous school, 
while the other two talked about an “identified need” for their skills and wanting “to give 
back to the community… to carry the torch.”  Another teacher talked about her 
experience as a student first, staff later, 
I was 11 years old and we lived in [a city one hour away] and my mom was 
worried about me going to a public middle school. And I was worried too because 
it was new. So she heard about this school... so she applied for a teaching position 
and she was accepted, and she enrolled me. That was 2001. And we would 
commute 1 hour every day to here, from 6th grade until I graduated. And my 
brother as well, he has been here since he was 3 and he is about to graduate this 
year. So that is great.  
The teacher talked about her experience during a period where there was tension around 
the Muslim community, especially after 9/11. The teacher continues, 
Within an Islamic school, there is always the fear of it shutting down. Or the fear 
of money and things like that. So the first three years at the school it was having 
problems and then they came and got new administration and changed the name. I 
graduated from [this school], and then went to study English literature at [the 
local university]. And then decided to come back and just be a teacher’s assistant. 
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And then I left to go apply for my master’s, and then I came back to just, I was 
volunteering one day and they needed somebody so I became part of the school. I 
never wanted to leave, it grows on you. It is a family, it is definitely not a job, it is 
a family. It is definitely not. I have had jobs outside of Islamic schools, and 
maybe it is because I was a student, that has something to do with it that I don’t 
feel so intimidated. I feel so at home. But maybe that is because I was a student, 
I’m not sure. 
The teacher talked about the date the school under its current name was founded, in 2004, 
after it had suffered some financial problems under the previous administration since she 
joined as a student in 2001. When asked about the reasons why the school was on the 
verge of a shut down and lost its administration, the teacher explained, 
There were political issues with the administrator. Accusations of [the principal] 
working with different groups. He was very… he was an advocate for Palestinians 
and he was misunderstood by the media and was forced to leave the country. 
When he left, everyone thought that the school would go down because there was 
no money. There was nothing. So my mother along with all the other staff took 
pay cuts and were willing to stay and work just to keep it running. And the 
building, you know the building across from us? That was the office, and the 
building right there was the entire school and just a bunch of portables. This 
building wasn’t here. There was nothing fancy. We didn’t have copy paper. It was 
horrible. There were no lesson plans. But we attended the school every day, 
teachers were there. We learned, we had homework, we had tests. And then after 
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one year the board found a new administrator. [The new principal] came in and 
she advanced the school so much… she came in and I really look up to her. She 
came in and she organized. And nobody likes change in the beginning. But she 
organized everything. 
Challenges facing American Muslims 
The effect of isolation 
Major themes which emerged during our discussions with the teachers revolved 
around the challenges facing American Muslims in their community and in general, as 
well as those challenges facing Islamic schools, The Sunlight Academy particularly. 
Many of the teachers talked about the isolating nature of a faith-based community school 
and the effect of that on students, and how they work to reverse that effect as 
socialization agents. All the teachers brought up the issue of isolation, sheltering or 
‘creating a bubble’ as referred to by some teachers. This issue was at the forefront as the 
school has been actively working to counter it. As one teacher explained, 
the number one goal for this school in particular would probably be Din.8 Because 
of course grades are very very important and high marks are important and we all 
have to try really hard, but at the same time, the reason why we are here is to get 
them away from trouble. You know, keep them away [but] sheltering too much is 
not a good thing as well, we have to get them educated….. When someone is 
isolated, that is not good. Because eventually that isolation will diminish, and the 
wall will come down. If the parent protects his or her child too much, eventually 
your child will find the truth. And once they do and they do alone, it can hurt you. 
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It can scare you. And it can traumatize you. Because imagine not knowing social 
media. Imagine not having access to anything. Imagine not knowing…you 
know…I just go to school, and I go home, and I sit in my room. That is all I do. 
Imagine having that life, “Oh and you’re not allowed to look at anything.” You 
know? You are eventually going to pop. And when you do it is going to be so 
bad. Because you’re not adjusted. You know? So I don’t like to be too sheltered. I 
like to have…I like to know everything but have the self-control to choose what I 
am allowed to do and not allowed to do. 
One teacher theorizes the source of that uncontrollable feeling of isolation and how they 
instill in their students the ways to comprehend and fight it, 
I think when you are an outsider. When you are a group that is a subculture. You 
are always going to be viewed differently. I mean, I don’t think….how do I 
explain this? I grew up American Muslim. I walk into a college prepared for 
stereotypes, prepared for people not liking my people or my religion. Just 
as…sometimes African American can relate, they walk around and they don’t 
know if somebody is racist, they don’t know if they are going to be judged. You 
never know. Even just being foreign is enough to tweak the role a little bit. So I 
always walk in with my guard up, like, ok, if there is somebody that doesn’t agree 
with you or your religion, it doesn’t mean it is personal. They don’t know you, 
they know what they see. So I think it is different. Because, I feel like Muslims 
probably and other groups of people that have been, felt isolated have a guard. A 
tiny one. Just to make sure, “Hey I am not bad. I am good. My religion is literally 
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means peace.”  
The teachers also talked about the central role the dual enrollment program plays in 
reintegrating their students into the “real world” through the classes they take with 
college students in the local university and how teachers aid their students in negotiating 
how to deal with situations they were warned about.  
[High school students’] mentality is different. They do understand that there are 
different things, that they are part of the community now. They are outside on 
their own. They are working…. They see different things…. So they are not 
enclosed anymore in this little bubble. So they are out of the bubble they are 
experiencing things, and they are asking, “Well I was told this, but how does this 
work now?” And I’m like, “Ok, I understand.” 
Another teacher thought most of the burden falls on families to avoid “too much 
sheltering” as she argued, 
Well there is not too much the school can do. They try to educate their students as 
best as they can. If there is too much sheltering, it is probably being from families. 
You know? Because what I agree with is here in this school at least they have 
classes together, both female and male. They have classes they go to salah,9  they 
have lunch. Things like that. They have Islamic studies classes together. They are 
not completely isolated and sheltered. At the same time, they are taught…you 
know…about drugs, they are taught about these things that are, they are taught 
about the negative, and they are taught how to stay away from it. That is what I 
advocate. I want you to know, but I want you to choose.  
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The teachers also talked about the school’s efforts in participating in outreach program 
and interfaith conversations and events. The teachers even talked about an annual soccer 
competition, for both boys and girls teams, among the local private schools, including the 
neighboring Christian school. The school recently also announced joining the State’s 
High School Athletic Association, through which national competitions will be held 
annually. After giving all these examples of what the school does to fight the inevitable 
nature of a community school having the side effect of being isolating, one teacher 
specifically argued that “public schools actually are more isolating, in my opinion, for the 
Muslim kids as they often cannot discuss or practice their faith openly The teachers also 
viewed the dual enrollment program as another version of eliminating that isolating 
nature and their way in placing their students in “real life situations” and as “the real 
faces of Islam” compared to the “misrepresented version of [Islam] in the media.” 
The Negative Rhetoric around American Muslims 
Among issues facing American Muslims, the teachers at the Sunlight Academy 
talked about how the Muslim population is relentlessly misrepresented in the media and 
how that feeds into the negative rhetoric around Muslims, nationally and globally. The 
Donald Trump candidacy was always the elephant in the room when the subject of the 
negative rhetoric against Muslims was discussed. The potential of him being president 
was the topic of many seminars and gatherings in the community and how students were 
encouraged to be active and speak up, in different ways, against his candidacy. When a 
teacher was asked whether he noticed any change in students’ outlook or attitude after 
recent events and negative rhetoric around Muslims, the teacher told us, 
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I have, I have. And a lot of the students, it seems that they have an added hate for 
non-Muslims. Like, of course, the Donald Trump era we have going on. One of 
my students wrote a letter to him, because we talked about how the Prophet sent 
letters to the kings to invite them to Islam. The assignment I gave the kids to write 
a letter to Donald Trump to let him know what Islam is all about, to change his 
perspective on Muslims and minorities. Even though I told them not to make any 
derogatory remarks, keep it positive, because when you invite someone, you need 
to win them with love. You can’t put them down and then expect them to embrace 
Islam. But they still couldn’t do it. They called him different names, they said 
“Mr. Dump” instead of Mr. Trump. They said, “Why don’t you open your mind” 
and “You’re close-minded.” What I am trying to do is try to make them more 
open-minded. Islam didn’t come like that. It took a while. The Prophet was 
ridiculed. They pulled his beard, they strangled him. They put the intestines of 
this and that on him. It takes a lot of self-control and patience. We need to be 
more open-minded….. So we can’t judge. I said to the kids you can’t judge and 
you have to be patient with it as far as understanding what is going on. You can’t 
hate. Because that is not how the Prophet said to do Islam. So I teach them to be 
more open minded with all that is going on around the world. 
And another teacher has the students analyze the background of all presidential 
candidates to get a better sense of “where they are coming from,” as she explained, 
[t]hey have to look into the candidates, they have to understand where they are 
coming from. What exactly are they saying? What do they stand for? Once you 
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see where they stand, you understand the reason behind everything. And you are 
able to analyze it and comment on it. And when you understand that information, 
you feel reassured. Because it is a combination. It is not, and I tell them, even if 
he wins, it is not going to be black and white. It is not going to be, “He says this” 
and that’s it. He doesn’t have all the power. That is why we have the senators, the 
Congress, and everything. We have things in place, and the Constitution. 
Another teacher described how her students, even if offended, are not taking what’s 
circulating around the media seriously and how they often joke about them, 
[t]hey kind of feel offended, but they joke about it. They’re not really serious 
about it. I don’t think there is a country that does not have racism or 
discrimination. Historically that is going to exist wherever you go. But our kids 
just try to put it into a sense of humor. And I like that about them. They don’t take 
it personally. And they are not afraid to go in to face that racism and they know 
how to act properly to it. So I really….I believe they are very effective how they 
deal with it. I’m really proud how they treat people outside and how they respond 
to those negative comments.  
And when I asked her about where she thinks they learn how to do that from, she 
responded, 
I don’t know how they learned that. Maybe it is the culture that they are in? 
Maybe that they feed off each other? But I see a lot of that sense of humor. They 
joke about it more than they take it seriously. I really can’t figure out why they do 
that or how they take it so…not so personally. Maybe being in an Islamic school 
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they feel more freedom than if they were in maybe a public school. They would 
not speak out. But the fact that they are surrounded by people that can understand 
them. They might just make a sense a sense of humor to just make fun of it with 
each other.  
She thought that the school environment had an effect on how the students dealt with 
such rhetoric. She thought that being among peers who share the same background helps 
them create some sort of a defense mechanism that deals with negativity through humor. 
It was something I also observed in a classroom where students were learning US History 
and discrimination issues were brought up during the lesson, then one student started 
playing a clip discussing the issue through a YouTube clip from The Daily Show when 
Jon Stewart was the host. Jon Stewart and an American Muslim guest comedian, Hasan 
Minhaj, engaged in a couple of monologues where they discussed the part of the 
constitution where “all men are created equal” and how this is challenged “every decade 
or so, we as a nation need to ask ourselves ‘oh really? All, all men?’ and the ones in 
question this decade are Muslims as they are currently ‘the subject of the equal men test,” 
as Stewart puts it. The clip was discussing, at the time, the current discrimination cases 
against Muslim women as one was denied a job at Abercrombie & Fitch because of her 
hijab and another denied a can of soda on an airplane based on the fear she might be 
using it as a ‘weapon’. Then Hasan Minhaj goes on to address Muslim women who face 
discrimination, and gives them some easy tips for concealing their religious identity, to 
avoid finding themselves in such situations. The students seemed to enjoy the clip as they 
giggled for the whole 8 minutes it lasted. The teacher later discussed with the students 
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what might have motivated the racism in both situations in a more serious discussion. 
The students’ responses all revolved around the theme of fear as a result of a lack of 
knowledge around what they called “the real Islam.” 
The teachers talked about how they ground their counter arguments against the 
negative media comments in the Qur’an and how Islam is portrayed in the original book 
of Islam, 
I would just look back at the Quran. It always counteracts anything the media 
says. You know. The media says, “This this and this.” Just go read the book. Just 
go back to it. Does it say that? No. Are you misinformed? Yes. So if anything, we 
just go back to the book.  
And another teacher talked about being proactive and combating the negativity with 
representing Islam in its “true way” in the community, as she gave an example of 
students “in [the local university] who join organizations where they try to support 
Muslims [and] to show the good side of Muslims.” 
One more teacher talked about the role of his colleague, the Islamic Studies 
teacher, in mediating such situations and how he is the person to facilitate a discussion of 
current events to ease the tension in the community, 
I remember when we were in school, and something would happen, “Muslims are 
this this this, blah blah blah.” Right away, we would have an Islamic studies class. 
Regardless. If we had Islamic studies that day or not. We would meet in the 
masjid, with the school imam,10 or the sheikh or anyone, even the principals, all 
would come in and talk. The media is sometimes saying things that are 
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misinformed. Don’t, we are who we are. Go back to the Quran, read the Quran. 
They would have lessons about how to control yourself and how to understand 
that…and learning that at a young age has pressures. You know? You don’t want 
to learn that people are spreading rumors about you, it is kind of like that. Why is 
she saying this about me? It is not true. Imagine that but at a larger scale. Why are 
they saying this about our people and it is not true? We are raised by our parents 
at young ages to love the Prophet Muhammad, love the Quran, love Islam. And 
people are talking bad about it. You know? 
Challenges facing American Islamic schools 
The teachers also talked about the challenges facing their school specifically 
including complications among staff and the board of trustees, the lack of funding, 
resources, community support as well as issues of teacher turnover and low teacher 
quality in some cases. I witnessed some of these problems firsthand as I visited the school 
twice with a timespan of almost two years in between. A lot of the school staff has been 
replaced during my second visit, and many of the resources that lacked during my first 
visit were still unavailable during my second visit, such as a school gym. “Money” was at 
the center during our discussion of the challenges facing the school. Teachers attributed 
teacher turnover, problems with the school’s board members and lack of community 
support all to financial issues. One of the teachers gave us his interpretation of the cause 
of the most recent clash among some staff members and the board which resulted in the 
replacement of many:  
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It is a money thing to be honest. It is a matter of power, money…people lacking 
Iman11 is what it is. They are more business minded than actually seeing, pleasing 
Allah. I think that is what the difference is. We have people who are here for the 
sake of just pleasing Allah, and being here for the students. We have people in the 
upper level who see it as a business to make money. That is how I view it. 
He elaborates, 
I mean, to be honest, the board has a vision. They want what is best because a lot 
of them have kids in the school as well, but they…they’re not making the right 
moves I think to get to that goal to make it successful. They are working on a 
whim, and then, kind of seeing what happens this year and if it doesn’t work out 
the next year we have someone else. The kids… even this year I asked my kids, 
“Who is the principal?” The principal actually came, one of the principals came 
and sat in my class like an impromptu evaluation, all the kids said, “There is some 
lady here...” She is the principal! Yeah that will be the principal by the way. I 
actually came back and said, “You should probably introduce yourself.” Because 
it is tough for them, they come back and forth. I think it is important for the kids 
to know who their principal is.  
Having a principal coming from out of state, most decisions are made by the Board, after 
consulting with the principal as the teachers reported. The teachers also talked about the 
level of autonomy the school staff had through the school board members and rated it 
“low to medium.” One teacher explained that during the years he’s been at the school, he 
never witnessed “a relationship as of recent,” meaning there wasn’t really a relationship 
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between the board members and school staff until recently when the previous 
administration got replaced. That issue of a clash between school administration and the 
board led to the topic of teacher turnover, which the teacher identified as a problem at the 
school. He talked about how having “a solid administration” was important to increase 
retention rates, 
[a]s far as turnover, me personally, ok, me personally I’m here because…, and 
I’ve had opportunities to go elsewhere for more income, but I’m honestly here 
because I think I can bring a lot to the table to help these kids adapt to this 
society, adapt to life in America, right? But as far as to reduce the turnover, I 
think having a sound, solid administration is important, because if you like who 
you work for, you have no reason to leave. If you are here for the right reason, 
you’re not going to leave. Me personally, I love the kids because I’ve known them 
for five years or something, I see them grow, and obviously some of them going 
in the wrong direction, the majority of them are on the right path. But I believe a 
solid board of directors, a solid administration is what is going to keep the 
teachers here. Because as far as relationship goes, we all relate well with each 
other as far as teachers go. As far as having job security, that is something that is 
important too because as we saw people were removed just like that. We have had 
people who had contracts and then, in their contract, “I’m teaching this and this 
course,” but then they were asked to reduce their hours even though they had a 
written contract!  
In a follow-up interview, I asked the same teacher the same question in an attempt to 
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increase validity of the data. The teacher had the same answer but with a more positive 
outlook regarding the new administration,  
If we had more security, more… a better relationship is the best answer, with our 
directors and admin. Which we do now. I love the directors, they are amazing, 
they taught here, they understand the kids, they get the picture, we have a good 
relationship now with them, but that just started this year. Obviously we lost the 
top three that you know about who went last year, but I think once we have a solid 
relationship with them, I think the turnover will reduce and we will have more 
teachers who appreciate what they do. 
Another teacher also had a positive opinion of the board members, who are responsible 
for the most recent overhaul of the school administration, a move that was criticized by 
all of the teachers, except for two. She expressed that she saw the development and 
strength at the school coming through the leadership of board members. When asked: 
“What is the backbone of your school? What makes [the school] what it is today and 
drives its strength and progress?” she replied, 
Maybe the people that work behind the scenes. I would definitely say the board 
members were the ones that kept the school alive. At a certain point the school 
struggled and was at risk of shutting down. These board members stood up and 
supported the school. And they continue to support the school. They probably not 
focused so much on their businesses as much as they focus on how to make this 
school grow. And they tried to do whatever it takes to make this school prosper.  
She then explained the reason behind that lapse and their role when the school had issues 
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and was about to shut down, 
It was more of political issues that had the principal at the time had problems with 
the government. Now whatever the case was, I really don’t want to go into details 
because I don’t know much, it is what I heard. It was more political. Because at 
that time it was the principal, they went through many difficulties and the board 
members that were in charge at the time decided just to back off and not support 
the school anymore so you had new board members that stood up and said, “We 
are going to take the school and carry on with it.” Not to mention of course the 
good luck for [the school] to have very successful teachers. Because at that time 
even the teachers devoted themselves to continue with teaching without even to 
get paid at that time just to support the school financially. So I think also the 
teachers play a very major role and then the administration. Also that’s another, I 
think, lucky thing that [the school] had very successful professionals as admins 
that pushed the school to progress. And then even when those admins left we had 
a new group of admins that also supported the school. So I think the school has 
been blessed, and we have a good amount of teachers, admins, and board 
members. The board members support financially. They choose the right leaders 
to run the school. And then that just makes a domino effect. If they choose 
effective administrators, they will choose effective teachers. Also the idea of the 
administrators not just accept anyone. To give a careful eye of what students you 
should accept. And the fact that they focus on behavior more than on anything 
else.  
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Another teacher talked about the lack of space and overwhelming duties combined with 
low pay as the reason for high turnover rates: 
Teacher turnover is one of our major issues….. I feel like the lack of space makes 
it harder for teachers. Because now we have more floating teachers. And if you 
are a teacher that floats, it makes it harder to prepare the lesson that you actually 
want because you can’t always have your material with you on hand in the way 
you want. But however if we had another building or bigger space where each 
teacher can keep their own room, I feel like that makes it more successful….. I 
think [the teachers] become overwhelmed. We have, for example, we have two 
portals that we use, [one] is the communication with the parents, the grades, 
putting in your classwork, your homework.. There is this other portal, which is 
our curriculum map. When teachers come in, like I was telling you, they assume it 
is a lesson plan, go in, and you teach. But on top of that there is this [portal] that 
you must work on. You must do your curriculum, put it together. Because we are 
not handed a curriculum. You’re building your own curriculum. And if you don’t 
have that experience, that is a lot of work. And to have the duties on top of that 
and a lot of times that’s one of the main reasons why we do have that turnover. 
They feel overwhelmed, and they feel like they are not being paid enough for it. 
We know in Islamic schools, your pay is a lot less than what public schools are. 
 
“Money problems” were also linked to teacher turnover at the school, as one teacher 
explained when asked about the challenges that need to be tackled at the school level, 
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Oh my god. Money problems. That is the biggest issue with Islamic schools. 
There is a way where we can be funded the way public schools are. I don’t think 
it’ll be a problem. I think the issue with something so good and so delicate and so 
pure, there has to be a bump in the road. And I mean, thankfully it is money 
problems and not something else. You know, because money is always going to 
be there. It will come and go, but beautiful people won’t. And great teachers with 
a good mission won’t. So if we have…that is probably the only thing to keep it 
running smoothly. Because you have the will from the teacher. You have the need 
from the students. And you have the parents that will do anything for their kids. 
But when it is on a budget, you can only do so much.  
Then she connects it to turnover, 
I mean, you know, all Islamic schools around the country, not just ours, have 
issues with keeping teachers there. You know, keeping…it is a dream job if it had 
high pay, Muslims everywhere, kids with Din and manners, it is a dream job. You 
can’t have a dream job. And teachers are underpaid whether they are Muslim or 
not. Period. So…you have to…you have to be realistic. You can’t just expect life 
to be you’re making millions teaching. It is not going to work that way. 
Another teacher had the same theory of financial problems being the reason behind low 
retention rates “I think the case might be connected more with financial reasons. 
Typically the public schools offer more pay. And they offer more benefits than private 
schools. And that’s why teachers maybe leave the school, for better opportunities.” This 
teacher also talked about how the school suffered in filling positions of leaving teachers 
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since “Islamic schools, most of the time, prefer Muslim teachers and they kind of are rare 
here in the US. So that is why you keep on changing. Either they are not effective. Or that 
the teacher themselves leave.” Then she talks about problems with non-Muslim staff 
having higher turnover rates: “We had a very good number of good teachers. They are 
not Muslim teachers. And I think after they find a better job with better benefits, they go 
there. So I think it has a lot to do with it.” I then asked the teacher on how the school can 
maximize its financial resources, 
I don’t know anything other than just approaching the community. There is so 
much that you can push the community to donate. Unfortunately, in some 
communities, people give more than others. I would say that our community does 
not see a large need for Islamic schools. I would say more than 70% of our 
community send their kids to public schools. And of course, if you look at that 
70%, they are not going to support the school financially. So the 30% is not 
enough to keep the school surviving with the kind of resources you see. So that is 
a struggle.  
And the teacher talks about the lack of the community’s financial support to this Islamic 
school by enrolling their children in a public school instead, 
I think they are not aware of the importance of Islamic education. Most of them 
can’t afford it. That is another thing. I know a lot of people that want to bring 
their kids here, but financially, they can’t afford it. So I think the finances is a 
large factor and the people that can afford it, they are not really well educated on 
how much it is important to keep the Islamic school surviving.  
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How Teachers Support Their American Muslim Students  
Our interviews revolved mostly around how the teachers formed successful 
support system, each in their distinct way, which their students lean on in tough times 
like the period during which our interviews took place. When I was touring the schools, 
every day there was a news piece that involved a Muslim or a group of them, somewhere 
around the world. Whether it was the trial of the Boston Marathon Bombers, the San 
Bernardino shooting, the attack on the Canadian Parliament, ISIS attacks in Paris or 
London. Although purportedly all were committed in the name of Islam, the community 
at these schools were vocal that the assailants are “far from being Muslim,” as one 
teacher puts it, whenever the topic is discussed. Later, the Trump nomination added salt 
to injury with its anti-Muslim rhetoric and agenda. As discussed in Chapter II, the 
students interviewed for the 10 Case Studies Project showed great resilience and 
communicated high levels of self-confidence and inner peace. They had centralized their 
identities as participating, responsible and proud American Muslims and I wanted to 
know what was being done, at the school level, to foster that by talking to the teachers. 
Data analysis of the teachers’ interviews resulted in the emergence of four major themes: 
(i) the distinction between education (i.e., Tarbiyah) and instruction (i.e., Ta’aleem), (ii) 
informal mentoring, (iii) the importance of the teacher being relatable, as well as (iv) the 
increased sense of community at the school. 
The distinction they make between Tarbiyah and Ta’aleem (Education vs. Instruction) 
 
When discussing ways in which participating teachers support their students, all 
teachers interviewed, without exception, talk first about the non-academic side of 
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teaching, which reflects education in its formative sense; Tarbiyah in Arabic. Almost all 
teachers, without prompting, consciously differentiated between their roles in the 
formative process of their students and its effect on their mind, identity and character as 
contrasted with their role in imparting content knowledge (Ta’aleem in Arabic) that is 
still essential to their success in their community. When asked about ideal students and 
ways in which they support healthy identity development and fostering a safe, inclusive 
environment at their school, all teachers discussed the aspects of tending to the students’ 
minds and souls, or fostering a Tarbiyah community as defined by the school’s teacher 
guide as “the ideal approach in developing human nature, both directly through a method 
of verbal or visual communication, or indirectly through providing a role model, 
according to a specific curriculum that employs certain means and mechanisms in order 
to facilitate positive change.” 
Teachers at the Sunlight Academy were specifically vocal in discussing methods 
and programs implemented school-wide to foster Tarbiyah that existed in their schools. 
The school had a “Tarbiyah Program” where the whole school community, including 
parents, gathered for targeted monthly sessions, focus groups, and seminars. The school 
had the slogan: ‘the importance of family dialogue as a Tarbiyah tool’ printed on the 
brochures prepared specifically for that program. I went over the agenda for that program 
for the period from 2014-2017 which reflected what the teachers expressed as the 
integration of both education and instruction, apparent by the titles of discussions and 
parent meetings held as part of that program: 
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YEAR SESSION TITLE 
2014 “How to Gear Your Child towards Academic Success: The Learner 
Attributes” 
Seminar and Open Discussion What does current research say about my 
child’s learning process? What are learner attributes? And, how can knowing 
about learner attributes assist me with my child’s education? 
A Parent Seminar HAPPY MUSLIM FAMILY 
A parent seminar leading your family in a connected world a model for 
parents to think and act both under ideal conditions and under stress 
2015 Ideal Muslim family & their engagement with the community 
A parent seminar parenthood: a promising partnership for success 
A parent seminar: living Islam 
A parent seminar how to attain paradise in our home 
Parenting and child’s health: family habits that affect our children’s well-
being 
What to do in the face of retaliation against Muslims in the USA due to the 
latest terrorist attacks in Paris 
2016 Understand your children better 
The challenges of raising youth in America & the solutions 
Lessons learned from a dialogue between prophet Mohammed SAW with a 
young man part 1 
Lessons learned from a dialogue between prophet Mohammed SAW with a 
young man part 2 
2017 The power of good deeds 
Building leadership skills in children 
Building values in our children 
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In addition to these school-wide community programs, teachers talked about daily 
practices where Tarbiyah can be seen being enforced. A teacher gave an example of the 
platform he uses to practice the daily Tarbiyah “dose” as he described how he follows the 
Qur’an and Sunna doing that:  
We do a morning assembly as you saw this morning. So we give a 10-
minute reminder as far as character building, how they should behave as 
Muslims, the examples they should set.…I told them to always see 
everything as a da’wa12 opportunity. Because you never know who is 
watching. So always make sure you are on the spotlight so people can 
look at you and appreciate what Islam has to offer. As far as character 
building, in the Islamic class we talk about behavior, and etiquette, and 
mannerisms. Everything based on the Qur’an and Sunna. 
Some teachers also touched upon that distinction between Ta’aleem and Tarbiyah among 
parents as they observed how the priorities differed, according to one teacher, based on 
the parents’ educational background or immigration status. As one teacher said, 
the ones that don’t have a background in education, their goal is to just have their 
kids in an Islamic environment. They are just worried about what the public 
schools offer. Now the ones who have educational backgrounds, they look at 
both. Islamic environment. And also academic. Because they know that the 
academics here are much more rigorous than in public school. So that is really the 
two phases that you have. 
However, another teacher from the same school disagreed, while still citing the 
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distinction parents make between academic instruction and character, moral, Islamic 
education 
I think [the focus] is equal. The way [parents] care about their children’s 
academics and for them the Islamic aspect of it is important. The aspect of the 
academics. So their focus is on the academics and they do want their children to 
come out with strong academic backgrounds, but at the same time they want to 
have strong Muslim character as well. 
One more teacher even, interestingly, linked Tarbiyah to Ta’aleem in the sense that 
having Tarbiyah as the base will definitely lead to good Ta’aleem, 
I think they go hand in hand. You’re trying to focus on academics like I said and 
character. And if they have good character. If they have good Islamic character, 
they are going to care for academics. Because one of the key concepts of the 
Prophet Muhammad is perfect any job you do. So if you teach them that, teach 
them the principles of hardworking and you need to be committed to your country 
and to your community, that leads for them to progress academically. So I think 
they are really connected. 
When asked about his goal, one teacher described the aspect of Tarbiyah in schooling as 
a “‘the molding process’ especially as middle schoolers are more flexible at this age to 
having their personalities being in the formation process.” He further explained: “So I get 
to mold them and kind of, you know, show them the ropes if you will…. which kind of 
goes away as you go to the upper levels, which is why I love middle school to be honest.” 
 The teachers at Sunlight Academy, all without exception, talked first about the 
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importance of tending to the students’ ‘soul’ when asked about ways in which they 
support them. The teachers unanimously viewed the responsibility of providing support 
for their students to thrive and succeed as American Muslims at the teacher level.  
Informal mentoring 
Mentorship, in all its forms, was a major theme in our discussions with the 
teachers. All participating teachers talked about holding a role responsible for mentoring, 
whether formally or informally, at the school. One teacher simply stated “we all lean on 
each other” when asked about the resources they use to support students’ emotional and 
mental wellbeing. “We make sure every child has at least one adult they look up and 
relate to,” she added. Also, almost all teachers mentioned the importance of themselves 
being “role models” for the students to “follow their lead in being a successful and 
contributing Muslim American.” 
 When asked about the most important features a successful Islamic school teacher 
possesses, he talked about how teaching is like “mothering” in the sense that “you are the 
mentor and the source to all knowledge in your kids’ eyes,” Another common use of 
mentorship is through using the stories of Prophet Mohammed (PBUH) and how the 
teacher expressed using those anecdotes to dealt with hardship so students “can grow a 
sense of empathy and look up to him as a role model.” Another teacher added, 
I like to bring a lot of stories from the prophets and the Sunna as far as what he 
did. The trials he went through. How severe it was. And how he reacted because 
obviously he is our role model. I give them a lot of, we have a lot of class room 
discussion, I give them response papers, “What do you think about this?” “What 
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if this happened?” “What if you were there, what would you do?” Right? So a lot 
of, you know, discussions with myself and the students to see where they are at. I 
want to get off the wall comments because I like, a lot, if one person says it it 
means other students are thinking it as well. So I take those comments and put the 
Islamic press on it so they, you know, they get the idea, they get the picture. It 
clarifies how the world, what is happening in the world these days. 
Another teacher at the school, who is non-Muslim, talked about this mutual mentorship 
relationship he has with his students as he stated: “I got more knowledgeable, and 
obviously being around these students. And obviously the students teach me a lot. They 
were telling me about Cain and Abel. But the story in the Qur’an is different from 
mine…. So I learn a lot from them.” 
 Mentorship and guidance was also central in my interview with the non-Muslim 
teacher working at the Sunlight Academy. Not only his mentoring and guiding students, 
but also other teachers mentoring and guiding him on how to navigate the rules and 
regulations of Islam in this new environment that he lacks knowledge of: “the 
teachers…they help so much. They are full of knowledge and they are happy to share at 
any point. ‘Oh brother I want to talk about the Quran, sit down right now!’ They always 
have that time.” 
The importance of relatability 
Concerning the topic of the most important skills/dispositions/ backgrounds for 
successful Islamic teachers, almost all teachers mentioned the importance of the teacher 
being relatable, or being able to ‘connect’ to the students through making connections. 
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One teacher even went further and discussed being relatable as his goal as a teacher, 
My first important goal is to relate with the students. To have them appreciate, 
respect, and you know, and love me to the fact that whatever I say, obviously I’m 
teaching them based on the curriculum that they are responsive and receptive to it. 
We have a good relationship. So I guess the best thing for me is building that 
relationship. We have a lot of teachers now that they are “of the old school,” as 
they call them. And a lot of students can’t relate to them because they have the 
“back home” mentality. They don’t know about pop culture. I think those things 
are important because the kids need to be able to bond with the teachers. I think 
the relationship with the students is important. 
When asked the same question, another teacher talked about the increased chances of 
relatability if the teacher shares the same background as the students; being born and 
raised in the United States. 
I feel like it depends on where that background came from. So…if you I want to 
say pretty much being a part of the students. Being born and raised here. Knowing 
how life has changed, I feel like plays a role.  We have amazing teachers who 
have come in from overseas with their education background and they do an 
amazing job. Sometimes it’s not always about…because I took the courses, I 
know it. Sometimes it is more of the experiences that comes in with it as well…. 
Being able to, in a school sense, understand the students. Because [the] generation 
today is very different [from those] . . , ten years ago; students are not the way 
they [were] from every perspective. The way they talk to people, the way they 
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treat people, everything comes a lot easier to children these days. Spoiled may not 
be the word, but that would be the best thing to say at this point. Everything 
comes easily to them or easier so they feel like they are entitled to everything. 
And the teacher, whether born or raised here, or came from overseas, if they can 
connect with that and see all the what could be a negative child will definitely 
have a successful year. And their rapport with the students will definitely by far 
be a very different rapport than the one who cannot get that connection with the 
student. The teacher should be relatable to the student. 
Another teacher agreed by giving an example of what he perceived as a successful 
teacher at the school, 
The one Islamic teacher we have here, Brother Latif, I think we met last time last 
time we met. I met him when I was living in [a nearby town] about 10 years ago. 
And what drew me to him was because every time he gave the Khutbah13 at the 
masjid, he would always tell a story. I’m the kind of person, me personally, when 
I sit down for long periods of time, my daughter makes fun of me, because I fall 
asleep. I fall asleep laying down, sitting up. So the khutbah was tough for me to 
stay up. Right? As much as I drink Monster, or whatever it took to stay up, I 
couldn’t stay up because the khutbah would bore me. But every time he gave the 
khutbah, it was always a story he told, so he always captured my attention. And I 
loved that. That worked for me, it would probably work for anyone. That was my 
thought process, so I try to tell stories to kids a lot, so they get the message. So I 
think that quality he had in him is what made me a better person as far as being a 
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more effective teacher. So of course his sound Islamic background and knowledge 
as well. [Students] can get the picture because they can relate to it.  
The teacher then talked about ways for teachers who lack those skills to improve through 
getting familiar with “social media,” 
To be honest, social media . . . personally I don’t have a Facebook account or any 
social media account. However, I keep up with the news. The funny thing is I 
don’t even listen to music. But sometimes I’ll put on the current songs just to see 
what these kids listen to these days so I can really help them get them away from 
bad influence. But I watch a lot of YouTube videos. To see what is out there 
because a lot of times I think the kids are growing up too fast. I’m trying to see 
what do they have access to see. I want to see what does this word mean. A parent 
told me that a 2nd grader knew what the middle finger was. The father was like, 
“how do you know what that is?” And she said, “Everyone knows what that is.” 
In 2nd grade! So to help out those of the Old School, you know, more in tune with 
the internet. Maybe as simple as YouTube videos. But conversation with their 
kids. If they make a comment, find out what the root of the comment came from, 
and see what their train of thought is to try to catch up with them.  
Another teacher, who is also a former student at the school, talked about the same 
concept of the role relatability plays in a teacher being successful in that specific 
environment, 
my favorite teacher in high school taught Islamic studies. Brother Walid. We 
spoke about him earlier. …I like people who . . . can be really religious, but at the 
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same time very down to earth and aware. You know? He used to teach us in class, 
I remember, he would talk about Islam and everything but at the same time he 
would talk about a movie or a song. I like people who can relate to me. I don’t 
want to feel like I am doing everything wrong. I also have a teacher in high 
school, she taught English, she was my favorite teacher. She was the one who 
made me…I was in English honors since middle school. And all my English 
teachers were amazing. One in particular, I still remember her class. You know? 
She would sit us down. I think what made her an effective teacher was that she 
spoke to us like adults. I was 14. But she spoke to me like I was 20. You know? 
And she asked us like, “What do you guys think? Honestly, what do you think 
about the book? Did you feel this way?” She didn’t make it like an order. She 
made it like, what is your opinion? But really she was teaching us 100%, and I 
didn’t know, you know? “All right, how about we write it down, and just like, 
let’s feel it out and do this assignment and see how it goes. And we’ll do it 
together.” ….. And then we would read it out loud together. But we did the work 
separately, all on our own. But she made it feel united. And just so, I remember 
feeling very respected by her, and I like that. I don’t want a teacher to walk in the 
class and make you do work, “Listen I am the teacher, you are the student, I am 
the boss.”  
Also, when talking about the most common misconceptions or errors made by 
inexperienced or ineffective Islamic school teachers, the answer was still “not being able 
to relate to students,” highlighting generational issues, as one teacher elaborated, 
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[i]t is the misconception that when their kids are bad, it is because they see bad 
behavior, the stereotypes, and the kids don’t listen. That’s what I’ve heard from 
Islamic studies teachers. But I personally don’t think that is the case. Once you, 
you are able to relate with the kids, then you have a successful class. Personally. I 
mean, I’ve seen a lot of the kids [who] try to bring their teacher up to speed as far 
as the terminology, as far as what is going on in society as far as movies and 
music and what have you. If the teacher doesn’t get that, it is almost like the kids 
have a one up on the teacher. And unfortunately there is a lot of disrespect going 
on in the school because of that because they can take advantage. The teacher 
doesn’t know how to manage the class. I’ve heard, even yesterday, I’ve heard this 
kid that tell the teacher, “You’re deaf.” They are telling the teacher “deaf!”, back 
in my day, you get expelled for that! Or even as simple as telling a teacher, 
“Move!” Instead of saying, “Could you move please, move?” “Move.” so, I think 
the teachers being able, the ‘Old School’ teachers as I call them, being able to 
relate with the students would help that. Because that relationship needs to be 
mended, so you can have a more successful class.  
And when asked about ways to help teachers be more relatable to the students, the 
teacher suggested giving an online class, that he even volunteered to lead “because a lot 
of the teachers are way out field. Like I said, [the issue with] the [foreign born] teachers, 
[while] I love them to death because I respect them as my mentors. As far as being able 
to bond with the kids and just managing the class, [there are problems that can be solved 
by]…as simple as watching some YouTube videos, even the most recent ones, just watch 
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the most recent ones you get everything from that, because they keep repeating the 
common terms and the pop culture, the most recent things.” 
 That teacher then added how important it is for his colleagues “to keep up with 
pop culture” in order to relate to the students and understand their behavior “because 
from the videos you see what is going on. The trends…right? What kids are wearing, 
why they are doing this. Why are kids walking a certain way?”  
Before conducting the interviews, I have had the assumption that the teachers’ 
background and where they grew up in was the most important in helping them succeed 
in an Islamic school, but the teachers gave me a different perspective on what really made 
their teachers successful. Whether born and raised in the U.S. or an immigrant teacher, all 
participants agreed that forming meaningful connections by being relevant to their 
students and being immersed in their culture were the recipe for success at this specific 
school. 
Increased sense of community and family 
Another central theme that was common across interviews with teachers at the 
Sunlight Academy was how the teachers perceived the increased sense of community and 
family as a source for student support. At the school, everyone was everyone’s relative or 
neighbor. Even if a family lived an hour away from the school, the community would 
embrace them as though they were family, as one teacher told us of her days as a former 
student then coming back to the school as a teacher, 
I never wanted to leave, it grows on you. It is a family, it is definitely not a job, it 
is a family.  I have had jobs outside of Islamic schools, and maybe it is because I 
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was a student, that has something to do with it that I don’t feel so intimidated. I 
feel so at home. But maybe that is because I was a student, I’m not sure. 
That teacher also talked about the great lengths the former principal used to go to make 
sure that students are on the right track, 
[a]nd I remember, this was so funny, private schools are small, and I remember 
she was my principal from when I was in 9th grade until I graduated. And when I 
was signing up to dual enroll at [the local university] while I was in high school, 
she came with me and my friend to help us register. And the registrar was so 
confused. “Is this your mom?” “No she is my principal.” “Wow you have very 
special treatment at this school” “Yeah it is a family.” She helped us figure it out. 
And along with all the other administrators and teachers and everything. It takes a 
lot to keep a school running. 
The teachers often discussed nurturing students and fostering their success in a context of 
family, being ‘part of the community’ and ‘safety.’ “The community” in this context 
refers to the local or larger Muslim community in most cases. However, the phrase was 
used to refer to the school’s community when it is quoted from the non-Muslim teacher’s 
interview as he stated: “it has been 4 years now. I am not Muslim, I don’t, I am not part 
of the community, but in this school, I am.” That teacher talked about how he himself felt 
as part of a family during his first year, 
I remember my first year here, my car, the tires, it just broke down. And I texted 
Sister whoever is in the front, “So my car broke down, I am going to be late.” 
They texted me back, “I can come pick you up.” You don’t even know me and 
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you’ll drive 20 minutes to pick me up! No brother, I’m ok! So those kind of 
things made us a family. 
And another teacher talked about her own experience as a student, at a different 
American Islamic school, and how she witnesses that same sense of family at the 
Sunlight Academy where she now works, 
I went to an Islamic school when I was in 10th grade. I did 10th and 11th grade 
Islamic school. I was in public school all the way up to 6th grade. And my parents, 
at that point, were like, “Public school is not the thing for our children,” however 
Islamic schools were not around either. So the quickest solution back then was 
you take them overseas. So we actually went, my whole family, my siblings and I, 
we were overseas for 3 years. And when my father had moved to the [local] area, 
he saw the Islamic schools and was like, “It is time to bring the family back 
together.” And I felt like it was a family.  
The teacher here talked about how her parents pulled her and her siblings out of public 
school after they determined it wasn’t a good fit for the family in terms of school culture 
and values, which the family view as necessary, but are not communicated to the 
students. “There was no focus on values. Values that are considered part of Islam like 
integrity, honesty and no cheating and no stereotyping. There was some bullying too 
against those who practiced their faith like wearing the hijab,” the teacher clarified. Her 
parents had to suffer through separation and make some sacrifices to find a better school 
that is in line with their Islamic perspective, which wasn’t available to them at the time. 
The teacher then went on to explain, 
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It was a very different experience. I must say, Islamically, I grew better once I 
entered that Islamic perspective. Because overseas it was more cultured. Not 
necessarily Islam. Once I went to college, graduated as a teacher, I knew that if I 
had children, I want them to be in that environment as well. Because I did not 
want them to see what is out there, and Alhamdulillah, I mean, what was out there 
when I was in 6th grade is considered kosher [compared] to what is out here today. 
Alhamdulillah.14 
The teacher talked about how her American Islamic school helped her differentiate 
between a cultural Islam and Islam in itself, as to be discussed in more detail in Chapter 
VII. She also followed her parents’ lead and chose American Islamic schooling for her 
children for reasons she mentioned, including protecting them from “what is out there” 
especially during this time period with the abundance of information and unrestricted 
access to the internet and media outlets. 
 The conversation with the teacher continued to talk about aspects that made her 
school strong and motivated her choice to work and to enroll her own children as well, 
Its safety, its nurture. The feel of a community, as a family. I am a high school 
teacher, but I know the middle schoolers. You get in contact with the younger 
ones in elementary and you begin growing a relation. When I was in the 6th grade 
and they would finally come in from elementary, they would be like, “Oh, I 
remember when you used to do this and this.” So it’s not like it is a fearful year, I 
don’t even know my teacher. They get to see that. And I love that feeling of 
“whole.” Being whole. 
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The teachers at the Sunlight Academy were warm, welcoming and very open to 
discussing all aspects of their experience at Islamic schooling whether at this institute or 
beyond. In addition to their doubts and fears, they discussed their hopes and dreams and 
were very welcoming during the member checking phase as I had to go back and talk to 
the teachers again for the purpose of clarification and confirmation. The teachers at 
Sunlight Academy recognize the importance of going beyond the academics to enable 
their pupils to thrive in a society that is sometimes perceived as hostile, especially with 
the recent political atmosphere.  
It is clear from the teachers’ focus on anchoring their practice in Islam, 
community and social responsibility, differentiating academics (i.e., Ta’aleem) and 
education (i.e., Tarbiyah), providing informal mentoring and role modeling, as well as 
being relatable in a family environment, the teachers are seeking to develop in their 
students a sense of rootedness in the religion of Islam while, at the same time, building a 
sense of responsibility towards the larger society of non-Muslims.
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CHAPTER V: MOONLIGHT FOUNDATION 
Moonlight Foundation was the second school to participate in our research. It 
accepted participation after learning that their competitors, The Sunlight Academy, had 
also accepted to be part of our research project. The friendly competition between the two 
schools, as we found, had actually worked to our advantage as well as the advantage of 
students of both schools. Both institutions were working very hard to win the support of 
the local Muslim community and attracting enrollment and the best staff. The Moonlight 
Foundation is a full-time Pre-K through 12 Islamic school and was established in 1992 
with under a hundred students. Current enrollment stands at 600 students, of which 47% 
are female, and 200 are at the high school level. High school tuition is about $7009 with 
financial aid available to those who qualify. 
 The school operates in a campus of four buildings, including a new 20,000 square 
foot facility which contains 16 high tech classrooms. The buildings are all one-story, 
former public school building with added classrooms that expanded to the sides gradually 
with the growing enrollment. A beautiful Fountain marks the center of the school’s main 
yard where morning assemblies are gathered every day. The school is surrounded by a 
fence with a guard at the gateway who greets parents driving their students in the 
morning with waves and smiles. Entrance and exit are restricted outside the normal drop-
off/pick-up hours.  
The school has about 32 full-time and 8 part-time teachers. About 80% of the 
students and 70% of the teachers reside within about a 20-minute commute from the 
school. After each morning assembly concludes, students form a line lead by their teacher 
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to go to their respective classrooms. Students who arrive late go directly to the 
administration office, after they pass the gate. Students then go to their classrooms which 
follow a traditional school schedule also similar to that of a traditional public high school 
curriculum, with the addition of Islamic focus and Islamic curricula.  
The school dress code includes the hijab for all females above the age of 10 and 
loose, modest clothing for all female staff, including those who are non-Muslims. 
Students wear uniforms that are loosely defined as “Islamically appropriate, loose fitting, 
and modest for boys and girls.” As long as girls are wearing a navy blue, closed front 
abaya or a navy blue salwar kameez15 set, and the boys dressed in beige khakis and a 
navy blue polo, they are considered to be dressed in a uniform. Like the Sunlight 
Academy, The Moonlight Foundation also has free Fridays where students are allowed to 
dress in different colors as long as the girls wear their abayas or salwar kameez sets and 
the clothing are suitable for Friday prayers.16 Students perform Dhuhur (i.e., Afternoon) 
and Friday prayers at the school yard outdoors after furnishing the floor with group 
prayer mats in school logo colors, white and navy (see Figure 3). Unlike the Sunlight 
Academy, the Moonlight Foundation does not mandate that high schoolers hand over 
their phones upon arrival as they are free to use them between lessons and when 
necessary; otherwise, they are required to be put on silent and hidden in their 
bags/lockers.  
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Figure 3: students of the Moonlight Foundation performing Dhuhur prayer 
Visiting 
During my first day at the school, I arrived too early and I had to identify myself 
in order to pass the gate. Upon arrival, I was directed to the administration office where I 
waited for the principal who was very welcoming, highly organized and well prepared. 
The principal handed me a map of the school and an itinerary of all interviews scheduled 
with teachers as well as classroom observations. The principal was very excited to see 
what the results of this research reveal about her school in order to “look for areas of 
strength and areas of growth,” as she explained. I was directed to the conference room 
where I had all teachers come in for their individual interviews, each during their 
respective time slot, guided by the principal herself. 
 The Moonlight Foundation has strict policies including the prohibition of male-
female interaction outside of the classroom. During all co-ed classes, boys and girls sit 
separately but close and any interaction in topics that aren’t academic is frowned upon 
(see Figure 4). Also at this school, Islamic studies classes were separated by gender and 
that is also justified by gender-specific needs that require discussion topics that are 
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“gender sensitive,” as explained by a teacher.  
 
Figure 4: a classroom at the Moonlight Foundation 
The school week at The Moonlight Foundation is arranged in a way that is similar to that 
of a traditional public school with heavy emphasis on sports as well as Advanced 
Placement lessons for high schoolers. The walls are decorated with posters of 
achievement, motivational quotes, informative brochures similar to those found in 
neighborhood public school in addition to some hadiths and verses from the Qur’an.  
Academic program 
This school follows an academic program similar to what a local public school 
implements including textbooks and programs around Language Arts, English, Math, 
Science and Social Studies that are approved by the state’s Department of Education. The 
school placed very heavy emphasis on SAT/ACT preparation, Advanced Placement 
classes, Honor credits, and college preparation. The school members are proud of their 
students achieving well beyond the local and national average in past SAT/ACT scores. 
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At the Moonlight foundation, students are also placed among their peers from “the other 
school” as well as college students from their area in a “dual enrollment program” where 
they take classes at the local college for purposes of building their high school profile in 
order to strengthen their college applications. The school also prides itself on its vibrant 
extracurricular programs which include a highly competitive athletic program which 
includes basketball and soccer teams for boys and girls in addition to a girls’ volleyball 
team. The extracurricular activities also include Humanitarian Outreach, Student Council, 
Hifth Al-Qur’an17, Newsletter, Model United Nations18, Yearbook, National Honor 
Society, Readers Theater, Debate Club, and Robotics Club. 
The Moonlight Foundation is part of a larger national consortium of Islamic 
schools across the United States but remains self-governed. The Islamic Society of North 
America lists the school in its database as an informal associate, but the school operates 
entirely independently. Similar to its neighbor, the Sunlight Academy, the Moonlight 
Foundation is accredited by three major national entities and has to follow the accrediting 
process that certifies the quality of its educational program. The school is also governed 
by its completely independent School Board which has given substantial autonomy to the 
school administration in the shaping, authorizing, and evaluating of the school’s 
curriculum, operations, and personnel. The school board mostly focuses on fundraising 
and outsourcing necessary services and consults the school’s administrative team on 
operations. As one teacher told us, 
I think we have a supportive board, for example, they’re really trusting the 
administrative team as the experts in education and as, you know, people who are 
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committed to professional development and doing the best for the school. I know 
some schools have boards, private schools in general who micromanage 
everything even though they don’t know a lot about education. Our board will ask 
us questions, but they'll say, “you guys are educators, so tell us what we should 
do. Should we offer AP classes? Tell us why. Should we have a one-to-one 
program? Tell us why or why not.” I think our administrative team is strong. I 
think we’re dedicated as a team, I think our teachers are amazingly dedicated. Our 
parents…I feel like I can’t pull out any one thing. I guess the teamwork is what it 
is. 
The school also has a special board which is called “the College Board” specially formed 
to design and support Advanced Placement classes and systematically evaluates and 
revises, when necessary, the school’s curriculum and outcomes in preparing students for 
college. 
An analysis of the school’s promotional materials and documents used to 
communicate the school’s focus and mission was required to get an overall view of what 
the school stands for in terms of educational priorities. The documents include 
promotional brochures handed to visitors and prospective students as well as online 
presentations published on the school’s website as well as a short video that illustrates the 
school’s mission, vision and introduces the school to anyone and everyone who is 
interested in getting a glimpse of what the school does or stands for, including those who 
are non-Muslims. An analysis of the documents emphasizes the school’s focus on the 
Islamic environment as a base for academic excellence and the role of extracurricular 
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activities in building both character and high academic performance.  Some excerpts 
from the documents:  
[Moonlight Foundation], where academic excellence is grounded in moral and 
ethical values where Islam is vital and relevant part of everyday life. 
The heart of the academy is the Islamic environment which provides a safe and 
secure academic experience for all. 
Keeping an Islamic environment intact requires students to learn Islamic adaab19, 
performance of salah (i.e., prayer), reading and memorization of Qur’an and 
Islamic concepts in history. For these reasons, Islamic studies, Arabic and Qur’an 
courses are a requirement at all grade levels, and we take time out of our daily 
schedules to perform Dhuhur (i.e., afternoon) prayer. 
The commitment to produce bright students who are conscious of Allah and who 
maintain Islamic character and high academic standards is our priority here at the 
Academy. 
The Teachers of the Moonlight Foundation  
 Ten teachers participated in the research for this dissertation. The school principal 
was very active in helping us recruit participants and schedule the best times to interview 
or observe them. All participants are, or were, high school level teachers and played an 
active role in an extracurricular group outside of their classroom, so they had already 
formed strong connections with their students. Eight out of the participating ten teachers 
had been at the school for more than three years and also had experience teaching at a 
public school while the other two had only two years of experience at the school. All 
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interviews lasted at least 20 minutes as scheduled to meet teachers between sessions but 
half of the interviews took double the time as the teachers were fully engaged and 
invested in discussing the issues around their population. One out of nine teachers was a 
non-Muslim who worked as both, a guidance counselor as well as a high school AP 
History teacher. The only male teacher in our sample was the Islamic Studies teacher for 
boys. We also interviewed the Islamic studies teacher for girls. The emphasis on teachers 
of such subjects is due to the fact that at the Moonlight Foundation, as well as all other 
schools we have been to, Islamic Studies teachers often function as informal mentors and 
guidance counselors “on-demand,” as the Islamic Studies teacher told us. Three out of the 
ten teachers are second generation themselves, raised in American Islamic schools. They 
talked about how their experience as students had played a major role in shaping their 
practice as current teachers and mentors. One teacher was a past student at the same 
school where he now works. He told us that he was enrolled in the school during 3rd 
grade when it first opened by his father, who was the imam of the local mosque. Two 
other teachers grew up at the local Islamic school at different states where they grew up, 
and one of them told us she was forced to move to a public school for the 9th grade since 
that Islamic school did not go up to high school level.  
 Four teachers interviewed were first generation American Muslims themselves. 
Five others were either second or third generation American Muslims. The remaining 
teacher was a non-Muslim female who has been part of the school staff for the past four 
years. All participating teachers had teaching degrees and were enrolled, at the time of 
the interview, in some sort of professional training program, online or on-site at the local 
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public school. Eight out of the ten teachers have their children enrolled as students at the 
school, too, which has taken some of the conversations to a parent’s perspective at some 
point during our discussions with a couple of teachers; that has had a very valuable effect 
considering the multiple roles a teacher at such a school plays wearing different hats.  
Challenges facing American Muslims 
 Similar to the teachers at their neighboring Islamic school, the teachers at the 
Moonlight Foundation talked about the challenges their population faces being part of the 
mainstream society. They talked about issues of isolation and the current negative 
rhetoric around the Muslim population channeling in national media and how it 
misrepresents the population, creating problems they teach their students the skills to 
challenge and overcome. The Moonlight Foundation identified some challenges that need 
to be addressed in order for it to enjoy a prosperous growth and provide a more enriching 
experience.  
The Negative Rhetoric around American Muslims 
Teachers did not shy away from addressing issues of how Muslims are currently 
portrayed in the media and the 2016 election campaigns and how that was affecting, or 
not, the atmosphere of their school and the morale of their students. The consensus 
reached from talking to all teachers was an attitude of “that’s not something new,” as 
many of them started the conversation. The teachers expressed that such issues already 
existed, “ever since 9/11” as one pointed out, and that their students are “accustomed to 
dealing with them with humor and reflection,” as another teacher expressed. One teacher 
went on to explain, 
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I don’t think that the negative rhetoric, unfortunately, is new for them. And I 
don’t necessarily feel like it has increased just because of the [2016] election. I 
think that it is there every time unfortunately when there is a terrorist attack 
whether at home or abroad, the students feel the backlash, and they spend a lot of 
time trying to say, you know, “That is not Islam, we do not do that. We’re just 
regular people who have regular concerns like every other person in this country. 
We’re not…even…we stand against that with you, we’re not supporting that.” 
And they are sort of accustomed, unfortunately, to feeling that. So at this point, I 
don’t feel like, they don’t go like, “oh this is different.” They’re kind of prepared. 
I mean of course they are saddened, and you’ll notice that kind of feeling 
sometimes in the classroom when something has occurred. They’re just like, “ah 
man.” Some of them do wonder, “What can I do besides being myself to show 
people that that’s not me, that is not my sister, that is not my brother, that is not 
my family. Aside from just doing the things I normally do and be nice. You know, 
is there something else I should be doing? At their age, maybe, maybe not. But 
they definitely, unfortunately, they are used to the rhetoric. 
Another teacher also agreed that such rhetoric has already been going on and their 
community has not seen anything new. She also talked about how they can fight such 
misrepresentation by “being the best,” as she explained, 
So one thing you have to emphasize this is nothing new. This is something 
happening since the [Republicans] won.20 It is going to continue to happen. 
Manipulation in the media and so forth. So they have to be…we have to be the 
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best Muslims possible in the way we act, and in our character. We are at a time in 
history either we make a positive statistic or negative statistic. Of course, you 
always have to teach them about true Islam to avoid all types of violent 
movements. And at the same time realize we have nothing to hide. Even if you 
can hide, you can’t hide right now.  
Another teacher spoke about the same point that this new generation is more likely to 
speak up and defend the community of Muslims, even using social media outlets to reach 
as many people as possible, unlike older generations of Muslims who were “afraid to 
speak up,” 
So the difference between our generation and the older generation is the older 
generations are afraid of everything. They are afraid of even their own name. Our 
generation is more open about topics. They talk about it more. Also, on the other 
hand, a lot of people just don’t care. People just don’t care about a lot of things. 
Now some of my friends made a video two days ago on YouTube about this issue 
and it has over 19 million views [in only two days] through a YouTube channel 
called Peace House. Actually, they make funny and sometimes serious content. 
These Muslims are making a joke, but they are making a serious point of it. So…I 
think the new generation actually have an understanding of these topics. They 
have been able to change. They have been able to speak their mind and not have 
that fear. And you have organizations on campus such as the Justice in Palestine. 
Organizations against supporting the funding organizations that kill people. There 
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has been a shift. And I think that includes the new generation here and overseas 
also. 
A different teacher was also more explicit when talking about ways students come 
together against that negative rhetoric and press for change through action and good 
representation, leading by example in working against the portrayed negative image that 
is part of the negative rhetoric about Muslims, 
I’ll give you an example. So we are at a middle school girls’ basketball game. We 
are in a different town; we have a game against the team from a non-Muslim 
school. So it is time for the third prayer. So the girls they themselves say, “We 
need to pray.” So they found a place to pray on their own. I already prayed, so I’ll 
stand nearby just in case. So there are boys who are like, “What are those? What 
are they doing?” So I went to them and said these are Muslim girls. He said, “I am 
Catholic, what are you? Are we the same thing?” I said, “We are not. We have 
many similarities, but the main differences we have are the ways that we believe 
in God.” So we explained and talked, “Why are they putting their forehead on the 
ground?” This is the ultimate love they show to God by prostrating to him. This is 
the way they show him love. So through a small incident.. oh yeah and he said 
something really interested, “Where are you from?” I’m like, “In America, we’re 
from [another town], 45 minutes away.” He said, “I’ve never seen Muslims in my 
life before.” So, later on, that incident has changed their whole perspectives. One 
time we played against the Christian school in that town and the athletic director 
said, “I never imagined, that in 2014, that Muslims and Christians would be 
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playing under the same roof a basketball game.” So if we decide to stay isolated 
and decide not to play and stay in our own school, these experiences would never 
happen. So it is very important to reach out and not to compromise or change, but 
let people know who we are in a positive way.  
Another teacher also talked about that negative rhetoric identifying it among the 
problems the school and society, in general, must take notice of and directly address in 
order to support their students. She explained, 
I just noticed that they are talking about it, they are concerned, and they do feel 
like this is going to affect their future. Most of the students when we talk about it 
they are able to see through those people who are talking and spreading the 
negative rhetoric about Islam and Muslims. And they are smart enough to pick up 
on it and know that this is used for certain purposes that we are not interested in. 
They’re smart. They know what is going on around them. And they can hear it 
everywhere whether it is on the news, whether it is on public radio or in 
newspapers. They are smart. They hear it.  
And when asked about how the teacher thinks the students feel about that image, she 
added, 
Well I know that most of them would want to be educated themselves in order to 
give the right message. And that’s probably what they would do…they need to 
learn themselves in order to relay the message to others. To see them as they 
really are as true citizens of the country are able to work and go to school and 
work and produce and become productive citizens. 
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The math teacher disagreed with her colleagues, saying that she hadn’t really noticed any 
effect of that negative rhetoric around Muslims renewed by the 2016 elections. She 
explained why, 
Because to be honest, it’s been a difficult journey for Muslims in America for a 
while now. So it’s not like this is particularly new. So, yeah, I don’t necessarily 
notice a difference. I try not to let it affect me negatively because at the end of the 
day we have to be the awesome Muslim Americans that this country needs to see 
and the Average Joe needs to see. We are an integral part of America, and I 
recognize our importance. So we just have to keep doing what we are doing 
which is, like, just being us. You know? And showing them the true colors of 
Islam. Yeah, that’s personally my outlook.  
A different teacher talked about how they address that rhetoric and what she described as 
“smear campaigning” practically, in the classroom, 
I’m sure you know the school’s mission statement, I think that academic success 
and good citizenship aspects of the mission are more heavily focused on it. At the 
high school we want our students to do well in school. Every parent wants their 
child to do well in school….. And then the good citizenship part plays into that 
also. So for example this year, being an election year, we get to talk about, “How 
do you decide who to vote for?” And what does that mean? What kinds of things 
really shouldn’t be part of your decision? Because unfortunately there is a lot of 
smear campaigning, just in general, not in this election specifically, but in any 
election that is what happens. And so to try to teach the kids to kind of filter 
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through rhetoric and really get to the heart of issues that you’re making a 
conscious decision, “We are going to elect not only as President but as senator 
and other elected officials.” So that they start to really see why…. that we want 
you to be responsible. And I don’t want them to become a statistic. And it is 
something that I think many of us do in our classroom, you try to bring those in 
wherever you can to make them relevant to their lives.  
Another teacher also talked about how students “make memes21 of presidents and 
politicians” to joke about what they had to say about their population, as a way in which 
they exhibit identity assertion techniques demonstrating awareness of and engagement in 
popular American culture. The teacher expressed his thoughts that he did not allow such 
behavior and described it as “not healthy” based on the fact that “The Prophet never did 
it. It is a waste of energy. We can always discuss the idea, but we should never attack a 
person personally. These things are always, they always have to be intact.”  The teacher 
encouraged students to speak up about the issues they disagreed with rather than attack 
the people who stand behind those issues. The teacher described that approach as “the 
healthy and valid thing to do.” 
The sense of isolation 
Another issue the teachers discussed as a problem that needs to be addressed is 
the effect the school, or the Muslim community within that geographical area has in 
creating an unavoidable bubble that isolates members of that community from those who 
are different. The math teacher talked about that bubble in her experience as a student of 
an Islamic school herself. She talked about how that “bubble” in her Islamic school 
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“created safe and protective environment that helped me grow stronger,” she added,  
[Attending] an Islamic school for middle school and a public school for high 
school, I felt like having both was ideal for me particularly. Now can I generalize 
this for everyone? Absolutely not because there are so many factors that come 
into play when a parent makes this decision. So there’s truth to both sides and that 
is the reality. And it also depends on where you live, whether the schools in your 
city are actually effective and great schools, the environment in each city you live 
in. So, personally, I benefited from being in an Islamic school in middle school. I 
felt more prepared because I had that pride in being Muslim and I was developing 
my Islamic identity along with just…not just Islamic identity but just being a 
Muslim American citizen that was already developing. When I got into public 
school I felt like I was able to flourish, academically.  
On the other hand, a different teacher actually talked about how isolation formed in a 
bubble was a means of creating shelter and a safety net from what’s considered “bad 
influence from the outside world.” He added, “if the bad and the inappropriate becomes 
the mainstream, it will be unavoidable that you create a shelter to protect your kids from 
getting affected.” The teacher talked about aspects of the dating culture and drug abuse 
that is taking over teenagers attending public schools. “So seeing the challenges that 
people face and they have to face in public school, which I think also, I mean, public 
school has its pluses too. Pros and cons. Understanding the environment and the 
alternative it gives to a Muslim family. Somebody raising their kids, it gives them a great 
opportunity to go to school and feel safe from many things,” he added. 
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  A different teacher also talked about this shelter as necessary, especially during 
recent times when “Muslims are viewed as a threat after all what’s happening with the 
political climate.”  
There are a couple of things that happened. So uh some teachers at one point had 
some fear about certain things. But for the most part, most people are to 
themselves. I’m also a principal of a weekend school, so we canceled school that 
Friday because there were some threats made in the country. So we were debating 
whether to close the Saturday school or not. It is a different masjid22. So we had to 
keep security. One of the students called me when he was at the Dollar Store, and 
someone has a gun or something. So I go there, and it was two Mexicans, but they 
didn’t have a gun, they had a toy gun. And they point it at one of the kids. So I 
asked them why they did that, and he said he had some issues with the masjid. He 
said he likes the people, but they were loud when they pray. So there is a 
misunderstanding that was fixed in a matter of seconds. So I think a lot of times 
people just like to keep to themselves, everything to themselves. But it hasn’t 
changed involvement much, people still come, and still wear hijab, they are a little 
more scared, their eyes are open when they go to these places. It is for safety. 
Safety has become an issue. That is why we have an officer and a security guard. 
We never had that before.  
Challenges facing American Islamic schools 
Teachers at the Moonlight Foundation talked about issues disturbing growth at 
their school, similar to what their colleagues have talked about, including the lack of 
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stable funding and teacher retention. Regarding the board of trustees, the school seemed 
to be in good terms with its teachers as it was often described as having “an open 
environment” that consults its staff. Several teachers viewed the board as “the backbone” 
of the school and its role as providing chances of “constant improvement… We value that 
so much. We always want to take our school to the next level, I feel like that mindset is 
critical along with the professionalism and organization.” One teacher described the 
board’s style in running the school. When asked about the source of the decision making 
for improvement, the teacher added, 
[f]rom everyone and that is the beauty of it. Of course, the administration is 
working diligently to always want to enhance everything about the school. But 
they are always open to teachers coming and giving their input, parents, any staff 
member. Anyone really is welcome to [provide] feedback and constructive 
criticism. The autonomy level is fairly high. The Board gets involved in major 
decisions, if we are going to make a huge change. So for example when I 
mentioned one-to-one. We’re talking about becoming a one-to-one school, then 
the board is going to get involved. It is a lot of money, it is a lot of resources, it is 
a huge decision. But day-to-day, they trust us, you know, they make sure they 
have qualified people, you put them in the right positions, and then we do our 
jobs. 
However, when asked about challenges the school faces, another teacher talked about 
how current events affecting parts of Muslim countries abroad affect some board 
members, and how that needs to change, 
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People who are pessimistic. There is a difference between being realistic and 
pessimistic. People who reach the point in their life where they can’t see any good 
in their life, I think they need to resign. People on the board who realize that 
things can…for example… our board is predominantly Syrians. Ever since the 
Syrian war started, they have all been consumed by that. So if they feel they can’t 
do it, then move aside, let young people take over. And there are many people my 
age who are professionals. And Alhamdulillah they added a few more board 
members around my age. One is a doctor; one is a lawyer. The other I think is a 
doctor also. They are in their 30s. So I think having, not only having an 
understanding but also getting the wisdom of elders. We should always have the 
wisdom of the elders, those who have experience. Having programs that make 
growth, steady growth in the sense of financially stable. We are not always 
dependent on fundraising, so we get to a point in five or 10 years we don’t have to 
do a fundraiser to maintain the school. But fundraising is a supplement to other 
things we are doing. Keeping and being able to realize and see talent. If you see 
talent, realize how to keep that talent for a good amount of time. There are many 
other things also, you know, the programs enhancing the programs, keeping your 
aces, you know, evaluation of who are the aces, who are the resources, getting rid 
of the Cs or Ds or making them better. And this is where a professional comes in, 
a lot of times you know this situation or family affects the school itself. The 
school comes first, so putting the school and students first before anything else.  
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Another topic that dominated the discussion around challenges facing the Moonlight 
Foundation was the instability in retention rates and the struggle to keep good teachers on 
staff. One teacher talked about low pay being one of the major reasons for high teacher 
turnover rates and encouraged the school to “maximize its resources in order to offer 
better pay,” and when asked about the best way for the school to maximize its financial 
resources, the teacher added, 
To raise the money? Oh very simple, Alhamdulillah, we used to do fundraisers, 
there used to be fundraisings to gather money for a deficit. Alhamdulillah, we 
haven’t had a deficit in a long time. Tuition now helps us, helps gather the money 
for everything. So now we are working on building a gym. All right? So having 
projects that…we need an 18,000 dollars for 12 teams. We raised 18,000 dollars, 
we formed the Booster Club. People saw the need for it, people saw their kids in 
it. The kids were like, “yes mom and dad let’s get this.” We raised it within a 
week or two. So when people see a need for something, people are there to 
support. The money is there. They say there are two reasons people don’t donate 
is one: they don’t know enough about the cause to believe in the cause….and it 
really depends on having trust in that person and also the cause itself. So I think, 
for example, if you pay somebody 40,000 or 50,000 dollars, but that person, 
people are like, want their kids to study and be with that person, they will pay the 
money. That is why our athletics this year, seven years ago we started with a 
10,000 budget, now we are over 60,000 or 70,000 dollars.  
The Islamic studies teacher, who also plays the role of a counselor and head of Islamic 
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Studies Department, did not think that the school lacked financial resources per se, but 
that it did not focus on maximizing support for excellence.  Another teacher suggested 
how to keep the effective teachers in school, despite the extremely low pay, 
I would say value your teachers and make them see that you value them. It is very 
important for teachers to know that their administration and their school value 
them and want them to be there because when you feel valued, you will stay even 
if the pay is not that much. When you feel like you have a purpose and you are 
serving a mission, it is more important sometimes than financial awards.  
Another teacher who identified that same problem, talked about the importance of 
commitment, despite low pay, in order to maintain high retention rates, 
It is certain individuals that carry the load and carry the school on their back. Now 
a lot of people would say, people are always replaceable. Which is true, the 
responsibility can be replaced. But certain individuals can never be replaced. 
Meaning, I can tell…anyone can cut the grass, but if somebody does it from the 
heart and sees that there is some grass that needs to be cut, I’m not going to get 
paid, but I am going to. I need to stay an hour or two extra today to make sure this 
specific project is done. So there are certain individuals that I feel like are the 
backbone of the school and have carried this school on their back. Some are the 
backbone, some are the soul of the school. Their presence, just their presence 
brings a certain type of presence to the school that makes others want to work 
hard. Motivates others to do better and strive to be the best they can be. I think it 
is the individuals at the school. Because you can hire, anyone can be a math 
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teacher with the best qualifications but there are certain people will be a math 
teacher but at the same time make the school a better and better school. 
How Teachers Support Their American Muslim Students 
Our conversations included the ways in which the teachers and the school provide 
support to its students, despite the struggles and issues mentioned. At this school, too, the 
focus was always on Tarbiyah (education), ahead of Ta’aleem (instruction), although 
instruction did take a central focus of most of the conversations. “Excellence” in 
education, or “Ihsan” as a couple of teachers described their priority in raising a 
generation who possesses “a strong base of goodness, and with that, the excellence in 
academia will come,” a teacher explained.  
The distinction they make between Tarbiyah and Ta'aleem  
In a phone conversation about his goals and aspirations, the Islamic Studies 
teacher emphasized, again the role of Tarbiyah and its priority: “If I had to choose, 
Tarbiyah, yeah, and then part of that is productivity and good academic record. I think 
they are often interchangeable but still, as Islam focuses more on the soul, we do that a 
lot, too.” And when asked why that was a priority, the teacher explained: “I think a 
variety of people can be successful especially the ones with those core values, if you’re 
honest, if you’re respectful, you know this kind of things that work in any workplace.” 
Another teacher talked about that focus given to Tarbiyah for its benefits in the 
long run, not just for the present, 
I remember this guy who is a family counselor in Dallas, said, “you raise your 
kids not for today but for tomorrow.” So for example when I raise my kids, I 
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don’t think about how it is today, but tomorrow drugs will be legal by then 
probably. Porn will be a lot more accessible. Muslims will face a lot of different 
challenges they are not facing now. The world will be a whole different world. I 
need to prepare them for ten years from now. So as an Islamic school, you have to 
understand that they became doctors and engineers without an Islamic school. I 
could have got this education anywhere else. Why spend millions of dollars to 
open an institution and do the same thing everyone else does? You have to have a 
unique touch. Are there unique touches here? They do exist, but I feel in order to 
keep the best, you have to pay the best. If you pay the best, the money will come 
in without a doubt. 
Another teacher provided an example of colleagues being great teachers by using the 
resources of Qur’an and Arabic in teaching for Tarbiyah and for good character instead 
of focusing on philosophies and concepts that children might find unrelatable, 
I know [name]…was a principal at one point. And others you look at their 
teaching style and how they have caused a paradigm shift in the way Arabic has 
been taught, Quran has been taught, so that people don’t focus on the, for 
example, the Fiqh23 and Tafseer24 but all this stuff that complicates the mind of a 
young kid, but rather focus on the Tarbiyah and character through the concepts 
and how it relates to them and how it benefits them. So there are many many 
teachers that are dynamic like that and are willing to step out of the box and are 
willing to look at things in the big picture for the greater good.  
A fifth teacher at the school described her focus on the character aspect of education, 
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Tarbiyah, as “the base through which everything good will come out eventually.” She 
talked about how she sees Tarbiyah as “not only a way to train yourself to be good to 
others, it is a tool to be good to yourself. To know yourself and to treat yourself right. 
That involves working hard and perseverance. It transcends beyond honesty and respect. 
If you have that base of good character supported by others who recognize it, you will be 
a successful family member, community member, citizen, student, teacher, you name it.” 
The Importance of Relatability 
Another very common theme across all interviews was the focus on that special 
connection the teacher must have with their students, the teachers often called “being 
relatable.” The teachers spoke based on the experience that this connection helps the 
students receive and accept, not only the content they are taught but also the good 
character they are advised and encouraged to follow. 
When asked about some of the common misconceptions, errors, or omissions 
made by inexperienced or ineffective Islamic school teachers, or what constitutes “bad 
Islamic school teaching,” one teacher said, 
What I have seen in the past but not here, is that academics are not up to par with 
the nation. You know? And that could result from several things including not 
having certified teachers, etc. or even not being able to pay teachers enough or 
having terrible salaries to other schools. Hypothetically, it could also mean maybe 
having more traditional cultural teachers who might not relate to the students 
currently, like this generation in particular. I feel like that is critical to have 
teachers who understand this generation and they know what is going on.  
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That teacher coupled the lack of a sound academic program with the lack of relatability, 
which speaks to the importance of that skill, just as excellent academics itself. A different 
teacher talked about the skill of being relatable as a skill “you are born with, not made,” 
as she explained, 
It is my belief that teachers are born and not made. You can take a person and put 
them in school for years and years and years, but they can’t do anything in the 
classroom because they can’t relate to students that way. I believe that most of 
these teachers are born that way. It is in them. It is inside them regardless of what 
they are doing they always end up teaching people either directly or indirectly. 
However, another teacher talked about relatability as something that a teacher could learn 
following specific areas,  
One thing for sure is to be aware and cognizant of what the students like. You 
know? What that age group is into, pop culture, what they spend their 
time…another thing is being open-minded and being caring and just 
compassionate. Respecting them for who they are as individuals, that’s another…. 
I think what’s necessary is for a teacher to have that intuition and that insight. 
Especially here it is a very diverse population, and so the teachers themselves 
have to be very open-minded. So even if they do come from a specific ethnic 
background, they can relate that idea that your culture can come into play. And it 
is a uniting factor that we are all different, but then we share different things that 
bring us together. So just having the insight I think is important.  
Another teacher spoke about the importance of being up to date with the current 
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technology and social media platforms used in popular culture, 
[e]ducationally, everybody has the education. There will always be training and 
extensive training [for teachers]. So but I think a lot of them are properly trained. 
A lot of times simple concepts can be taught in a different way. So for example 
we live in an age, when I was here at this school, the internet was very hard to 
access. Now everybody has SnapChat, Instagram, Twitter, Facebook. So now you 
are dealing with kids with very low attention spans. So different things that I used 
to keep the attention of the students. So having these backgrounds in the world of 
social media. It plays a big role in understanding society. It plays a big role in 
teaching kids, knowing their background. So this is not something you learn in 
college or anything. 
And the same teacher talked about the importance of being relatable especially with the 
diverse backgrounds parents have, 
[the parents are] a mixture of both, first generation immigrants and second/third 
generation immigrants. Ten years ago, it was probably more first generation 
immigrants than now. I’m an example of someone born in Louisiana. Many 
people who are first generation are born here. And many are from overseas. So it 
is very diverse between the two. I think [this diversity] is very positive. Now 
being able to relate with the older and with the younger is a very good skill to 
have. To be able to understand the jokes, for example, the jokes these people say, 
you are able to relate to both worlds. Alright, so it makes it very easy. Now the 
new generation is probably going to have a tougher time relating to the older 
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ones. But right now we are in a good time where we are between two generations.  
A different teacher also talked about how important it is to make the content relatable to 
students and connected to their interests and their everyday life and compared that to the 
old generation of teachers who did not view that as a priority, 
When I was younger, khutbah usually, sometimes there was so much politics. Oh 
my gosh, right? But now no politics, nothing. It’s like…it doesn’t have to be 
political at all, it has to be relevant. In my khutbahs, I don’t have to talk about 
politics, but I make the hadith25 relatable. I’ll give you an example. Many people 
say that the hadith is the prophet’s friends when came to him and asked him for 
permission to perform Zina26 I don’t know if you’ve heard the story. He brought 
him closer. And he said would you like this for your mother and daughter? He 
said “no” and from that moment he never did it again. Now somebody will take 
this hadith in a khutbah but not make it relatable. So one time there was an 
incident last year, this is a true story, a father brought his son to the Imam because 
he had a girlfriend. So he told the imam this is what my son is doing. So the Imam 
is like, he brought him closer, “Would you like this for your sister?” And he said, 
“I don’t care, it is a free country.” So now in the mind of the Imam he would say 
the hadith felt unrelatable. The understanding at the time of the prophet 
Mohammed, the context of the hadith understood in the Arab culture, and 
understood Arabs thought at that time and how they didn’t like this kind of stuff 
for their families. In America, you are free to do whatever you want. Your sister 
has the right to do whatever she wants. It is her choice. No compulsion. So now 
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he took the hadith and interpreted it. So to be able to take the hadith and make it 
relevant and help people understand it in our times and how it can help them. A 
lot of times the way a lot of people change overseas is whether they go to Medina 
or Azhar,27 you learn a lot of hadith and Ayas28. They mention 20 of them in the 
khutbah to make a certain point, and that is the way they are scripted. Basically. 
They don’t touch upon real topics. So that’s the main issue. So now we want to 
have a generation of khatibs29 which are able to talk in the language of the people 
and make the same information relatable to them.  
The Sense of Community and Family  
Another theme the teachers talked a lot about is how the school support its pupils 
via providing a sense of family and being a tight-knit community. This was something 
that you can directly feel walking through the hallways when you see students and 
teachers greeting each other by name and a teacher asking a student about his father’s 
health after surgery. You can also feel it during release time when parents park their cars 
and come inside the school to greet the teacher or administrator before leaving with their 
children. When asked about priorities, a teacher talked about the role of this sense of 
family and unity in empowering this generation of students, 
Our main priority is to empower our students as Muslim Americans. Right? And 
so every chance we get we remind them of the ideals in Islam, but the beautiful 
thing is our students do come from different cultures and different backgrounds, 
but the thing that unites us all is that we are all Muslim Americans. And so, we 
just, we go about educating them the same way public schools do, but we just 
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have the added element of beautiful values in the essence of our Din together as a 
family. 
Another teacher talked about being a community school playing a major role in the 
students being successful and doing well assimilating into the mainstream community, 
This is very much a community school. The parents are very involved. A lot of 
our teachers are also parents. As we said to you, all of us can kind of tick off a 
few different boxes here. And I think that when you have that and you see that 
everyone is really invested and really a team and wants the best for all of the kids, 
and so we have, for example, competition, but it is kind of healthy competition. 
The kids push each other to succeed. They don’t hurt each other. It is a 
community and they want everyone to do well, either academically or generally 
later in life. 
Another teacher also talked about how building relationships and the sense of family 
contributing students’ success, therefore, the success of the school as a whole, 
Teachers who care. Who love building relationships with students, you know, just 
prove to the students on the daily that they care about them. They feel like family. 
And that they want their success and they recognize their potential and push them 
to achieve… 
When the teachers even talked about the parents’ priorities, the sense of family was 
connected to being “safe” as an important aspect of what parents are looking for in the 
school, 
I think first and foremost the main concern is their children and their well-being 
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and academics, you know, they are here among their family and safe. They are in 
an environment where they are respected and treated well. They are learning and 
they are getting what they need.  
And when asked about the source of this sense of unity and family, the teacher argued 
that the staff including “the administration and the teachers are the source,” and she 
added: “They are very committed. Very selfless. They don’t…they care more about the 
school and its well-being more than they care about themselves I feel.” 
However, the school being a community school has a downside, putting a strain 
on professionalism. When asked about the most important thing keeping an Islamic 
school strong, one teacher told us, 
especially in the community here where everyone knows everyone else, staying 
professional is one thing. Putting friendship and everything aside and making sure 
the job comes before anything else. This is something very key to success. Other 
schools, like, the other school is having a lot of issues right now at the moment. 
Like they don’t have a permanent principal. And I felt a lot of this stemmed from 
the lack of professionalism in the school. People know other people’s business 
and so forth.  
Being a Role-Model and Mentor 
When the teachers spoke about good practice, success as a teacher, goals, and 
aspirations, almost unanimously talked about some form of informal mentoring and being 
a role model. The teacher talked about such practices as forms used to support their 
students, socially and academically. For example, one teacher talked about the best 
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Islamic school teachers she knew and described them as those people who practice what 
they preach, 
They live their mission. They are a perfect example of what they are teaching. 
And I think that is very very important. In order for me to be a good role-model 
for my students, I need to be a good Muslim. I need to be a good person, I need to 
be sympathetic to others. Respectful. And so on. So living your mission is very 
very important. 
Another teacher described role modeling as “the core of both good character and good 
academics,” as she explained, 
I think we have a strong program where we’re able to foster both needs. We’re 
able to show these students that you can be a good productive Muslim American 
citizen. And at the same time, you don’t have to give up your Islam. You can 
perform your five prayers, you can perform your fasting, you can perform your 
prayers, and you can do charity. You can volunteer. You can help the needy. All 
those things are part of the character of any good Muslim. So, while doing that 
you’re still at the same time going to school, you can get a job, you can go to 
college, graduate and find a job. And be the positive role-model that you were 
raised to be.  
A different teacher also talked about how role modeling is the strength of great Islamic 
school teachers, 
I think they all recognize that teaching comes with its ups and downs, you know? 
You just have to keep swimming. You have to, like, always remember your goal 
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and the goal is to just positively influence every student you meet. To have a good 
impact on them, be their role model. 
The teachers also combined role modeling as means to mentor students, whether directly 
through teaching them to follow Islamic practices, or indirectly by forming mentor-
mentee relationships outside the classroom or through the mosque. 
So understanding the importance of an Islamic school and how I see my friends 
who weren’t so religious, but now their kids are completely different because of 
attending an Islamic school, and they would tell me, “I made mistakes, but I’ll 
make sure my kids are a lot better than I was.” So the results aren’t something you 
see in a year or two, sometimes it takes a whole generation later to see. Now their 
kids are in 3rd and 4th grade. This is my first year I put my kids in the school. They 
come with me every single day. My teacher, my mentor, who taught me is now 
my son’s teacher. 24 years later. So seeing that kind of stuff it keeps your family, 
and also, I have great connections with my friends who graduated from this 
Islamic school, even though we graduated from 15 years ago. There is a certain 
connection that is there, and you see the results. And it kept us close in touch. 
The Islamic Studies teacher also spoke about how his classes facilitated that mentorship, 
In Islamic studies, it is only two periods a week, only 43 minutes each. So the 
time you have is very limited with each class but we cherish it and the students 
love it as they feel mentorship kind of relationship going on.  
The teacher added, 
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For example, in 11th grade, I am the only one that teaches all the boys together. 
For my classes only, they are usually split up [only for Islamic Studies classes]. 
[So], in my class, it is a whole different dynamic. So going to that class, people 
feel…a lot of people are asking questions, people are opening up about things, 
people are not judgmental. At the same time, there is humor but we are not 
laughing at each other but with each other. People are looking forward to the 
class. Outside of the class, there are many things that we have done, we went on 
touristic trips. We took 70 students to the largest university in the state. We had a 
Muslim inter-scholastic competition, where we had different competitions ranging 
from art to history so forth. The out of school experience enhances the 
relationship [with students] and makes it a lot stronger. It is not as formal. So 
those helped a lot, benefited a lot to the extent that nowadays I talk to people who 
graduated years ago but still have a really close relationship and they are also 
leaders of organizations at college campuses after they graduated from this 
school. So outside of school the relationship enhances the experience. We also 
went to Umrah30 two months ago. So we took around probably 20 students from 
here to Makkah and that was a life-changing experience for many. So it ranges 
from sports tournaments, whether it is Umrah, competitions and those experiences 
last for a long time.  
The same teacher is even taking that mentorship outside of the school to affect a larger 
community of young Muslims through a local non-profit organization where, he explains, 
its mission as “to create a safe space for everyone through educational services. 
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Educational but it is not limited to certain types of people, open to anyone. It is done 
through different activities…it can be a seminar, it can be a sports activity, it can be… 
So, you know, so it serves the same purpose at the end of the day it serves the same 
purpose.” 
 It was clear from the interviews with teachers that the relationship they had with 
their students went beyond the walls of the classrooms. The teachers talked about how 
they played advisory roles and helped their students with issues they face even outside of 
the school. The example of the incident a student faced at the Dollar Store and the other 
student who was advised against taking a girlfriend are clear indications that the teachers 
were viewed as mentors beyond the classroom. 
In conclusion, the teachers talked about love as the most important component to 
win the students whether it is during their time spent being part of the school, or even 
after they graduate. A couple of teachers talked explicitly about how the love for Islam is 
the ultimate goal, and one of those teachers connected that to himself showing that love 
for Islam, then being a role model in that aspect, 
You have to just show them the good things. The lovable things. Above all, they 
are the principles that will teach them to love life, love God, love people and love 
making a positive mark in their surroundings. We do that by following exactly 
what we ask them of. We show love and we expect love in return. You are 
engaging and you go in with your heart every day. 
Another teacher also talked about fostering love for the core of Islam as the center of 
what she tries to accomplish 
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[I think about] how we should in 43 minutes, what is the most important thing for 
the kids to know? Being able the teachers to teach the teachers how to produce 
Muslims. I feel the most important thing is how much information, even if it is 
one Aya. For example, if they memorize the whole Qur’an with their parents but 
there is no practice, they miss the whole purpose. But if they memorize that one 
Aya and they bested their parents and it is internalized in their life, now they are 
able to produce a generation of Muslims who love Allah more than anything else. 
I remember when I was a kid and my dad took me to Quran class, I used to not 
want to go, but when I reached the point in my life where I wanted to go on my 
own, then that is it. The rest is history. The same thing with sports. You can be 
forced to go practice, but unless you want to go to practice by yourself, the rest is 
history. And this is anything in life. A job or anything. Yet once you have the love 
for that thing, then you have succeeded, assuming that love in kids. Whereas a lot 
of times overseas and even in the generation, a lot of times they teach the kids that 
Islam is a bad thing. It is our punishment. So they start to hate Islam. Right? So 
you want to change that mindset that Islam is the best thing to have. 
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CHAPTER VI: ISLAMIC ESSENCE SCHOOL 
The Islamic Essence School was the third to have agreed on participation in this 
research project. The school was founded in 1986 and is located in the suburb of a large 
metropolitan city in the Midwest region of the U.S. The school currently serves more 
than 600 students preK-12. The area where the school is located is heavily populated by a 
very diverse community with large Muslim presence. This fact is reflected in the number 
of private Islamic schools available in the area, including five other Islamic schools 
located within a ten-mile radius; 17 total Islamic schools within a 25-mile radius. The 
school is operated in a very large, somewhat traditional, school building with a mosque 
attached. It also includes two large gyms, classrooms and laboratories with newly added 
cutting-edge technology. The school’s practice, as explained in the school’s official 
documents, is centered around three major principles “scholarship, character and 
service.”  
OUR MISSION  
The Islamic Essence School seeks to graduate young people whose physical, 
intellectual, and spiritual capacities and potentials are nurtured. As students 
increase in maturity and responsibility, knowledge in scope and content 
progressively increases. 
The school identifies itself as a preparatory school “being the medium of thoughtful 
discourse which fosters the development of the mind, instruction and activity which 
promote healthy action, and daily experiences that nurture integrity, empathy, and 
kindness.” The school is accredited by the State’s association of private schools. It began 
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with offering kindergarten only and then, with the increased demand, grew by an average 
of two grade levels per year until it became a preK-12 school. The students’ population is 
74% Asian or Pacific Islander, 25% white or Arab, 1% black, <1% Hispanic, <1% Indian 
American/Alaskan Native, <1% Hawaiian Native/Pacific Islander and <1% two or more 
races. The school is 58% female and 3% non-Muslim.31 Islamic Essence School started 
as part of the Islamic center in the area. Its foundation was a result of “parents’ demand 
for an education that is in line with their faith belief and focuses on virtue and character” 
as one of the founding members, who is also a teacher, expressed. The school has about 
60 full-time teachers and aides, in addition to 10 part-time tutors and substitutes. About 
85% of the students and 70% of the teachers reside within about a one-hour commute. It 
was also reported that about 7% of the students drive a 60 miles distance to attend the 
school every day. Tuition is $6280 for high school level, which is considered to be within 
the national average. Financial aid is available and, in fact, about 40% of the students 
attend the school through grants offered by various non-profits in the state as well as 
through the school’s fundraising efforts. 
The school follows a strict uniform policy which, for middle and high school 
girls, consists of a plaid skirt or wide black or navy blue pants combined with the 
school’s maroon sweater or sweatshirt. A navy blue hijab is strictly enforced and required 
for middle and high school girls. Sweatpants, leggings, pajama pants, and jeans are not 
allowed. As for boys, a navy blue knit shirt or the school’s gear is combined with khaki 
pants as the uniform. Non-Muslim staff and students were not required to wear the hijab, 
but students had to follow the uniform guidelines. 
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Visiting 
The front desk is the first office you pass by upon entering the school. A large 
cube surrounded by glass walls is positioned at the center of the school and it combines 
the front desk staff, the principal’s, the vice principal’s, the dean of student affairs and 
operations, as well as their secretaries’ offices. The gates are always locked beyond 
morning arrival and dismissal hours. What was interesting is that, among important 
announcements hanging in the hallway upon entering the school, a poster hung on the 
glass door at the entrance with a ‘no’ symbol across a gun banning the entrance of guns 
to the school. When discussing the school life with the principal and teachers, I learned 
that enforcing gun-free zone policies was necessary as the school is located in an area 
near a city with major gang problems which will be discussed further.  
Upon arrival and after identifying myself through the intercom, I entered through 
the giant glass doors, passed through the front desk to wait for my meeting with the 
principal. I was scheduled for a brief meeting with the principal to brief him on this new 
dissertation project and discuss the results of our past cooperation for the 10 Case Studies 
project. The meeting lasted well beyond 40 minutes since new reforms and programs 
were introduced to the school that are related to the topic of this study. Later, the 
principal handed me an itinerary of the eleven teachers who voluntarily agreed on 
participation which detailed their availability and office location within the school. 
However, due to time limitations and changes in schedules, I was able to interview six 
teachers only on-site, and the other five were interviewed via phone during that same 
week. On-site interviews were conducted mainly in the conference room since teacher 
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offices were shared making them inconvenient for the purpose of this study. Lack of 
space was a concern at the school since even while we used the conference room for 
interviews, we were often interrupted as the room was also being used for other purposes, 
such as student counseling meetings. 
 The school structure is similar to that of a traditional public school with hallways 
leading to classrooms, lockers, laboratories and libraries. The walls are dressed up with 
artistic creations of the students representing the school’s logo and mascot, major 
character traits the school promotes, major student achievements, some Islamic concepts 
along with their definitions, bulletin boards, and pictures of students with staff and 
visitors from recent field trips.  
Academic program 
The school takes pride in ranking second place, by an acclaimed newspaper32 as 
the 2nd most challenging high school in the state, (among all schools public and private) 
compared with the previous year ranking at fifth place (another neighboring Islamic 
school has been voted first place, for the past five years in a row). Similar to the other 
schools visited, the school day starts with the students walking to their respective 
classrooms where they are taught the traditional subjects in the structure of the traditional 
curricula of Language Arts, English, Math, Science and Social Studies which are 
approved by the State’s Department of Education and follow the state standards. In 
addition to SAT/ACT preparation, Advanced Placement classes, honor credits, and 
college preparation. This school does not have a dual enrollment program with a local 
college due to its comprehensive Advanced Placement offerings (12 different AP 
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courses).  Students interested in registering for an AP course must sign the AP contract. 
Their parents must also sign this contract which lists rights and responsibilities as part of 
the “Advanced Placement family” offering the following courses: 
AP Biology     AP Environmental Science  AP Physics 
AP Language & Composition  AP US History   AP Human 
Geography 
AP Psychology    AP Economics   AP Literature & 
Composition 
AP Calculus AB    AP Calculus BC   AP Chemistry 
 
As part of the school’s academic integrity policy, the students also sign an “Honor 
Code” established between the teachers, administration and each student. This code lists 
the reason this code was established as “part of the school’s commitment to providing an 
atmosphere in which the Islamic values of truth, integrity, personal accountability, and 
respect for the rights of others are modeled.” In line with that reason, the school outlines 
the expectations for both students and teachers in establishing and maintaining the set 
standards in academic work and exemplifying the highest level of conduct by each 
individual in the school. This code is signed by all students as an affirmation to their 
commitment to uphold these standards. 
The Teachers of Islamic Essence School  
Six teachers were interviewed on-site and five additional teachers were 
interviewed over the phone. Nine of the teachers were female and two were male, ten 
Muslims and one non-Muslim. All ten teachers were either second or third generation 
American Muslim immigrants who have been teaching at the school for at least 5 years 
during the time of the interview, while it was the 10th year of the non-Muslim teacher. 
About 40% of the teachers were of Asian descent while approximately 30% were of 
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White/Arab descent while the remaining 30% of the teachers were a mix of two or more 
races, including African American. 
 The teachers initially agreed to be interviewed for 20 minutes, however, as 
experienced in other schools, most interviews went well beyond the 20-minute limit 
which contributed to delays in scheduled interviews and the inability to complete all 
interviews on-site. The two social studies teachers were also interviewed as part of a 
focus group, instead of individually as planned. All teachers, without exception, were 
invested and interested in the topics discussed and even offered unconditional 
cooperation and availability. The teachers are still contacting me asking for the final 
findings and if I have final, synthesized data to share with them in order to improve their 
practice. 
Challenges facing American Islamic schools 
The case of the Islamic Essence School was somewhat different than the case of 
the previous two schools participating in this research study. Interviews with the teachers 
did result in similar themes to those other teachers from different schools talked about. 
However, those issues around the challenges facing Islamic schools were different in this 
case due to various reasons to be discussed in the following chapter. According to its 
teachers, the school did have problems around teacher turnover, which teachers attributed 
mostly to lack of funding resulting in low pay. Problems pertaining to the school’s Board 
of Trustees, administration or teacher quality were not true in the case of the Islamic 
Essence School at the time of this study. On the contrary, a couple of teachers gave 
raving reviews when talking about the administration, the board of trustees and teacher 
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quality, 
Thank God, we also have the past few years, a strong admin which does help with 
stability. I think having a strong admin and being well-trained and educated… 
Not just saying, “oh I’m just going to grab a board member, somebody from the 
community, and they are going to be the principal.” The school is not going to 
function. You have to have somebody that has the knowledge, and we’ve seen 
that at other schools [other] Islamic schools and [the result] it’s not run properly. 
You’re not going to evolve basically; you know? Every year, we [used to] always 
go to inter-Islamic service days where we meet with all the [Islamic] schools in 
the area. And, Alhamdulillah, for the past few years we are not going to these 
schools anymore because we [as teachers] and our school, in general, has 
surpassed that. They are kind of grassroot, we were grass-root a long long time 
ago. They were talking about stuff we were worried about 5 or 6 years ago. 
Another teacher from the same focus group added, 
 
We have stability. What their issues are things we are not thinking about. We’re 
thinking about data, we’re thinking about other things [that are] contemporary 
education issues in general, right? And that has to do with [the principal] studying 
and his work and his background. You just got…they are well-rounded people in 
education. They’re not just, you know, have tunnel vision. 
Those two teachers talked about how the principal’s work as part of his doctoral program 
in educational policy is reflecting on the school practices positively. The choice of board 
members also reflected the vision for the school as board members had to have some 
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experience in educations to contribute to the school’s growth and decision making. 
However, one problem was at the center of discussions around the challenges the school 
faces and how it affects the student population; turnover rates, especially in the Islamic 
Studies department, as the head of the Islamic Studies department explained when talking 
about survey results. The Islamic studies department head used surveys to gather data on 
what the students perceived as the school ethos and whether that is in line with what the 
school claims as its ethos, vision and mission, 
we have our school motto that basically says that we are all about character, 
spiritual, intellectual and academic development. But there is a difference 
between what the school is going for and how it is perceived. [So in the survey] I 
left it open to them: “What do you feel the [school] ethos is? What do you feel the 
mission of the school is?” They felt that right now the school is more focused on 
academic development than spiritual. But I do think a big part of that is [teacher 
turnover]. I mean, where would the spiritual development come from? Most likely 
from the Islamic studies department. I think within the department there has been 
so much turnover. There’s been basically no consistency in the department. I 
think that is a big reason why they feel that lopsidedness. Hopefully going 
forward if we get some stability, if we get some longevity in the teacher, I hope, 
insha’Allah,33 I think that will offset a lot of it.  
The teacher also talked about how the students generated solutions to this lack of 
alignment in perceived and the actual school ethos/mission. However, again, 
implementing these solutions was delayed by mostly teacher turnover amongst other 
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things, 
there have been a lot of unforeseen things to come up. Teachers leaving…you 
know…I think that has been the biggest thing. But especially teachers leaving has 
derailed [implementing] it so that we are trying to leave it for next year. I do think 
that [the administration] definitely want to implement [the solutions]. They have 
been very supportive. Time will tell, but they have been very supportive. 
And when asked about why turnover in this specific department is higher, the teacher 
added, 
Now for the other subjects, in general, I think it has to do with pay. I haven’t 
heard any other complaint. For Islamic studies, I think the turnover right is due to 
two things. Number one, […] the vast majority who teach Islamic studies don’t 
have the teaching certificate. They don’t have the methodology of the school, of 
how we teach. It should be a combination of the two. For the majority of the 
teachers who have gone through here, I know a few personally, for the majority 
they have a Sharia degree but no teaching certificate. For that reason, I think they 
struggle with the methodology part. It is difficult. 
The second reason for high turnover rate in the Islamic studies department was, in the 
teacher’s opinion, the lack of alignment between the teacher’s philosophy of education 
and that of the administration, 
The other part that I think it is, um, Alhamdulillah, any changes that I’ve 
proposed whether to curriculum or anything else, even to the program as a whole, 
I have found the administration to be very supportive. I think that could be 
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because I have a teaching background as well. Because I am coming at it in a lot 
of ways, that my teaching philosophy does match up with [that of] the 
administration’s. For that reason, I found them very supportive of any changes 
I’ve wanted to make. I don’t think all the teachers in the past have had that. I 
think sometimes they felt like there were some needed changes and they weren’t 
made.  
The teacher also talked about burnout as the third reason for high turnover rates in the 
Islamic Studies department, 
I do think that, overall, Islamic studies is too dense. The material is too academic 
and that problem needs to be addressed. I think we need to be able to…its like 
math, you know? A few years ago, especially with common core, they completely 
revolutionized how math was taught.  Before that point, math was completely 
abstract. Kids were memorizing multiplication tables, but they didn’t know what 
it meant. They completely changed it to make it more relevant so it wouldn’t just 
be in their head. That is what we need to do in Islamic studies. This material that 
we are teaching them, we are doing Islamic studies but at a collegiate level. These 
are high school students. They shouldn’t be doing anything, anything at a 
collegiate level yet. So for me, I feel like they are learning these topics, which are 
important, but I think they are learning it in too much detail, and it is way too 
abstract for them. They need to cut some of that down because you only have time 
to do so much, so we should pull in the things that are more relevant. That I think 
is a big change that needs to come. I think it is very possible that frustration with 
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this heavy material is why a lot of teachers leave. Allah knows best, but I do think 
that frustration causes burnout. It causes burnout when you feel like you are just 
turning your wheels and the students aren’t getting it [as it is too dry and 
irrelevant]. That is the only thing that makes this job worthwhile is that your 
students are learning. If your students are memorizing it for a test, what good is 
that for anybody?  
And on the effect of this turnover on students, the teacher added, 
I think at this age, [the high school students] are just a lot more jaded. Maybe 
because they have lost a lot of teachers, they are very scared to get attached to a 
teacher. They are scared to think: “Oh I don’t like this teacher because I feel like 
they are going to leave.” Middle school is not like that. They are like, “oh we’ll 
go with the flow.” I think that makes a big difference.  
Another group of teachers talked about lack of funding as the main cause behind turnover 
rates, as they explained during a focus group talking about the challenges they face, 
I feel like that because we are juggling and doing so much, as teachers, I feel like 
we need the human resources, or we need better pay for teachers. No no, I feel 
like a lot of Islamic organizations, not just schools, but Islamic organizations, 
unfortunately, don’t take advantage of their possible resources. 
The other teacher interjected, 
We just got an article about us being ranked this year as the second most 
challenging high school in [the state]. Last year we were the fourth. Ok? So first 
and second places are both Islamic schools. And our pay is pretty comparable, 
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and I can guarantee you from the top, every other school underneath us, our pay is 
about a quarter. So that’s what I’m saying. We’re doing that work, obviously, but 
the pay is incomparable.  
And when the group was asked about how an Islamic school could maximize its financial 
resources, the teachers answered, 
One suggestion I have is that most schools have two budgets. They have a 
building budget, which is a facility budget and a teacher budget. There are two 
separate things. So, that is something that we don’t have here. Because the school 
is one thing, and the functioning of the building is one thing, and the people that 
fill it are completely different things. And so when you put it all together, you are 
constantly borrowing, you know, from the other. And I actually suggested that to [ 
the principal], because we’ve been told, we’ve been building this new building, 
“Oh when we’re done with the new building.” Well, what does building this 
building have to do with my work? You know what I mean? That should just be a 
separate thing, you know? Why am I worried about a building being built? I’m 
here to teach, right? Not build a building.  
The other teacher added, 
And the other issue too, funding, being a private school, we are not getting money 
from the government. I think that sometimes teachers are kind of getting taken 
advantage of. “They are going to do it, they are going to do it.” And we are doing it, 
and we are being patient because a building is being built. They just need to, you 
know, make our pay aligned with America where the cost of living is going up. So 
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the salaries need to as well. Again, you know, the longevity of our student population 
for the success of the school. We need the same thing at our end. You know? 
Because that is what builds these strong schools. 
Challenges facing American Muslims 
The teachers of the Islamic Essence School were very clear and direct about what 
they perceived as the challenges facing their Muslim student population. It was 
understood that the school as a whole is aware of such issues, trying to address them and 
do its part in finding solutions and controlling their negative effects on the student 
population. During the time we started cooperating with the school on this research 
project, the principal and the head of the Islamic Studies department told us that the 
school as a whole had been seeking answers to the same core questions of this study on 
whether the school is actually offering enough support to students in the process of 
positive identity development as American Muslims. During the time we visited, the 
school had officially started collecting data through student surveys in an attempt to look 
at the issue more analytically. The Islamic Studies department head had explained that 
the school started data collection with the objective for students to answer the question, 
"how well do you believe [the school’s] ethos helps students develop a Muslim-American 
identity in a pluralist society?" and seek solutions if problems or lacking areas were 
identified. The school’s project and excerpts of its related data will be discussed further 
in this section as they connect to themes identified as part of the teachers’ data in this 
study. 
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The negative rhetoric and isolation/sheltering 
The Islamic Studies Teacher and the head of the Islamic Studies department 
expressed how and why the school started this research project, collecting data to address 
issues of Muslims’ misrepresentation in the media and the generally negative attitude 
towards Muslims in politics: 
[Starting this project], I was really curious. It started off as evaluating this class, 
but because they were so demoralized about the situation of Muslims in general 
and Islamophobia, it became something broader. We talk about this as a 
department, we want them to feel like strong Muslims. So I wanted to see how 
they feel about that, and that had elements of how the school atmosphere, as well 
as the class atmosphere, especially the school atmosphere, helping them build a 
strong Muslim identity but are also learning how to live in a pluralistic society.  
The teacher then explained how this exercise had multiple purposes being an educational 
experience for the students helping them understand survey and qualitative inquiry, 
analyzing data, looking for trends and patterns. It was also an opportunity the school 
administration seized to initiate reform based on student responses. The teacher then went 
on to explain, 
[Students] are aware of the fact that not everybody thinks the way, for example, 
what Donald Trump does.34 But what scares them is that he has so much support. 
Like overall, it just makes them feel despondent. And I definitely feel like the 
rhetoric and things like that has that dangerous potential of making them feel like 
outsiders. Of making them feel like you are either with us or against us. Whereas 
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we are all entitled to our own opinions within our community, that is what makes 
America beautiful, it was built on diversity. So I definitely think it has that 
potential of making them feel alienated. But overall I think we can provide them 
with support, also because I feel that the vast majority of people are very friendly 
and open-minded. 
Isolation; a bubble or a shelter? 
Then the teacher explained what, in her opinion, fuels this negative rhetoric as 
Muslims are underrepresented and tend to isolate themselves due to different reasons, 
We as Muslims tend to be hermits too. We don’t go out into the community a lot. 
We don’t go out to where people are a lot, for whatever reason, we don’t do that. 
We need to do that more. I remember I was a freshman in high school when 9/11 
happened, and I remember I came to school that day and all this stuff was going 
on. And it was insane. Within that week, a lot of Muslim students, because there 
was only a handful in that school, a lot of the Muslim kids stopped coming to the 
school or took off their hijabs. And I remember, one of my friends, she was 
Caucasian, she wasn’t Muslim, she came up to me and was like, “yeah a bunch of 
my family members were talking about Muslims, and I said, ‘No Muslims are not 
like that,’ and I knew that because I knew you.” And that stuck with me, it stayed 
with me. That is one thing I try to impart to my students. We are not powerless. 
It’s not like all this stuff is going on around us and we just sit back and let it 
happen. No, we make ourselves known. We show them what the true face of 
Islam is, and people will respond to that more. When they know someone who is 
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not like that negative picture in their mind, that means more to them than 
everything the media says. So I try to impart that to them, and I think for the most 
part they believe that. They do believe that that is important, they just feel like 
they don’t have the time to do it due to academic responsibilities. So hopefully we 
as a school can give them opportunities. But at least they are willing to do that. 
They are open to doing that.  
When discussing the survey results, the teacher talked about how the students viewed 
being sheltered as part of the school and the community in the area and their demands in 
trying to change that, 
[the students] do feel like they are learning to develop their Muslim identity, they 
are developing a sense of belonging, which is really important for them, they 
don’t feel alienated, they don’t seek out approval not-so-good ways. But they did 
feel like they were a little bit sheltered here. A lot of that has to do with the 
demographics of the area. In school, yes, they are basically all Muslims. Not 
100% but mostly. But even in their neighborhoods, they don’t have a lot of 
interaction with non-Muslims. So that was broader than just the school, but of 
course, the school can do things to address that. We could talk about having 
interfaith dinners. Things like that.  
The teacher went on to discuss the survey results (Figure 6) in more detail, 
To kind of keep going. So that was the overall purpose of this, to see: Is the 
school environment, basically the school ethos, is that helping you develop a 
Muslim American identity? And helping you live in a pluralistic society? So 
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overall they felt that, yes, they did feel like in terms of being able to interact with 
non-Muslims, they would benefit. If they were able to do that. Like, if they could 
build confidence and interacting with non-Muslims, they wouldn’t feel like, ‘do 
they like me?’ They would gain some confidence in that respect. And then what I 
also had them do is specifically things with the ethos that they felt was lacking. So 
things they felt you know, they wanted more. More immediate action on. And 
then let them come up with solutions. So, based on this is going back to the data, 
this is what they wanted. But these are the things they felt was lacking. They felt 
like…they do get an emphasis on developing the Muslim identity. But they don’t 
really get to know how to live in a pluralistic society. And there were two factors 
to that. One of them was that it’s just because of the demographics of the area and 
that sort of thing. They don’t get an opportunity often. They are also kind of 
scared, when it comes to their own things. Like for example, one of the students 
was telling me about one of her hobbies. And I know that there is a youth group 
that she could join in the area that would be a mixed, diverse group, but they are 
kind of scared of that. Because they don’t know how others are going to react to 
them. When they see that they are Muslim and they see them in hijab, and things 
like that. So part of that is fear. But I do think that if they get an opportunity, 
they’ll find that a lot of non-Muslims are very open and very welcoming. 
The Social Studies teachers also brought up the isolating nature of the school and viewed 
the community and the role of the students’ family as a major contributor to this possibly 
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over-sheltering experience. One of the social studies teachers reflected on her own 
daughter’s experience,  
Because I have a daughter here, and I know how life is and how cruel life is, 
right? But it doesn’t mean that my daughter cannot deal with the outside world 
[….] Students are going to get their outside influence regardless. I don’t feel like a 
student that is going to be here from kindergarten to high school is going to be so 
traumatized once they get into college. Yeah, it’s going to be a little challenging 
but within a week, I think they get through it. They’re not sheltered from TV, they 
are not sheltered from going shopping, or the rest of the world. You are teaching 
them just like Christian schools, Catholic schools, Jewish schools. They are not 
sheltered from society. It is a school to teach your morals, your Din, in addition to 
just regular education.  
The other social studies teacher added, 
I see some things. I can relate. I can see sheltering. But I also see the other side. 
The community is very conservative, very restrictive. I think some families use it 
as this is what my kid sees and experiences. And many students I do come across, 
especially the girls, have very little outside experience. There are some that are 
soooo sheltered and protected that I can tell completely different those female 
students that are more open-minded, that have a little more of a liberal 
background socially. And there’s a big difference between just those two girl 
groups. Same thing with a couple of boys and a group of non-Muslim kids. 
The other teacher interjected to explain further, 
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With this school you have a mix. You have liberal, conservative, and very 
conservative. There are other Islamic schools that are super conservative. And 
there are others that are super liberal. I think we are in the middle where we have 
a mix [….] So its just kind of depends on the strictness of the school…And the 
families have a lot to do with it.  
Another teacher also talked about the downside of the school ‘being very rigorous in 
addition to being a minority within a minority, creating a sheltered effect’ and she added, 
So I definitely think that the school plays a huge role just because it is such a huge 
part of their lives. A lot of these students just because of their circumstances are 
very sheltered. They go home and basically spend time with their families. They 
don’t really hang out with neighbors or anything extracurricular unless it is 
involved with the school. So as a result of that, the school ends up having a good 
deal of influence on them. Luckily I do think overall it has been a positive 
influence. 
Another teacher talked about the students isolating themselves for various reasons 
including shyness and timidity. The teacher expressed how the students see this isolation 
as something wrong and ‘imperfect’ in their Islamic practice hindering them from 
contributing to the larger society. However, the teacher was positive and hopeful as she 
sees ‘a possibility of change,’ 
Overall though, I’m really proud of how they view themselves. Their role in 
society. They really, most of them, they really strongly hold on to their Muslim 
values. They see nobody is perfect. Nobody has no faults. But as long as they are 
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willing to admit to those faults there is a possibility of change. I am really proud 
of how they see that way, and I’m really proud of how they want to be civically 
engaged. They want to be engaged in their community. But right now they are just 
timid. Because of the atmosphere, they feel a little shy, and a little worried about 
how other people are going to respond to them.  
The teacher then added how the school is trying to push the students to be more engaged 
and outgoing by either bringing in speakers for them to interact with, or even creating 
opportunities for them to interact with the outside world through community service, 
When you add a lot of pieces together you’ll find that the school environment it is 
conducive. So, for example, we have service learning days where the students go 
and serve the community at large. That’s done by the social studies department 
which does a lot of things related to citizenship and character. We also have a lot 
of people come in to talk to our students from outside the school and even inside 
the school. So I do feel we try to bring in everything or many things maybe not 
everything, many things that a public school does but we put a different flavor to 
it and that’s that prophet and Islamic flavor.  
How teachers support their American Muslim Students 
The distinction they make between Tarbiyah and Ta'aleem  
Despite all the previously discussed challenges, the school is still thriving at 
offering significant support to its students, academically and socially, for them to succeed 
and reflect back on their experience at the school positively. One of those strategies of 
support the teachers talked a lot about is how they put education ahead of instruction, as 
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defined in this research study, Tarbiyah versus Ta’aleem. At the Islamic Essence School, 
this aspect of differentiating Tarbiyah and Ta’aleem was initiated by a school-wide 
policy that was further translated into curriculum plans, especially for the Islamic Studies 
department ‘where almost all the Tarbiyah is going on’ according to the department head. 
This distinction is defined clearly, especially in the Islamic Studies department, as the 
curriculum was divided into five main content areas which are delivered to students in the 
10th, 11th and 12th grades in three different levels. (See Figure 5) 
As shown in figure 5, the school established an Islamic Studies curriculum 
teaching both aspects of Ta’aleem and Tarbiyah. Ta’aleem is imparted through facts, 
figures and acts of Islam, in addition to the logic behind such actions being part of the 
religion in two main curricula; Islamic devotional law as well as Islamic creed. Tarbiyah 
in the curriculum is represented in two main curricula; the life of the Prophet Mohammed 
(PBUH) as well as ethics and morality. The fifth curriculum which is Qur’anic studies 
combines both Ta’aleem and Tarbiyah in nature as it explains aspects of both; Islamic 
knowledge and Islamic character. 
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Figure 5: The Islamic Studies Department Curriculum Map 
Islamic	Studies
Islamic	Devotional	LawFiqh	Al-Ibadat(Levels	I,	II,	II)
Islamic	CreedAqidah(Levels	I,	II,	II)
Islamic	principles,actions	and	the	reasoning	behind	them
Ta'aleem
Qur'anic	Studies(integrated)(Levels	I,	II,	II) The	Life	of	the	Prophet(Levels	I,	II,	II) Ethics and	MoralityIlm	Al-'Akhlaq(Levels	I,	II,	II)
The	inner	dimension	of	Islam	and	how	it	reflects	in	action.
Tarbiyah
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Even with all that specification and clarity about what is to be addressed in a 
Tarbiyah oriented Islamic Studies curriculum, the Islamic Studies department head and 
teacher told us that at some point she would like to change in the current Islamic Studies 
plan and felt that ‘it needs to focus more on the morals side and revise some unnecessary 
details,’ as she clarified, 
For example, when it comes to academics, it is very easy to make a curriculum. It 
is very easy to say, “They should know this, this and this.” When it comes to 
spirituality, when it comes to character development, it is much harder to say: 
“This is the standard.” That is what I was talking to the administration about 
revising next year. Maybe winnowing down the academic topics that we do in 
Islamic Studies. We go into very very deep detail in Islamic studies. Yes, they are 
important subjects, but they don’t necessarily need that deep detail. So what I like 
them to do is consider slimming down the topics to what is necessary and then 
allowing the students not to be dictated but feel the relevancy.  
The teacher then gave an example of teaching prayers to their students in great detail, 
questioning the necessity of it at this specific stage of their lives,  
For example, when they are learning Ibadat (i.e., practices of worship), they need 
to learn how to pray. They should know all the intricacies of prayer. In reality, 
most of these kids don’t think about their prayer that deeply. They are learning 
these things so they can get an A on the test. So my question is, “What is the point 
of that?” If at a later time of their life if they really get to a point where they want 
to know that, they can always find it. There is a lot of resources out there to find 
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it. Instead I feel like let’s do the minimum. Let’s do what they need to know. 
Let’s focus on that, and then let them talk about some of the topics that they are 
worried about.  
The teacher then went on to explain what should take the place of these overly detailed 
practice instructions, which are examples of practicing good character with parents, 
learning rights and responsibilities with them as explained by true Islam versus culture, 
For example, if they are worried about the rights of parents and their 
responsibilities towards them. A lot of them feel like parents have a lot of rights 
but they don’t get anything. Well, let’s do a unit on that then! What does the 
Qur’an or hadith35 say about this? What is the reality of the situation? Because a 
lot of these things are cultural and not religious. Yes, there’s a definitely you have 
to respect your parents and obey them, but your parents are not supposed to be 
dictating your life. They’re not supposed to be basically treating you like a 
puppet. It’s not like that either. They need to know that at least to give themselves 
comfort that it is not our religion, they are doing this because of culture. Things 
like that I feel like would be much more relevant to them, much more engaging, 
and I feel like it will have a much longer effect. […..] There are so many things 
like that it really hits their heart. It really has a deeper impact. And so that is kind 
of what I am talking to the administration about now. Doing more character 
building, it is a harder thing to pin down. It is a harder thing to say, “This is our 
goal, this is what we are going to do.” I think that has been a bit of an obstacle but 
I am hopeful. 
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The curriculum documents shared by the school also explain the overall goal of the 
Islamic Studies department, which is communicated to all teachers at the school, 
including those responsible for other curricula such as math and science, 
The Islamic Studies department at [the school] is committed to enriching the lives 
of students by fostering an environment of proactive learning and spiritual 
growth. We strive to raise God-centered individuals who are driven to please the 
Divine and serve humanity. The curriculum focuses on the moral teachings, 
beliefs and practices of Islam and on developing each student’s understanding and 
commitment to their Faith. We aim at developing each student’s ability to 
navigate being Muslim in the social, moral and intellectual milieu of 
contemporary pluralistic society. Contributions and feedback from all teaching 
and staff from all departments are also vital in ensuring the comprehensiveness of 
this process, and observing its fruitful results in all shapes and forms, big or small. 
The documents discussing the purpose of the curriculum ‘Ethics and Morality Level I’ 
was especially interesting due to its look into character an ‘an inner dimension of 
worship’ and how to encourage and train students to self-diagnose ‘diseases of the heart’ 
which in turn could cause ‘lack of character’ in order to self-teach ethics and morality. 
The school uses a book by the Islamic scholar Muhammad Mawlud who wrote of good 
character as being the result of a pure heart through continuous self-improvement and 
introspection in all mankind.36 The following is an excerpt from the teacher’s guide and 
student handbook introducing the course ‘Ethics and Morality: Ilm al‘Akhlaq I: 
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Ethics and Morality: Ilm al‘Akhlaq I 
In addition to the outer dimensions of worship, such as the actions involved in 
prayer or the abstinence involved in fasting, there is also an inner dimension associated 
with them. The depth of our worship and the proximity we strive for to Allah and His 
pleasure is all related to how pure our hearts are and how attached we are to Him in 
contrast to the material world which is manifested in good character practices (i.e., 
‘Akhlaq). In this course, we will explore this inner dimension and learn how to diagnose 
and remedy the various diseases of the heart, ailments that continuously impede us in our 
path towards our Creator. We will begin this journey by discussing the meanings of the 
outer and inner dimensions of worship. We will then shortly discuss the purpose of 
purification of the heart. We will then formally begin the study of the famous book, 
“Mutaharat alQulub” by Muhammad Mawlud. We will discuss the importance of 
studying this topic and how essential it is for every Muslim. We will also learn the 
definitions and symptoms of the most common and rampant diseases of the heart in 
Muslims today, as well as their cures. It is our hope that by the end of the semester, the 
students will have recognition of the importance of purification and have the ability to see 
their own inner faults so that they may quickly and efficiently correct them and, in turn, 
become better servants of Allah. At the end of this course, students will be able to: 
1. Understand the importance of the science of purification of the heart 
2. Identify the most common diseases of the heart and their cures 
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During our interviews with the teachers, the school’s approach to good education 
and what constitutes that was also emphasized by a clear discussion of Tarbiyah (i.e., the 
education and nurturing of the soul) versus, and sometimes even prior to, Ta’aleem (i.e., 
instruction and the impartment of subject matter). When teachers were asked about their 
goals for their students, and examples of days when they felt these goals were achieved, 
all teachers unanimously talked about the ‘good human’ they see, or hope to see in the 
future, one teacher said, 
Social studies: In our school twice a year we have a service learning day where 
we get in contact with different organizations for our students to be able to 
participate, and I feel that this is good for students to see how they can help 
others. And also I feel like it is good Da’wah to see how Muslims really are. Just 
a couple of weeks ago, we went to Habitat for Humanity and our students were 
helping and building homes for the underprivileged and they went to a food bank 
and a nursing home. And they were cleaning up a forest preserve. So it’s just 
building character, making them good people, not just good Muslims. Ultimately, 
that’s what we want, but we want them to be good people, good citizens, good 
American citizens to, like, benefit others that are in need.  
Another teacher from the Social Studies department also described a good day she felt 
like she reached her goals, 
A good day, like, service oriented, I’m going to say that I had students who went 
to a nursing home, and then they were thanking me, they were saying, “Ms., I 
plan on volunteering, I want to go to the nursing home more often. I got so 
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attached to the patient, and I want to help. I want to keep on going.” That made 
me so happy. They got it. This is what we want them to do, to have compassion 
for others. 
Also, when the Islamic studies teacher and head of the Islamic Studies department was 
asked about the strengths of the school and what she is optimistic about, she answered, 
Students are aware of their identity and they are developing these identities. I 
really do think the source of this comes from the school, actually. I have this one 
student in 10th grade. She just started this year. So she is one of those who had to 
adjust to it in the beginning. She is now getting along well with her classmates. 
But we did talk about this. Obviously, the rules of the school are a little bit more 
stricter. It is not just about academic development. It is about ‘Akhlaq.37 It is 
about how do we instill good manners in them? How do we instill etiquette in 
them? How do we do that? So it is stricter. She had mentioned in a moment of 
anger that she preferred going back to public school. So I talked to her about it. 
After a discussion she realized that a lot of her old friends, when she hangs out 
with them, they see her as being more pious. “Oh, you are so pious now.” And 
she’s like, “I guess I never realized that coming to this school has changed me.” 
And at that moment she was like, “I don’t know…maybe I shouldn’t go to public 
school. Am I really getting something out of this that I didn’t realize?”  
And when asked to explain “being more pious” to give context to the example, the 
teacher added, 
I asked her that, “What were they saying?’ She’s much more thoughtful. Whereas 
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before she was very much, “Let’s do this, let’s do that.” Even if those things did 
not fit the good moral code they are taught to follow. Now she tends to be a little 
more thoughtful. “Is it really worth doing this? Maybe we should do that?” Her 
overall demeanor has changed. She also said that she tends to think more and part 
of the thoughtfulness as well as she tends to think more about specifically about 
Allah. What would make Allah happy? If I’m pleasing my parents, it makes Allah 
happy, so let me try to do something nice. So things like that she has seen those 
behavioral changes. She didn’t realize it. She is making those changes, but her 
parents pointed it out to her. Her friends pointed it out to her. That’s when she 
was like, “Oh yeah, I guess so.” So it is kind of like an internal change that she 
didn’t notice it. I hope that is the rule and she isn’t an exception. But I do see that 
a lot. A lot of students come in from other schools. They feel and report that 
difference. 
Another Islamic studies teacher explained her role in a non-profit organization offering 
an extracurricular Tarbiyah program to Muslim girls attending public school, in addition 
to students of the Islamic Essence School,  
I lead this program [as part of] a non-profit organization. We hold classes for girls 
once a week after school, different age groups, usually a three-year age range, and 
we cover different topics. Most specifically, we cover the stories of the 
Sahabah.38 A book called Stars in the Prophet’s Orbit, we bring relevant lessons 
about good character and how they relate to our lives today. We do activities, 
games, and the girls really enjoy it. It is a friendly environment.  
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Increased student voice 
Another theme that emerged from the data on how the Islamic Essence School 
supports its students, is the school’s continuous attempts to empower students and 
encourage them to express themselves and voice their needs, suggestions and 
dissatisfaction. Students are continuously and systematically approached by 
administrative staff and teachers for feedback through data collection. “Before planning 
or implementing any reform initiative that involves students, we ask them. And before 
implementing it, we brief them.” a veteran teacher explained.  Another way the school 
also empowers its students and focuses on students’ voice is through small advisory 
groups that meet weekly after every Friday prayer, for all grade levels. Advisory groups 
are formed by 6 to 8 students and lead by a different student every year. Those groups are 
supervised by classroom teachers who encourage students to lead a discussion of a topic 
of their choice, and that does not have to be academic. If the topic relates to the school 
practices, notes are collected and shared with the school administration and board if 
necessary. Another form of increased student voice at the school is the introduction of 
“contract based accountability system” as one teacher explained one of the school’s 
approaches to emphasizing the practice of good character. The teacher explained that “it 
was actually a student’s idea. We had a problem with disrespecting newcomers to the 
school and he wanted to offer help. He heard about this approach from his friend at a 
public school in a different state, and thought it might work.” Upon registration at the 
school, students sign an ‘Honor Code’ after a one-on-one meeting with the student 
counselor, the student and their parent. The success of this approach also led to the 
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introduction of different contracts including the ‘AP contract’ where students’ academic 
rights and responsibilities are explained in detail in addition to listing helpful resources. 
An example of this increased sense of student contribution and voice is the survey 
discussed collecting students’ feedback with the essential question: "how well do you 
believe [the school’s] ethos helps students develop a Muslim-American identity in a 
pluralist society?" After analyzing the data and looking for common themes and 
problems, students were encouraged to suggest solutions to remedy identified problems. 
The Islamic Studies department head shared the student-generated results as detailed in 
Figure 6.  
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Figure 6: School Ethos; Student Surveys 
That survey conducted by the head of the Islamic Studies department initiated a school 
policy that students also have the right to contribute to evaluating all authority figures at 
the school, she argued that, 
•Student	Generated	Solutions
Student	Identified	Problems
•Work	interfaith/inter-schoolprograms	into	the	curriculum	so	students	experience	systematic,	meaningful	interaction	with	people	outside	the	school•Invite	non-Muslim	guests	to	the	school	on	a	regular	basis:	non-Muslim	friends	of	students	and	faculty	or	students	from	other	schools	(like	Poetry	Pals)•Rather	than	banning	inter-gender	interaction,	each	students	HOW	to	interact	with	the	other	gender	(what	is	appropriate/inappropriate)	and	turn	these	into	school	policies	for	consistent	enforcement•Allow	new	students	opportunities	to	compare/contrast	their	experiences	before	[the	school]	and	explain	what	outsiders	think	of	students	(i.e.,	socially	awkward)**	
Emphasis	on	developing	Muslim	identity	but	no	instruction	on	how	to	live	in	a	pluralist	society
•Encourage	students	to	work	with	people	outside	their	cliques	(both	new	and	old	students)	for	school	assignments•New	student	"shadow"	initiatives	to	help	adjustment•Honor Code	initiative
Lack	of	attention	to	insider/outsider	mentality	regarding	old	students	and	new	students
•NOTE:	Students	feel	that	many,	though	not	all,	teachers	and	faculty	are	unfair	in	how	they	enforce	rules	between	boys	and	girls.	Accordingly,	their	solutions	focus	on	holding	such	teachers	accountable	rather	than	proposing	school	policies:•Forms	(either	online	or	paper)	students	can	complete	to	make	administration	aware	of	teacher	gender	biases•Clear	explanations	to	students	on	what	rules	and	policies	are	Islamic,	mandated	by	the	school,	and	teacher-specific		
Unbalanced	enforcement	of	rules	between	boys	and	girls
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In the same way that we were given teacher surveys to assess how well the 
students contribute to the class, what the students’ feelings are about the class, to 
gauge what their involvement is in the class, there should be things for other 
authoritarians as well. There should be evaluations of the administration. There 
should be things for the curriculum committee. I think that would be fair. So that 
is kind of how this survey worked. 
Empowering students and “making them realize their voice matters, in school and 
outside” was an important practice at the school as the Islamic Studies department head 
expressed. Students’ feedback did not only play into school policy, but it also led to 
curriculum changes and revisions when necessary. The Islamic Studies teacher gave us 
an example of that, 
I actually have them do journals for feedback and evaluation. Not often, but often 
enough so I can see their reflections and feelings are towards the course. We did 
that when we covered ‘Aqidah (i.e., Islamic creed and theology) because creed is 
so deep, so intense. When you are talking about creed, theology. It is things they 
wouldn’t do until college you know? So it is very deep. It is very intense for them. 
They really had a lot of complaints, in all of their reflections they were like, “This 
material is too dry,” “This material is too hard,” “This class is too hard.” But now 
after we listened to them that we are doing spirituality, and it is relevant to them, 
you see a completely different change. In their reflections a lot of the girls started 
talking about just after doing this course now they find themselves living their life 
more intentionally. They check their intentions before doing something. A lot of 
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them said that because of the course they started praying. Maybe they couldn’t 
pray 5 times a day, but they weren’t used to pray at all before. But now they pray 
at least once or twice a day. They are at least starting to go on that track.  
The teacher then explained that with the help of the newly revised curriculum based on a 
book by Muhammad Mawlud, Purification of the Heart, students find concepts of Islam 
discussed in a relevant and simplified context easier to be digested and applied in 
everyday life. “For example, we were talking about ostentation as a spiritual disease, 
right away they can think, ‘Oh do I have this? Maybe I do, maybe I need to fix that.’ It is 
immediately relevant and they say ‘I can implement this into my life.’” 
This student empowering movement was also echoed in the interviews with the 
Social Studies teachers as they expressed their goal forming organizations such as 
Student Council that encourage student voice not only within the school, but also through 
different organizations participating in the larger community, 
We do want them to be good people. We want them to grow up as being good and 
helping, and not just worrying about themselves and being concerned with 
themselves. We’re also in charge of the student council, high school and middle 
school sides where we want them and encourage them to have a voice and a say. 
This week we went to [town] to shadow some senators. Yesterday I took 46 kids 
to a college campus for youth in government day. We participated in 4 other areas 
with really big schools. So, that’s just this week. Seriously, like, just this week. 
And then every year, [another teacher] dedicates almost her entire year to get 
students to go to Model United Nations.39 That’s another club where we talk 
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about what we do at the school and represent our community. It’s a whole, really 
big component of social studies.  
Informal mentoring 
Another theme that was also discussed often at the Islamic Essence School is the 
importance of mentoring in school life and its contribution to successful and healthy 
student experiences. During discussions about school strengths and good practice, almost 
all the teachers mentioned forms of mentoring, whether academic or social. The school 
implements mentoring practices through official channels such as the Academic Support 
Center, Advisory Groups as well as youth group organizations. The goals of mentoring 
were clearly communicated in the Honor Code and AP contracts as they are listed under 
the “Know Your Rights” section: 
In December 2010, we launched the Academic Support Center (ASC) and 
Advisory Groups before and after school. The purpose of this initiative was 
manifold: 
● To ensure that teachers are available outside of class on a regular basis to 
provide extra instruction and social support needed. 
● To provide students with a central location to access guidance, so that any 
confusion is resolved regarding how/where to locate teachers. 
● To ensure that students can seek help on any given day both before/after school 
hours. 
● To give students access to a teacher and student tutors in every core subject area 
at all times. 
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● To track and document students’ efforts to improve their academic 
performance, particularly students on probation or low scholarship status. 
● To provide students who excel in core subject areas a valuable opportunity to 
mentor their peers. 
Both the Academic Support Center and Advisory Groups are led by a mix of teachers and 
elected students who play the role of mentors through this school-wide initiative. The 
importance of this approach to mentoring as key to the school’s strength in contributing 
to students’ lifelong success was expressed by the Social Studies teachers who gave 
examples of days they found themselves mentors first, over being teachers, 
The strength of the school and the success of the community is driven by a really 
good group of dedicated teachers. And a good core of people who have been here 
for a while, who have stuck around, hardworking, patient, dependable. And it is 
very true about what they say about the analogy of wearing many hats in a small 
school. It is so true here. Like, the other day, I stopped because I heard someone 
was crying in the bathroom. And this girl is bleeding all over the place. And it is 
someone I have known since she was little. I said, ‘Hold on to my arm, let’s walk 
down to the nurse.’ So it is almost always something that is pulling you away 
from what you are supposed to be doing in terms of school.  
The second Social Studies teacher agreed, 
And you can’t walk away. Maybe you can say, “You know what? I’ll get the 
nurse and they’ll take care of it.” It’s just with us, it’s just, we have that feeling of 
they are our kids because we have seen them growing up and will stop everything 
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to help whoever needs help. 
The other teacher added,  
We’ve seen a girl crying in the hallway, there was a girl in tears, and she was like, 
“Hold on, stop, come over here.” And it’s just, that’s, that is how we are, you 
know? We have literally piles and piles of work to do, but we don’t, that doesn’t 
make us stop from doing other things. I’m always re-prioritizing whatever has to 
be the most important thing at the moment. You know, keep shuffling.  
The Islamic Studies teacher also talked about the need for mentors and role models from 
within the community and how that need sparked a change in her own career plans, 
[I]nitially, I wasn’t planning on doing any Islamic school teaching. I went into 
accounting and worked in public accounting for a few years, got my CPA, and 
then continued. However, there really is a need for role models for our young 
Muslim children to look up to. People who, you know, grew up here, understand 
their struggles, can relate to them, and just provide that positive motivating force 
for them. So really I started working here by way of demand. I’ve also worked a 
lot with youth groups mentoring and I think that also plays into my teaching of 
Islamic studies. I also work a lot outside of school with girls who go to public 
schools. And then we do activities for them after school, like, camps where we go 
out for three days and spend time together.  
In another follow up interview, the teacher added, 
They really want to see a reflection in them. A mentor who they can relate to and 
see themselves grow up to be. Maybe not exactly career wise but in being a good 
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person and of value to your community and the world at large, they need to see 
their effect on the world and on others through you. 
The importance of relatability 
When discussing goals, aspirations, strengths and success moments, the teachers 
also touched upon the concept of being relatable or even making academic material 
relevant. The idea or relatability was also discussed as an aspect at the Islamic Essence 
School by teachers who viewed that concept as “essential to reach students and win their 
hearts” as the Social Studies teacher expressed. She also explained that being relatable 
and presenting relevant academic material is why “their jaws are dropping and they just 
want to listen, that’s something we feel like we’ve got them. It’s a good feeling. It’s a 
really good feeling.” The teacher described moments like these as rewarding and gave 
that example answering the question about good days when she felt her goal(s) were 
reached, which speaks to the importance of this concept of relatability. 
Another teacher counted ‘being relatable’ and making content knowledge relevant 
as the most essential characteristics or traits for being a good, effective teacher, 
I think what you need in order to be an effective teacher, in general, to have 
goodness inside of you. But you do have to have the knowledge of course. To be a 
good teacher regardless of where you are at, you have to have a teaching 
background. You need to be able to know how to deal with people. I think that 
you have to know content but you also have to have a teaching background. 
Somebody who is the most knowledgeable and they can memorize thousands of 
hadiths, right? But, you have to have that, you have to be relatable. And you have 
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to be able to impart the information where you know the kids get it. Make it their 
own. You have to be able to make what you are teaching related to real life for 
kids so they can absorb it.  
When the Islamic Studies department head was asked the same question, she also talked 
about being relatable as one of the most important characteristics of teacher success as 
she explained, 
I think it is important to know your subject matter, it becomes easier for you to 
relate to them in a way they can understand. I think those are the three 
components that I found most important. I think it definitely helps them to have 
someone they can relate to. Just because somebody was born and raised here 
doesn’t necessarily mean they relate to them. For example, one of the previous 
teachers completed high school here in the US but then she went to do her Islamic 
Studies degree. She never went to college. And even when she was in high 
school, she wasn’t into high school, she was more into studying the Din. You 
know? Someone like that, I don’t know if they can relate to. Because, even 
though she lives in the same country she had very different experiences. On the 
other hand, I think that them having somebody they can relate to in terms of 
characteristics comes sometimes prior to content knowledge. I really find that the 
only biggest thing is that they should feel like the teacher cares about them. It is 
really big for them. Other than that, and that the teacher is competent. I feel like 
as long as those things are there, the teacher could be quiet, loud, or funny, 
serious, I think the rest of the things fall into place. But those things are what 
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important to them. 
The teacher then was asked in the case that a teacher finds themselves not relatable, what 
her advice to them would be, she added 
Listen more than you talk. Just to be aware of what their concerns are. I don’t 
think it is insurmountable. If they can’t relate to you that’s it. I think it is more 
that if they can’t relate to you, then you need to spend more time kind of getting 
to know them to figure out why they feel the way they feel. What makes them 
think the way that they do? That would be the biggest thing. 
Another teacher from the science and technology department also confirmed the 
importance of relatability in ensuring a healthy school life experience for the students, 
and she even gave an example of the Islamic Studies teacher being relatable as an 
important contributor to that experience, as she added, 
we have a really amazing Islamic studies teacher that is a certified teacher as well. 
And I sit in her classes sometimes, and she is so engaging. And she relates what 
she is teaching to things that are actually happening, which is a breath of fresh air, 
because I think students can relate to Islam based on what she is teaching and 
based on relating to her as a character. 
Increased sense of community, family and belonging 
The last common theme discussed in the teachers’ stories is how the school and 
its staff are embracing students as part of a family, “the school family” as one teacher put 
it. As observed in the other schools as well, the Islamic Essence School emphasizes the 
importance of increasing the sense of community, family and belonging and often talk 
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about that as a strength their school has compared to other schools in the area, especially 
against public schools. Teachers expressed that this sense of family and belonging was an 
essential medium to offer support to those students who need it as the math teacher 
expressed when asked about strengths of the school, she said: “I will say that overall all 
the teachers care about their students and make them feel like family. They belong. I 
think that makes a big difference. That is a core thing that makes a big difference.” 
Care was often coupled with that family feel the school promotes. The teachers 
often described being a family and caring about the students interchangeably. The same 
concept was also central when the Islamic Studies teacher described her first goal, 
[U]ltimately what I want to do is I want to touch their hearts. I want this to be 
transformative for them, I want it to be more than just facts to memorize. And I 
think ultimately for me, when I see people who have done that…number one, it 
comes from the heart, whatever they say comes from the heart. Number two, there 
is some genuine interest in the students. I genuinely care about my students. We 
are family. Like, even outside in the halls, I have conversations with them. I want 
them to know that I care about them, I want to see them succeed.  
The non-Muslim Social Studies teacher also noticed the same emphasis on creating a 
sense of belonging at the school and described its positive outcomes, 
Besides the religious component, this is a very, a community school. And I think 
that’s really what is a big bonus about this area and why I love it. Families come 
to this school because there is longevity for their students in the environment. 
Family at home and at the school. Seriously, we want to create that longevity 
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here, too. So that’s a big positive. There is continuity in their schooling.  
She went on to describe the school environment even further saying: “families, the 
community thing, it is really in your face. There’s not a lot of hiding, you know? So 
everything I think that does go on here, everything is seen, known, and felt.” 
The teacher then went on to explain that the cause of that is not the fact that it is a 
relatively small school, but its “people are connected.” Another teacher also described 
that connectivity and its role in fostering a family feel, 
There’s always a connection with families within the school where you feel like 
the school is, yes, we’re all about academics. Yes, we’re about Islam as well. But 
there is a sense of family unity that you wouldn’t get in a public school. Like, for 
instance, your kids are going to a public school. You’re not really attached to the 
teachers where you know everything that is going on. But a lot of the parents, 
they are attached to us. They could be your best friend.  
Another teacher expressed the same aspects of family and care as the unique strengths the 
school has, 
[Staff] has that caring aspect, and you have that towards your students because 
you’ve seen them throughout the years. Like, [another teacher] for instance, she 
has students that are graduating. She has seen their progression since 9th grade to 
12th. I’ve taught some of these kids since 6th grade, so I see them in high school as 
well from 6th grade all the way to high school. So we have an attachment towards 
students as well. It’s not just teaching them, we feel like they’re us as well. 
They’re family. 
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The Islamic Studies teacher also gives an example illustrating what she loves about this 
connectivity she feels at the school saying: “I’ve had elementary kids I don’t know come 
up to me and say, ‘You’re going to be my teacher one day.’” And they’re excited about it, 
they know us! ‘You’re my brother’s teacher!’ Well who is your brother! I don’t know!” 
The other Islamic Studies teacher also agrees and offers her own observation, 
And then 1st graders, they’ll come up and say, “As-Salam-u-Alaikum Ms. 
[name]!” They know us. And they’re looking forward and hoping for us. And we 
look forward to it too when we see them young, and we’re walking down the 
hallway. There is something about the students, and I can’t wait until I teach 
them! We also have people teaching here who were our students which is really 
wild for me to see that. So that is cool. 
The school pushes really hard to foster that sense of belonging and family among all 
students, even the newly registered students who are joining this community and not 
considered among the “insiders who have their established cliques” as expressed by the 
Islamic Studies department head. The teacher explained that this “insider versus outsider 
mentality” which is common among teens was among other problems identified by 
student surveys. The students were asked to generate solutions in order to tackle such 
problems and “ensure everyone is welcomed and part of the family,” the teacher added. 
The school uses counseling to help new students stay connected, even though most of the 
old students are welcoming and inclusive, 
The school goes from preschool all the way to 12th grade. And those students who 
have been here since preschool all the way to 12th grade, they are the insiders. 
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And any time a student comes in in any grade from outside, there is a little bit of 
…it is difficult for them. But for the most part, I can say especially for the girls, I 
teach a lot of the girls, I will say, like, 90% of the girls are very welcoming. They 
are very open. They want outsiders to feel with them. But at the same time. There 
is an element of, even if they really like you, they’ll be talking about stuff that you 
don’t really know. Or they will be talking about experiences that you weren’t a 
part of. We have counseling for students who would come in. There would be 
certain activities that they would be pulled out for that would be just for them. 
Just for the new students so that they would feel a sense of belonging.  
Overall, the case of the Islamic Essence School presented some differences in approach 
and conceptuality of the issues being studied. It was evident that teaching staff at the 
school had already been searching for answers to the same issues central to this study. 
One teacher fitting closing remarks saying, 
I think the main goal is just planting a seed of love with the students. So it’s not 
like everything they can retain. I hope they can retain a lot of the knowledge that 
we share with them because they need it as tools. But, really, just having them 
when they face difficulty in the future as they get older, they will be able to reflect 
upon their positive and memorable experiences being a Muslim at this school, 
whether it be in the classroom or outside of the classroom.
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CHAPTER VII: FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Introduction 
To analyze how teachers of Islamic schools provide ways of support to their 
students and the context of that support, I conducted three qualitative case studies in 
Midwest and Southeast states in the 2016–17 scholastic year. This section reviews the 
findings from each case based on common themes discussed at each school, provides 
recommendations for school leaders, and concludes with recommended areas of future 
study. 
It was clear from the data that the participating teachers have implemented 
practices discussed in the literature for their link in identity negotiation, such as reflective 
teaching and encouraging the experiment of ideas in a safe space where teachers 
functioned as mentors and role models exhibiting care to gain student trust. They also 
talked about forms through which they encourage students to construct their identities 
through narratives and counter-stories, whether in response to media outlets critical of 
their population or even government figures such as presidential candidates who have 
spoken in hostile terms against Islam. Such practices are found in the literature to be 
constructive to identity negotiation processes and the healthy development of self (Nasir 
& Shah, 2011; Nelson, 2001; Schachter & Rich, 2011) even with indicators of high 
private regard communicated by the teachers versus they perceived as low levels of 
public regard (e.g., Ashmore et al., 2004; Hughes et al., 2011; Phinney, 1990; Sellers et 
al., 1998). The teachers also discussed in detail how they, as part of a religious institution, 
provide knowledge to their pupils about their religion that is ultimately inducive to the 
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positive exploration of their religiosity and their religious identity exploration and, 
hopefully, commitment (Phinney, 1990). Such themes and other practices are presented 
in this chapter. 
Theme 1: Dealing with The Challenge of a Threatening Environment 
In an article titled “America’s Muslim Ghettos” (Washington Post, August 15, 
2005), Salam Al-Marayati warned that “[a]lthough the vast majority of American 
Muslims do not live in economically depressed physical ghettos, many live in a 
psychological ghetto caused by the lack of acceptance they feel from their neighbors and 
colleagues, especially in the post– Sept. 11 era. This psychological ghetto may prove the 
largest challenge in the war on terrorism.” In response, Louis Cristillo (2005) rejected the 
suggestion that Islamic schooling was part of this ‘psychological ghettoism.’ Inevitably, 
this was a central focus of the present study. 
Ever since the events of September 11, 2001 and the following terrorist attacks, 
associated lately with ISIS, the Muslim community in America and abroad continuously 
encounters such views. Previous research on the population of Muslims, whether in North 
America or Europe, suggests that this minority endures such commentaries regularly in 
various media outlets (Abdus-Sabur, 1995; Cristillo, 2008; Kelly, 1997; Merry & 
Driessen, 2009; Zine, 2008 and others). Muslims are often faced with the accusation that 
“first-generation Muslim adults are isolating American born children and indoctrinating 
them with pro-Arab fascist Muslim ideology,” as argued by Tim Blair in reaction to the 
same events affecting London in 2005. Such anecdote-based arguments disregard what 
researchers have concluded in looking at the experience of Muslims in pluralistic 
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societies. Zine’s (2009) research on the experience of Muslim girls in Canadian public 
schools, for example, found “students who felt that being in public school was more 
isolating in many ways for Muslim students who are living a faith-centered lifestyle,” (p. 
57). She also found that in “Islamic schools, being able to fit in and be accepted was a 
significant theme in students' accounts. They reported feeling less social differentiation 
on the basis of race, class, or culture in the Islamic school environment in comparison 
with public schools” (Zine, 2008, p. 99) indicating that as part of a minoritized 
community, being in a majority setting, even within the different majoring culture, is 
affirming to this population. These findings were also reflected in Patricia Kelly’s study 
in 1997 as well as in Cristillo’s in 2005. What commentators fail to notice is that public 
schools also fail to prevent some children from slipping into bigotry and intolerance 
(Coleman & Hoffer, 1987) especially with recent reports of American Muslim students 
reporting bullying and violence at public schools almost as twice as often as their non-
Muslim peers.xl Such commentators also fail to note that if public schooling was the 
answer to prevent such issues, then there should be no problem, since 99 percent of all 
American-born Muslim schoolchildren are already in public schools (Siddiqui, 2015). 
However, there is growing evidence, both in this research study and by others 
(Cristillo, 2005; Kelly 1997; Zine, 2008 & others) suggesting that Islamic schools are 
indeed promoting the development of social capital for students, staff, and parents within 
their communities and creating channels for their members that counter such isolation. 
Evidence from the schools as well as a few illustrations of teaching practice will be 
provided in this section. 
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One teacher addressed this isolating, and sometimes sheltering, as the effect of 
being part of a minority Muslim community and viewed it as being wider than isolation 
only within the school. She urged Muslim members to break out of this isolation saying, 
You see some advocates of the Muslim society in the US saying that Muslims 
should stick together, provide each other a shelter, and… I think you should do 
both. When you go to the mosque and you pray, you're separate from the society. 
When you walk out the mosque door, you are part of society. But, being part of 
the society doesn't mean rejecting what you're doing inside the mosque, it means 
taking those teachings of being a good person, of trusting in God, of not lying, or 
not cheating, of being an honest businessperson, of trying to be kind to children 
and to other people, and taking that outside the mosque – well, maybe even taking 
it inside the mosque too – um, that social aspect of Islam has to be developed. 
Teachers at the three schools expressed their recognition of the byproduct of being a 
minority in a pluralistic society, working at a minority led institution and catering to 
minority students. The teachers demonstrated that they actively sought to prepare their 
students for lives of active participation in society. A study of the sociology of American 
religion distinguishing two forms of conservative Protestantism provides a parallel 
insight framing this relationship the schools have with the dominant society. These 
describe the two forms of relationship these religious minority groups have with the 
dominant society; ‘fundamentalist’ versus ‘evangelical’. “Fundamentalists” seek to 
shelter their distinctiveness from the dominant culture, while “evangelicals” seek to 
engage with, challenge and change that culture (Ammerman, 1987; Carpenter, 1997; 
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Hunter, 1983). The same distinction in the relationship with the dominant mainstream 
American culture also exists among practicing Muslims. The three case studies discussed 
in this research show an ‘evangelical’ approach to the dominant culture, encouraging 
outreach movements, engagement and activism, despite the current political climate and 
the negative portrayal of Muslims in media outlets nationally and internationally. 
 This negative rhetoric had sparked movements within the schools to combat this 
negativity and not allow it become an excuse for the Muslim-American community to 
shelter itself in fear. The Islamic Essence School, for example, had taken the duty of 
providing students with channels through which they express their ‘voice’. The head of 
the Islamic Studies department started a survey of how the student felt the school is 
preparing them for life in America: 
[Starting this project], I was really curious. It started off as evaluating this class, 
but because they were so demoralized about the situation of Muslims in general 
and Islamophobia, it became something broader. We talk about this as a 
department, we want them to feel like strong Muslims. So I wanted to see how 
they feel about….how the school atmosphere, as well as the class atmosphere, 
helping them build a strong Muslim identity but are also learning how to live in a 
pluralistic society….. [Students] are aware of the fact that not everybody thinks 
the [negative] way, for example, what Donald Trump does.xli But what scares 
them is that he has so much support. Like overall, it just makes them feel 
despondent. And I definitely feel like the rhetoric and things like that has that 
dangerous potential of making them feel like outsiders. Of making them feel like 
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you are either with us or against us. Whereas we are all entitled to our own 
opinions within our community, that is what makes America beautiful, it was built 
on diversity. So I definitely think it has that potential of making them feel 
alienated. But overall I think we can provide them with support, also because I 
feel that the vast majority of people are very friendly and open-minded. 
The teacher viewed the school as responsible for providing support against such 
challenges of negativity around Muslims that might foster alienation of the Muslim 
minority in America. The teacher then recalls her story after 9/11 happened when she 
used to attend a public school. The teacher recalls that: 
Within that week, a lot of Muslim students, because there was only a handful in 
that school, a lot of the Muslim kids stopped coming to the school or took off 
their hijabs. And I remember, one of my friends, she was Caucasian, she wasn’t 
Muslim, she came up to me and was like, “yeah a bunch of my family members 
were talking about Muslims, and I said, ‘No Muslims are not like that,’ and I 
knew that because I knew you.” And that stuck with me. 
The teacher had centralized that it is the individuals’ responsibility not to respond to fear 
with isolation. She encouraged her students to “make themselves known,” and she added, 
“we show them what the true face of Islam is, and people will respond to that more.” 
Teachers from the Moonlight Foundation also spoke of the negative rhetoric as 
something their students had unfortunately gotten used to. It created a sense of urgency to 
be active and “go out there”. The teachers spoke of how their students’ generation react 
to it differently than older generations, 
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I notice that kind of feeling sometimes in the classroom when something has 
occurred. They’re just like, “ah man.” Some of them do wonder, “What can I do 
besides being myself to show people that that’s not me, that is not my sister, that 
is not my brother, that is not my family. Aside from just doing the things I 
normally do and be nice. You know, is there something else I should be doing? 
Another teacher also added, 
So one thing you have to emphasize this is nothing new…Manipulation in the 
media and so forth...We have to be the best Muslims possible in the way we act, 
and in our character. We are at a time in history either we make a positive statistic 
or negative statistic…And at the same time realize we have nothing to hide. Even 
if you can hide, you can’t hide right now.  
Another teacher from the same school described the approach taken by his students and 
compared it to that of their parents,  
So the difference between our generation and the older generation is the older 
generations are afraid of everything. They are afraid of even their own name. Our 
generation is more open about topics…They have been able to change. They have 
been able to speak their mind and not have that fear. 
The teachers from these schools gave examples of advocacy and engagement through 
various channels available in the school such as sport competitions with other schools in 
the area as well as community service mandates where they explicitly choose non-
Muslim organizations as mediums of integrating their students into mainstream society 
by representing “the true face of Islam.” 
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 Teachers from the Sunlight Academy also identified this feeling of isolation as 
part of being a minority school and talked about initiatives established specifically to 
combat that including the help of the dual enrollment program. A teacher from this 
school viewed it as a “bubble,” however, students are offered an opportunity to break out 
of through the dual enrollment program in reintegrating them into the “real world” 
through the classes they take with college students in the local university: 
[High school students’] mentality is different. They do understand that there are 
different things, that they are part of the community now. They are outside on 
their own. They are working…They see different things…So they are not 
enclosed anymore in this little bubble.  
Another teacher also viewed the school as a shelter from negative influences and 
practices such as drugs and alcohol abuse. She even thought that “too much sheltering” in 
terms of these issues ineffective and that students should be offered the knowledge and 
the choice of their own lifestyle: 
They [the teachers] try to educate their students as best as they can. If there is too 
much sheltering, it is probably being from families. You know? [at the school] 
they [students] are not completely isolated and sheltered. At the same time, they 
are taught…you know…about drugs, they are taught about these things that are, 
they are taught about the negative, and they are taught how to stay away from it. 
That is what I advocate. I want you to know, but I want you to choose.  
The teachers from the Sunlight Academy implemented programs aimed at solving 
problems of underrepresentation of “the real Islam” represented by their students, and 
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offsetting the isolation felt whether at the school, in their neighborhoods amidst their 
hectic academic schedules. The school is actively participating in outreach programs and 
interfaith conversations/events. The teachers even talked about an annual soccer 
competition, for both boys’ and girls’ teams, among the local private schools, including 
the neighboring Christian school. A teacher even argued that, with the existence of all 
such programs, “public schools actually are more isolating, in my opinion, for the 
Muslim kids as they often cannot discuss or practice their faith openly.”  This is in line 
with Jasmin Zine’s (2008; 2009) as well as Patricia Kelly’s (1997) research on the 
experience of Canadian Muslim females in public schooling as well as Sarroub’s study of 
the Yemeni Muslim girls in American public schools (2005). Patricia Kelly noted the 
difficulties those students encounter in trying to integrate to Quebecois culture as well as 
the dominance of Christian religious orientation in schools, leaving Muslims feeling 
excluded and at the same time fearing assimilation. Parents in Kelly’s study found 
Islamic schools giving greater opportunities to develop what Kelly coined as the 
'psychological strength' necessary to maintaining their Muslim identity and lifestyle, 
which is something they could not do as the public schooling system lacked such 
opportunities to foster that strength, and instead continued isolating them as a minoritized 
group within the system. 
Theme 2: The role of Distinguishing Tarbiyah and Ta'aleem in Offering Identity 
Negotiation Space 
Tarbiyah in spirituality and character formation 
A major theme emerged from the data on ways in which identity formation 
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support is offered at the school level: all teachers without exception spoke of the 
importance they give to the non-academic aspects of imparting knowledge to the young, 
to their American Muslim young population specifically. In most Arabic speaking 
countries, the distinction between education and instruction is a given in most cases. That 
distinction is even reflected in the titles of Ministry of Education, as translated in Arabic 
into “میلعتلاو ةیبرتلا ةرازو”xlii (i.e., “the Ministry of Education and Instruction”). The teachers 
differentiated between their roles in the formative process of their students and its effect 
on their identity and character as contrasted with their role in imparting content 
knowledge (Ta’aleem in Arabic) which was also viewed as another requirement to 
students’ success in the community and society at large. 
It is important to make the distinction very clear between Ta’aleem and Tarbiyah 
in Arabic, which might be translated as instruction and education in English. Instruction 
is defined in this context as the delivery of content information, Rosidin (2016) defines 
Tarbiyah based on a semantic approach and how it was used in a variety of contexts 
where it was mentioned in the Qur’an, concluding that Tarbiyah is “the process of 
development, maintenance, preservation, management, giving instructions, guidance, 
improvement, and sense of belonging for students’ both body, mind, soul, talent, 
potential, sense, on an ongoing basis, gradually, loving, caring, gentleness, good, wise, 
easily tolerated, thus forming the perfection of human nature, pleasure, glory, and living 
independently to achieve the pleasure of Allah SWT.” That definition encompasses all 
aspects possible for Tarbiyah in the context of Islamic schooling. Tarbiyah in this sense 
aligns with what many of our participating teachers described in terms of their 
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involvement at their schools as a focal point of their work, their sense of purpose and 
motivation. 
An important place to start identifying the distinction between education and 
instruction at the participating schools was their published mission. A synthesis of the 
schools’ mission statements yields the importance and, sometimes priority, given to 
educating the soul and character building and reflects aspects of Tarbiyah as defined by 
Rosidin. All participating schools listed moral and character building prior to academic 
excellence and they were, in all mission statements, coupled together as the central focus 
of what the school is set to accomplish. The following is an example of The Islamic 
Essence School’s mission statement: 
At [our] School, thoughtful discourse fosters the development of the mind, 
instruction and activity to promote healthy action, and daily experiences nurture 
integrity, empathy, and kindness. The Islamic Essence School seeks to graduate 
young people whose physical, intellectual, and spiritual capacities and potentials 
are nurtured. As students increase in maturity and responsibility, knowledge in 
scope and content progressively increases. 
Differentiating the instruction aspect of schooling from the education of the soul was a 
central theme when teachers discussed what they see as success of their schools and their 
students. When asked about their goal, what makes their students successful and well 
integrated, as well as why their schools are regarded as successful by the local 
community, all teachers unanimously answered in terms of two identified factors; 
focusing on what they called ‘the Islamic side, character, morality’ as well as ‘academic 
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excellence’.  
One teacher from the Islamic Essence School explained: 
I don’t really view a student in terms of, like, what her GPA is, because in Islamic 
Studies what grade you give her means nothing in the sense of what does it mean 
to get an A in Islamic Studies? What is your grade with your Lord? You have no 
clue. And what is this girl going to look like in 10 years? 
Another teacher from the Sunlight Academy centralized Islam in her goal as she 
explained that the “most important goal that I have is… I put it in three words, and this is 
my motto actually. Triple L process: Learn Islam, live Islam, love Islam. If you learn 
Islam that is not good enough. You have to live it. And if you live it. You definitely are 
going to love it.” And her colleague added: “to have successful students, it’s not just 
about school or getting good grades. We want to see them productive. We want to see 
them the future of giving back to the community. And Alhamdulillahxliii we see that 
happening. We’re having a leadership week next week and we are bringing back our 
alumni. And now our alumni are nurses, doctors, engineers, in business, and that’s our 
goal to find our kids in the future to be successful.” Another teacher talked about her 
priority teaching the kids how to live their life and try to be productive and pro-active as 
well and not being “always receiving…I want them also to be giving.” 
Those teachers viewed Tarbiyah as a focal point and the seed to their students’ 
success as they perceived it. Giving back to the community, having a sense of 
responsibility, and possessing a good understanding and love for Islam while practicing it 
were the declared priority, ahead of good academic scores, to all participating teachers 
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with no exceptions. 
Some teachers from the Sunlight Academy provided insight on what they 
observed as parents’ stand in terms of Ta’aleem and Tarbiyah and how their priorities 
differed, according to one teacher, based on the parents’ educational background or 
immigration status. The teacher said: 
the ones that don’t have a background in education, their goal is to just have their 
kids in an Islamic environment. They are just worried about what the public 
schools offer. Now the ones who have educational backgrounds, they look at 
both. Islamic environment, and also academic. Because they know that the 
academics here are much more rigorous than in public school. So that is really the 
two phases that you have. 
However, another teacher from the same school disagreed, while still citing the 
distinction parents make between academic instruction and character, moral, Islamic 
education 
I think [the focus] is equal. The way [parents] care about their children’s 
academics and for them the Islamic aspect of it is important…So their focus is on 
the academics and they do want their children to come out with strong academic 
backgrounds, but at the same time, they want to have strong Muslim character as 
well. 
Additionally, when asked about his most important goal as a teacher, one teacher, who 
also worked as a sports coach, described that it was actually the formative aspect of 
schooling saying: “It’s ‘the molding process’ especially as middle schoolers are more 
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flexible at this age to having their personalities being in the formation process.” He 
further explained: “So I get to mold them and kind of, you know, show them the ropes if 
you will…. which kind of goes away as you go to the upper levels, which is why I love 
middle school to be honest.” 
During a focus group session at the Islamic Essence School, a couple of teachers, 
one Muslim and one non-Muslim, talked about their purpose and what it takes for a 
teacher to be successful in this distinctive Islamic school environment, again, through an 
emphasis on Tarbiyah in terms of prioritizing character and virtue.  
The first teacher defined success as an Islamic school teacher, based on her 
extensive experience at the current Islamic school while not being a Muslim herself, 
Some have asked why I am teaching in an Islamic school. And I said, yes, I’m not 
a Muslim myself, I was raised Catholic, I’ve also been to a few other churches, 
but I don’t practice anything. I practice what I preach. And so for me I said, I just 
I like to be a good human being. So I look at whatever is going on as how can I be 
a better human being? And what can I incorporate from this environment to just 
encourage my student be a better person? And there’s a lot of that here. Put a 
religious label on it or not, I think we are all trying to get to the same thing, 
general goodness.  
Another teacher interjected during the interview adding: “That is 100% absolutely agree. 
I feel that to have goodness in you and then try to make others good. I think that is what 
you need in order to be an effective teacher. In general, to have goodness inside of you.”  
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The first round of interviews and discussions with participants resulted in all very 
similar conversations around the importance of tending to the students’ identity and soul, 
through Tarbiyah, in order for them to be successful either academically or socially as 
American Muslim citizens. After that being a central theme of all the interviews with the 
teachers, it was deemed necessary to return to the teachers for the second phase of data 
collection for more explicit conversations on the distinction they make between education 
and instruction, Ta’aleem and Tarbiyah. Almost all of the teachers acknowledged the 
importance of instruction, specifically to meet the parents’ expectations of their 
children’s academic competence that will help them get not only into four-year colleges, 
but into prestigious programs in medicine, science, engineering, law or journalism as one 
teacher from the Moonlight Foundation emphasized: 
Essentially, our parents are very supportive, they love the school, we have been 
increasing – our enrollment has been going up over the years, like, almost a 
hundred every year, it's been crazy. In terms of the mission, like I told you, our 
mission is not just the Islamic school…so, it's a big focus on academics, a big 
focus on character, a big focus on making sure we develop whole, functional, 
American Muslim citizens, most of the parents are all on board for all of that. 
Sometimes we have, where it's, like, "I'm here because…I want my child to 
behave better, or just, Islamic character." And our response is, "that's not the 
school for you." Because our focus is, we're very, our expectations are very high 
academically, so don't come here and tell me, "I'm OK if he's not doing well, as 
long as he's” – no, ‘cause we're not taking it. And then there's the other side, 
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where, you know, “I don't care if they are not behaving right…we're just here for 
the academics,” because essentially it's a whole person that we're trying to 
develop. So, we have a few of those, but mostly it's everything that they're coming 
here for. 
At the same time, the teachers talked about how the focus on Tarbiyah, often referred to 
as “the character side” by many of the teachers, created a “dual mission as part of the 
school ethos” as one teacher from the Islamic Essence School explained as the challenge 
of focusing on both aspects equally and feasibly, especially at the high school level where 
according to the teacher, “the competition between educating the soul and instructing the 
future college grads becomes at the forefront of everyday practice.” She talked about the 
importance of collecting students’ feedback in that process to identify problems and to 
tackle them, 
[t]hat’s the thing about ethos, we have our school motto that basically says that 
we are all about spiritual, intellectual, academic development. But there is a 
difference between what the school is going for and how it is perceived. So that is 
kind of, I left it open in terms of ethos. I left it open to [the students]: “What do 
you feel the ethos is? What do you feel the environment of the school is?” They 
felt that right now the school is more focused on academic development than 
spiritual. But I do think a big part of that is…I mean, where would the spiritual 
development come from? Most likely from the Islamic studies department. I think 
within the department there has been so much turnover. There’s been basically no 
consistency in the department, I think that is a big reason why they feel that 
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lopsidedness. Hopefully going forward if we get some stability, if we get some 
longevity in the teachers…I hope, insha’Allah, I think that will offset a lot of it. 
But I also do think that the school has a tendency…see for example when it 
comes to academics, it is very easy to make a curriculum. It is very easy to say, 
“They should know this, this and this.” When it comes to spirituality, when it 
comes to character development. It is much harder, “This is the standard.” I do 
think that because of that reason it has been not, like, it has…it is being addressed 
in indirect ways. But that kind of what I was talking to the administration about 
next year. 
This idea of a dual mission is also reflected in our previous interviews of the principals of 
these schools, most of whom still teach a subject or two, as well as existing research on 
Islamic schools in Europe and Canada. Although most Islamic schools began with 
essentially religious motivations, protection from racial profiling, and as refuges from 
aspects perceived as corrupt practices by the public in the host society apparent in public 
schools, there is a transformation and a shift in that focus occurring as the stronger 
schools raise their academic standards in response to the high expectations of many 
Muslim parents. The same pattern has been observed in the Netherlands, where “a shift 
occurred from focusing on identity formation to improving academic standards and 
quality of education,” (Niehaus, 2009, p. 123). The principal of The Islamic Essence 
School confirmed,  
[t]here's been a problem in the country in the past twenty years, Islamic schools 
that excel on the Islamic side and Arabic language tend to fall short on Math and 
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Science and English. Um, and schools that excel in the college prep might fall 
short on the Arabic, Qur’an and Islamic studies side and so our goal is to show 
that we can do both and excel in both sides so that you don't have to give up one 
in order to get the other. So it's been, it's a tough challenge. 
That of the Moonlight Foundation told us, 
Probably, in the beginning, it was a lot of focus on the Islamic, you know, "this 
Islamic school, I'm so putting my kids here," through the time we've tried to make 
it clear, and we've improved, the focus is successful people. So, academically, not 
just, you know, character or Islam, so through the years, now, now, we are getting 
a lot more people who are seeing that and spreading the word that this school is 
very strong academically, and, you know, they develop good Muslim-American 
citizens, hopefully. 
And the principal of the third school explained some of the challenges of this dual 
mission: 
we have an admissions process; it's going to lend itself to having students who 
you know are able to do the work. And again, we have a faster pace that we work 
with, even the elementary [grades]. I've explained to parents before that because 
we teach Islamic studies, Qur’an and Arabic and we have those . . . special classes 
every day that we do not devote as much time to reading and math as they do in 
the public schools. Because we have you know really it's like an hour, two hours 
and fifteen minutes of the school day that we use for those classes. And so the 
kids, the teachers are trained to you know get their, instead of having two hours of 
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a reading instruction during the day or two and a half, they only have an hour and 
a half. And so we have to have students who are able to you know, able to do the 
work because we're also giving them the time for the other subject matter as well. 
So but we don't necessarily just cater to the gifted and talented but it's just because 
of the admissions process we are going to get those students who are you know, 
maybe a little bit more capable. 
A teacher from the Moonlight Foundation talked about the “growing pains” again in 
terms of the school’s approach to education. She describes how “blessed” she is to be part 
of a school that “has gone over the growing pains and more established with how it 
approaches educating the youth.” When asked about the distinction between education 
vs. instruction, she explained that “it is almost a given. With the focus on empowering the 
youth, following the prophet’s (SAW)xliv example, representing Muslims, and even us, as 
teachers, being the role models to our youth and how it is to be the source of this 
community’s pride. It is always the center of all our discussions, even the ones focused 
on the academics.” And another teacher from the same focus group added: “it is almost 
the same but different, you know? I mean part of having good character is to excel in 
academics and be able to contribute and give back. They are woven together but each is 
separately acknowledged as a central to our children’s success. A thriving soul will thrive 
everywhere, including academically, no matter the career path they choose.” 
We also discussed methods or programs implemented school-wide to foster 
Tarbiyah that existed in all participating schools. Some schools even called them 
“Tarbiyah Programs” as the case in Sunlight Academy which implemented a program 
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that includes parents in the weekly discussion of Tarbiyah. The program operated under 
the slogan: “the importance of family dialogue as a Tarbiyah tool.” The school even had 
a statement printed on the teacher’s guide that emphasizes the school’s approach in 
defining Tarbiyah explicitly as part of the school’s educational philosophy: 
the ideal approach in developing human nature, both directly through a method of 
verbal or visual communication, or indirectly through providing a role model, 
according to a specific curriculum that employs certain means and mechanisms in 
order to facilitate positive change. 
The other two schools had an additional component to the Tarbiyah program in the form 
of what is called ‘Tarbiyah Workshop’ tackling ‘challenges facing our youth,’ as teachers 
explained, with small group discussions among a teacher who leads the session and a 
group of around 10-15 students which is held after every Friday prayer and students 
themselves choose the topics. One-on-one counseling is also offered if the situation 
requires or when requested by the student. Another element also involves counseling 
parents on how they can help their children by a psychological therapist. The school also 
invites influential American Muslim guest speakers to talk about their experiences and 
offer counseling. The school has a fascinating lineup of speakers such as the Olympian 
Ibtihaj Muhammad. 
The schools recognize the importance of going beyond the academics to enable 
their pupils to thrive in a society that is sometimes perceived as hostile, especially with 
the recent political atmosphere. This is also the case as discussed in the literature about 
Islamic schools in Britain. Hodgetts (1996) pointed out that the private schools “that have 
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been started for Muslim girls are not seedbeds of reaction. The girls have as role-models 
well-educated, successful Moslem women.” (Hodgetts 1996, p. 72) It has also been 
argued that Muslim children and youth “are better British citizens as a result of separate 
schools, providing a moral compass, and instilling a new sense of morality into society,” 
(Parker-Jenkins, Hartas & Irving 2005, p. 40) than they would be attending many public 
schools, even the ones with high proportions of Muslim pupils. 
Ethicist Sissela Bok (1996) argues that “children deprived of a culturally rooted 
education too often find it difficult to experience any allegiances whatsoever, whether to 
the world or to their community or family. Instead, they risk developing a debilitating 
sense of being exiled everywhere with responsibilities to none save themselves,” (Bok 
1996, p. 43). It is clear from the teachers’ focus on anchoring their practice in Islam, 
community and social responsibility, differentiating academics (i.e., Ta’aleem) and 
education (i.e., Tarbiyah) that the schools we visited are seeking to give their students a 
sense of rootedness in Islam while developing in them a sense of responsibility to the 
wider society of non-Muslims. 
Theme 3: Mentoring, Teacher Care and Teaching by Example as Identity Promoting 
Features 
When approaching the teachers for data, the expectation was that they would 
address policies and support mechanisms that are employed at the school level to provide 
their students with the groundwork needed to form the ‘psychological strength’ (Kelly 
1997) to facilitate positive identity formation. However, the teachers went beyond what 
the school had established. The teachers viewed specific practices and characteristics to 
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be required as prerequisites that are vital for any teacher level to contribute to the 
students’ positive experience and positive identity formation. Among those important 
characteristics and practices are; mentorship, whether formally or informally, being 
relatable, as well as being the role model of the successful American Muslim they would 
want the students to grow up to be. Informal mentoring relationships differ from formal 
ones in the context of this research study. The main difference between formal and 
informal mentoring relationships is that informal mentoring relationships develop 
spontaneously, either within or outside the classroom, whereas formal mentoring 
relationships develop through organizational mandates or intervention through the school 
leadership via voluntary assignments or matching of mentors and protégés. Another 
difference is that formal mentorship usually lasts for a much shorter period until the 
assignment is fulfilled, compared to informal relationships which usually last beyond the 
assigned period of time (Douglas, 1997). 
 Researchers such as Schachter, Lumpkin, Harrell-Levy and Kerpelman have all 
looked at the role of teachers as agents in student positive identity formation through 
different strategies, especially being role models (Schachter et al., 2012; Lumpkin, 2008; 
Harrell-Levy and Kerpelman, 2010) within religious socialization contexts (Cohen-
Malayev, Schachter & Rich, 2014). Within school, family, and other social contexts, the 
process of forming identity is enhanced when adolescents have others who assist them in 
finding viable alternatives in their identity exploration and commitment-making 
processes (Alliman-Brisset et al., 2004; Kerpelman & White, 2006; Schachter & Ventura, 
2008). More specifically, it has also been argued that teachers who engage with their 
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students through a transformative approach in their work are in a powerful position to 
foster healthy and positive identity development in adolescents (Harrell-Levy & 
Kerpelman, 2010). As argued in the literature review, Transformative pedagogy refers to 
teaching that fosters collaborative learning and empowers students to think creatively and 
critically (Donnell, 2007).  Results from this study illustrate how teachers are indeed 
invested in creating an environment that fosters collaborative learning and encourages 
student voice which empowers creative and critical thinking.  
When the teachers at the three schools spoke of best practices, their goals, and the 
strengths of their schools, almost 90% of them included various forms of student 
mentoring and being relatable as essential components of getting through to the students 
and serve as their role models. 
At Sunlight Academy, mentorship coupled with relatability, were highly 
emphasized when participating teachers talked about their role and signs of success at the 
school. One teacher summarized it saying “we all lean on each other. We make sure 
every child has at least one adult they look up and relate to,” when asked about the 
resources they use to support students’ emotional and mental wellbeing. It is also 
reflected in the teacher’s guide kept at Sunlight Academy explicitly listing role modeling 
as a tool for positive change: “…the ideal approach in developing human nature, both 
directly through a method of verbal or visual communication, or indirectly through 
providing a role model… in order to facilitate positive change.” 
One teacher also emphasized relatability as essential to the success of this 
informal mentorship and forming lasting, meaningful connections with the students.  
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My first important goal is to relate with the students. To have them appreciate, 
respect, and you know, and love me to the fact that whatever I say, obviously I’m 
teaching them based on the curriculum, that they are responsive and receptive to 
it. We have a good relationship. So I guess the best thing for me is building that 
relationship. We have a lot of teachers now that they are “of the old school,” as 
they call them. And a lot of students can’t relate to them because they have the 
“back home” mentality. They don’t know about pop culture. I think those things 
are important because the kids need to be able to bond with the teachers. I think 
the relationship with the students is important. 
The teacher went on to emphasize the concept of relatability and its role in the students’ 
lives, 
the teacher, whether born or raised here, or came from overseas, if they can 
connect with [students] and see all what could be negative, will definitely have a 
successful year. And their rapport with the students will definitely by far be a very 
different rapport than the one who cannot get that connection with the student. 
The teacher should be relatable to the student. 
Almost all teachers at Sunlight Academy mentioned the importance of themselves being 
“role models” for the students to “follow their lead in being a successful and contributing 
Muslim American,” as one teacher expressed. A common use of mentorship in the 
classroom is facilitated through the stories of Prophet Mohammed (SAW) and how 
himself dealt with hardship so students “can grow a sense of empathy and look up to him 
as a role model,” one teacher said. He added, 
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I like to bring a lot of stories from the prophets and the Sunnaxlv as far as what [the 
Prophet] did. The trials he went through. How severe it was. And how he reacted 
because obviously he is our role model. I give them a lot of, we have a lot of class 
room discussion, I give them response papers, “What do you think about this?” 
“What if this happened?” “What if you were there, what would you do?” So a lot 
of discussions with myself and the students to see where they are at. I want to get 
to their comments because I like, a lot, if one person says it, it means other 
students are thinking it as well. So I take those comments and put the Islamic 
press on it so they get the idea, they get the picture. It clarifies how the world, 
what is happening in the world these days. 
Another teacher at the school, who is non-Muslim, talked about this mentorship, despite 
differences in beliefs, he has with his students as he stated describing the relationship he 
has with them: “I got more knowledgeable being around these students. And obviously, 
the students teach me a lot. They were telling me about Cain and Abel. But the story in 
the Qur’an is different from mine…So I learn a lot from them.” 
The teachers at the Moonlight Foundation also described role modeling being “the 
core of both good character and good academics.” One teacher described the pluralistic 
nature of being an American as actually conducive to fostering a proud American Muslim 
youth who are provided with successful role models who are practicing their religion and, 
at the same time, achieving their social and professional goals. One teacher summarized 
it, 
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I think we have a strong program where we’re able to foster both needs. We’re 
able to show these students that you can be a good productive Muslim American 
citizen, and at the same time, you don’t have to give up your Islam. You can 
perform your five prayers, you can perform your fasting, and you can do charity. 
You can volunteer. You can help the needy. All those things are part of the 
character of any good Muslim. So, while doing that you’re still at the same time 
going to school, you can get a job, you can go to college, graduate and find a job 
and be the positive role-model that you were raised to be.  
A different teacher also talked about how role modeling is the strength of great Islamic 
school teachers, 
I think they all recognize that teaching comes with its ups and downs, you know? 
You just have to keep swimming. You have to always remember your goal and 
the goal is to just positively influence every student you meet. To have a good 
impact on them, be their role model. 
The teachers also combined role modeling as means to mentor students, whether directly 
through teaching them to follow Islamic practices, or indirectly by forming mentor-
mentee relationships outside the classroom or through the mosque, 
understanding the importance of an Islamic school and how I see my friends who 
weren’t so religious, but now their kids are completely different because of 
attending an Islamic school, they would tell me, “I made mistakes, but I’ll make 
sure my kids are a lot better than I was.” So the results aren’t something you see 
in a year or two, sometimes it takes a whole generation later to see. Now their 
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kids are in 3rd and 4th grade. This is my first year I put my kids in the school. They 
come with me every single day. My teacher, my mentor, who taught me is now 
my son’s teacher. 24 years later. So seeing that kind of stuff, it keeps you [as] 
family. Also, I have great connections with my friends who graduated from an 
Islamic school, even though we graduated 15 years ago. There is a certain 
connection that is there, and you see the results. It kept us close and in touch. 
Similar to what Louis Cristillo (2005) found in his research on Islamic Schools in New 
York City and Jasmin Zine (2008) witnessed in Canadian Islamic schools, a teacher 
spoke about how the Islamic Studies classes facilitated that mentorship, 
In Islamic studies it is only 2 periods a week, only 43 minutes each. So the time 
you have is very limited with each class but we cherish it and the students love it 
as they feel mentorship kind of relationship going on.  
At the Islamic Essence School, too, teachers emphasized methods of mentoring, whether 
formal through support and advisory groups, or informal outside the classroom, and the 
necessity of being relatable as channels to connect to the students and serve as their role 
models. The need for relevant role models within the community was the drive that one 
teacher had changed careers for saying: 
[I]nitially, I wasn’t planning on doing any Islamic school teaching. I went into 
accounting and worked in public accounting for a few years, got my CPA, and 
then continued. However, there really is a need for role models for our young 
Muslim children to look up to. People who, you know, grew up here, understand 
their struggles, can relate to them, and just provide that positive motivating force 
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for them. So really I started working here by way of demand. I’ve also worked a 
lot with youth groups mentoring and I think that also plays into my teaching of 
Islamic studies…. They really want to see a reflection in them. A mentor who 
they can relate to and see themselves grow up to be. Maybe not exactly career 
wise but in being a good person and of value to your community and the world at 
large, they need to see their effect on the world and on others through you. 
It was clear that the teachers at the Islamic Essence School viewed relatability as essential 
to reaching both academic and fostering healthy identity among students. The Islamic 
Studies department head talked in length about how they view collaborative learning, 
critical and analytical thinking (i.e., Transformative Pedagogy) as essential in winning the 
students’ buy-in and understand them better in order to relate to them and serve them as 
mentors and role models.  
They really want to see a reflection in them. A mentor who they can relate to and 
see themselves grow up to be. Maybe not exactly career wise but in being a good 
person and of value to your community and the world at large, they need to see 
their effect on the world and on others through you 
Another Islamic Studies teacher also talked about how she started a student survey with 
the ultimate goal of motivating the students to analyze and criticize their experience as 
American Muslims in a pluralistic society and whether the school is providing them with 
the necessary tools to succeed in such society. The survey and how students were 
encouraged to participate in it as well as analyze its results and suggest solutions to 
identified problems serves as the perfect example of Transformative Pedagogy as 
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Donnell (2007) had described it. Such pedagogy is argued to foster healthy identity 
formation as well as achieve student buy-in and increase their feeling of relatability as the 
teacher suggests,  
 Listen more than you talk. Just to be aware of what their concerns are. I don’t 
think it is insurmountable. If they can’t relate to you that’s it. I think it is more 
that if they can’t relate to you, then you need to spend more time kind of getting 
to know them to figure out why they feel the way they feel. What makes them 
think the way that they do? That would be the biggest thing. 
The emphasis on fostering solid teacher-student relationships via being relatable and 
establishing informal mentorship that allows students to view the teachers and accept 
them as role models were indeed central to what the teachers viewed as best practice in 
providing students with the support needed in positive identity formation.  It was clear 
that the teachers did not view the students as passive recipients of knowledge, but 
collaborators whose active participation, acceptance and buy in were necessary to reach 
both academic and formative goals. 
Theme 4: Fostering a Sense of Community, Family and Belonging as Part of the 
Commitment Process to The Individual’s Group Membership 
A study by Merry (2016) of the schools established in recent decades by 
immigrant groups in the Netherlands found that, 
[w]hen asked what is distinctive about a Hindu or Islamic education, many 
teachers and principals report that the pupils feel at peace – that the school fosters 
better character and aligns the actions of pupils to a set of values that transcend 
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cultural norms and other curricular aims. Others say that a feeling of unity and 
sense of belonging prevail among the student body. Whether it concerns sharing a 
dress code, praying together, eating halâl or sanctioned food, or celebrating 
religious holidays, pupils feel themselves in solidarity with their peers, and this 
may extend beyond the walls of the school. Further, being together in a Hindu or 
Islamic school means not having to face bullying, peer pressure, gang culture, 
harassment, drugs, or, ultimately, a less friendly environment. Other aspects 
contribute to student well-being, including a higher degree of adult supervision 
and concern fewer cliques, and more self-confidence among the student body. (p. 
100) 
Similarly, our interviews with the teachers in American Islamic schools confirm those 
findings. The teachers of all three participating schools believed that sense of community 
and belonging to be a quality their school has that is lacking in their neighboring public 
schools. This sense of belonging provided a safety net and autonomy for the students to 
express themselves and experiment with their ideals and ideas. Patricia Kelly (1997) also 
found in her study this same balance between community and autonomy the Islamic 
schools facilitated in building a Muslim social identity compared to public schools where 
the students could not find opportunities to develop 'psychological strength' needed to 
maintain their Muslim identity and lifestyle as a minoritized group. She also argued that 
based on conformity with Islamic values and autonomy in which aspects of this identity 
to be emphasized, students found their Islamic schools to be safe and nurturing. Muslim 
parents living in the United Kingdom had also expressed their appreciation of the 
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community feel that is exclusive to Islamic schools in a study by Osler and Hussain 
(1995) who found that mothers who chose a private Islamic school felt a strong need for 
continuity between the values at home and those promoted at school. 
The three schools exemplified aspects of fostering family and community 
atmosphere in order for their students to feel that sense of belonging previous researchers 
emphasized. It is true for all three schools that they are considered small schools which 
might have contributed to this sense of community, however, the teachers participating in 
this study all have addressed this sense of belonging as a goal in and of itself as a tool to 
provide their students with a sense of safety, therefore, identity formation support. One 
teacher from the Sunlight Academy addressed one way she encourages that sense of 
family to achieve safety and tends to the student as a “whole” through building 
relationships even with students from younger grades whom she isn’t teaching yet, 
It’s safety, it’s nurture. The feel of a community, as a family. I am a high school 
teacher, but I know the middle schoolers. You get in contact with the younger 
ones in elementary and you begin growing a relation. When I was in the 6th grade 
and they would finally come in from elementary, they would be like, “Oh, I 
remember when you used to do this and this.” So it’s not like it is a fearful year 
that I don’t even know my teacher. They get to see that. And I love that feeling of 
“whole.” Being whole. 
One teacher from the Moonlight Foundation viewed the Muslim religion to be the point 
uniting all members of the school despite differences in background or practice, and that 
unity fostered that sense of purpose and collaboration, 
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This is very much a community school. The parents are very involved. A lot of 
our teachers are also parents. All of us can kind of tick off a few different boxes 
here. And I think that when you have that and you see that everyone is really 
invested and really a team and wants the best for all of the kids, so we have, for 
example, competition, but it is kind of healthy competition. The kids push each 
other to succeed. They don’t hurt each other. It is a community and they want 
everyone to do well, either academically or generally later in life. 
This care and investment in the students’ success and positive experience was central 
throughout the interviews with the teachers from the Moonlight Foundation,  
Teachers who care. Who love building relationships with students, you know, just 
prove to the students on the daily that they care about them. They feel like family. 
And that they want their success and they recognize their potential and push them 
to achieve. 
The teachers often coupled this sense of family, community and belonging with safety as 
one teacher added “they are here among their family and safe,” when talking about tools 
of support to foster positive identity among students. And when asked about the source of 
this sense of unity and family, the teacher argued that the staff including “the 
administration and the teachers are the source,” and she added: “They are very 
committed. Very selfless. They don’t…they care more about the school and its well-
being more than they care about themselves I feel.” 
The teachers viewed care and collaboration among the leadership and teachers of 
the schools as the means to create a sense of community and belonging, therefore, safety. 
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The same notion was also discussed in the literature on cultural and moral leadership in 
education. It has been argued that a sense of community is fostered at schools only when 
school leaders themselves exemplify positive moral values in their work with school 
stakeholders including students (Holloway, 2006; Normore & Quick, 2004). A sense of 
family, community and safety is achieved when school leaders exhibit high ethics 
themselves, being the role models in setting the standard for the personal and professional 
codes of ethics (Harned, 1999; Holloway, 2006). The previous section on role modeling 
demonstrated how participating teachers prioritize such practices. Holloway (2006) 
further argues that school leadership should undergo the same assessment and evaluation 
as teachers in an environment that is to be considered moral, ethical and fosters a sense of 
community (Holloway, 2006) which was also evident in the case of the Islamic Essence 
School where students were given opportunities to evaluate and assess all leadership 
staff, including the principal. When school leaders give stakeholders a voice, a sense of 
community is fostered. As Holloway (2006) suggests, when leaders enable teachers, 
parents and students from the community to express their needs and criticism, trust, 
safety and a sense of community are the end result. Wong (1998) also suggests that 
leaders must establish a trusting relationship between students and schools. This happens 
when leaders themselves are viewed as invested and are trusted to enact positive change 
by listening and collaborating with stakeholders.  
This sense of community and belonging proved to be what the students actually 
loved about the Islamic Essence School, and how that sense played out in their lives, as 
reported by the teacher through a student survey. The Islamic Studies teacher who 
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conducted the survey explained, 
[the students] do feel like they are learning to develop their Muslim identity, they 
are developing a sense of belonging, which is really important for them. They 
don’t feel alienated. They don’t seek out approval not-so-good ways. 
Another teacher from the same school also echoed that sense as “the core” of what makes 
the school succeed: “I will say that overall all the teachers care about their students and 
make them feel like family. They belong. I think that makes a big difference. That is a 
core thing that makes a big difference.” 
 This sense of belonging is what researchers who looked at other forms of faith-
based schooling have noticed to be one of the most vital aspects that contributed to the 
positive experience of that school’s stakeholders. Michael Novak (1973) has noted that, 
for earlier immigrants, 
more than any other institution…the [Catholic] church gave the immigrants 
cultural reinforcement and a sense of dignity; a feeling of belonging; support in 
the hours of being born, and dying; and comfort in the anxieties and disasters in 
between. . . The church taught the immigrants to work hard, to obey the law, to 
respect their leaders, and to concentrate on private, familial relationships. (p. 11) 
In conclusion, the participated Islamic schools have demonstrated, like other faith-based 
schools, being able to express explicitly and confidently their goals of life, of human 
nature, and the purpose of living in an explicit way that is not usually available at the 
average public school. They provide, similar to other faith-based schools, what Burtt 
(2003) described, 
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a certain sort of religious education, generally viewed with suspicion by secular 
liberals. The idea is to identity throughout adulthood…I refer to upbringing 
characterized by these goals as “comprehensive educations,” in the sense that 
those responsible for a child’s education (parent or teacher) seek to inculcate in 
her a comprehensive vision of the good. (p. 179) 
This ‘comprehensive education,’ based on the time spent at the participating schools 
speaking to different stakeholders, is indeed providing a model of education that is worth 
notice for its reported positive results in offering channels through which students can 
explore and experiment with the process of forming their unique identity viewed as 
necessary to prosper in a pluralistic society. 
Theme 5: The Instability of Staff and Finances as Obstacles to Coherent Identity 
Development Processes 
Nevertheless, the research resulted in the emergence of data illustrating that the 
mission of these schools was threatened by instability. Data collected from the three 
different school settings suggest similar situations and shared struggles among schools, 
despite varied geographical locations, history and population. All three schools had 
suffered from turnover rates, affecting different departments at different levels. Such 
issues could cast serious problems to teachers’ efforts to establish meaningful 
connections with the students that facilitate identity development processes. For example, 
students might feel hesitant to connect to a specific teacher fearing that they would leave 
like their previous teachers have done. The Sunlight Academy particularly was in the 
midst of a turnover crisis during the time of data collection. All three schools 
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acknowledged the fact that the current political climate is placing Muslims under the 
spotlight negatively while Muslims are thought to be underrepresented, and even 
misrepresented in many cases, and how that played out into their school environment and 
community. 
The literature on Islamic schools in America notes major operational problems 
including high turnover rates of Muslim and non-Muslim teachers. Qualified Muslim 
teachers and administrators often opt to work in public school systems due to low salaries 
and lack of benefits which is often the case for private schools (Syed, 2001a). 
Governance is a major issue in Islamic schooling since they are often lacking an 
autonomous decision-making structure. School boards usually do not have the leadership 
training or experience needed for running a school (Cristillo, 2005; Merry & Driessen, 
2009; Memon, 2011; Syed, 2001a). Analysis of the three cases provided by the three 
different schools demonstrated how such problems could affect these Islamic schools 
negatively in terms of the Sunlight Academy, and positively, in the cases of both the 
Moonlight Foundation and the Essence School; both have found ways to overcome such 
problems. 
The main issue among the challenges American Islamic schools struggled with 
was the attrition rates of both administrative staff and teaching staff. All participants 
discussed causes of such attrition and almost all theories revolved around financial power 
in addition to job stability, especially among administrators. The cases of the Moonlight 
Foundation and the Islamic Essence School showed maturity in terms of turnover 
problems. Both schools discussed experiences of turnover as an issue of the past that the 
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school had resolved or was in the midst of resolving. Staff from both schools spoke of 
problems with attrition rates as part of “growing pains” the school had gone through. As 
one teacher from the Moonlight Foundation explained, 
I think we have a very good academic curriculum, we have wonderful teachers 
that are dedicated and committed and qualified. And then we have a wonderful 
administration, and direction from the board, and our superintendent, who really 
keeps us focused on our 2020 vision, to be the top Islamic school in the country 
and one of the top private schools in this area. So we're working on that, and I see 
every year we make steps in that direction. So, seriously, because I've worked in a 
couple of Islamic schools, and I find this one to be very professional, and that's 
what I really wanted from an Islamic school, to work more on that professional 
level after suffering through the “growing pains,” you could call them. So, I feel 
that this school has really reached that level. 
Another teacher from the Islamic Essence School also talked about these growing pains 
and how the school had taken forceful steps to address those pains, represented by 
turnover in the Islamic Studies department,  
We are blessed to have staff doing the necessary due diligence and pushing for 
change in order for us to overcome these interruptions in the longevity of our 
teaching staff. We look back on these things and I view them as the necessary 
growing pains we addressed to enjoy a more prosperous growth 
The same teacher, who is also the head of the Islamic Studies department, explained how 
this problem had interfered with the lived mission of the school, 
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We have our school motto that basically says that we are all about character, 
spiritual, intellectual and academic development. But there is a difference 
between what the school is going for and how it is perceived. [So in the survey] I 
left it open to them: “What do you feel the [school] ethos is? What do you feel the 
mission of the school is?” They felt that right now the school is more focused on 
academic development than spiritual. But I do think a big part of that is [teacher 
turnover]. I mean, where would the spiritual development come from? Most likely 
from the Islamic studies department. I think within the department there has been 
so much turnover. There’s been basically no consistency in the department. I 
think that is a big reason why they feel that lopsidedness. Hopefully going 
forward if we get some stability, if we get some longevity in the teachers, I hope, 
insha’Allah, I think that will offset a lot of it.  
Data collected from Sunlight Academy also demonstrated implications for midyear 
administrative turnover at such a small school. At Sunlight Academy, turnover of three 
administrative staff, including the principal, interfered with the cohesive advancement 
and stability of all departments. The substitute hired as the principal did not have the 
social capital applicable and necessary to this school context in order to contribute to its 
growth. This instability in social capital created a significant professional void in the 
school. Furthermore, the loss of full-time veteran administrators negatively affected the 
job security atmosphere among teachers as well as the learning experiences of students, 
as the teachers’ planning time was used for new department meetings, newly reallocated 
administrative responsibilities and more time spent with the newly hired administrators as 
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a teacher reported and added, 
I mean, to be honest, the board has a vision. They want what is best because a lot 
of them have kids in the school as well, but they…they’re not making the right 
moves I think to get to that goal to make it successful. They are working on a 
whim, and then, kind of seeing what happens this year and if it doesn’t work out 
the next year we have someone else. 
Then the teacher gave priority to increasing stability in the administration in order to 
“fix” that turnover issue, 
As far as to reduce the turnover, I think having a sound, solid administration is 
important, because if you like who you work for, you have no reason to leave. If 
you are here for the right reason, you’re not going to leave.  
Another teacher from Sunlight Academy also talked about financial issues being at the 
core of the current attrition crisis caused by recent clash among some staff members and 
the board which resulted in the replacement of many. 
The teachers viewed the instability of finances as the key cause of high turnover 
rates among staff and the creation of this lack of job security among staff members. Other 
research on Islamic schools in the US also echoes the same findings, especially with 
faculty salaries being modest – between $25,000 and $35,000 for new teachers– and 
turnover being fairly frequent (Cristillo, 2005; Memon, 2011; Merry & Driessen, 2009; 
Syed, 2001a;). I was told that, for one of the schools, one to four years was the typical 
term of employment, while for the other two it was five to nine years.  
When discussing the issues of instability in administration staffing that existed at 
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the Sunlight Academy during the time of data collection, and the stories of past instability 
the other two schools have gone through, teachers emphasized some essential factors to 
mitigate such problems including the expression of appreciation and value for teachers. 
The participating teachers viewed such practices as vital to ensure teacher stability and 
avoiding turnover problems. A teacher from the Moonlight Foundation said, 
I would say value your teachers and make them see that you value them. It is very 
important for teachers to know that their administration and their school value 
them and want them to be there because when you feel valued you will stay even 
if the pay is not that much. When you feel like you have a purpose and you are 
serving a mission, it is more important sometimes than financial awards.  
At the Islamic Essence school, teachers reflected on elements available at the school 
which helped remedy that attrition problem, including stability derived from 
knowledgeable administration, 
Thank God, we also have, for the past few years, a strong admin which does help 
with stability. I think having a strong admin and being well-trained and 
educated… Not just saying, “oh I’m just going to grab a board member, 
somebody from the community, and they are going to be the principal.” The 
school is not going to function. You have to have somebody that has the 
knowledge, and we’ve seen that at [other] Islamic schools and [the result] it’s not 
run properly. You’re not going to evolve basically; you know? Every year, we 
always go to inter-Islamic service days where we meet with all the [Islamic] 
schools in the area. 
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As part of the research question addressing the factors hindering and/or contributing to 
the teachers’ success, understanding of and ability to meet the need to preserve and 
promote positive identity formation among their students, data suggests that turnover 
affects the school climate in general and undermines overall growth and stability, based 
on the current situation in the case of Sunlight Academy compared to past experiences 
reported by Moonlight Foundation and the Islamic Essence school. Turnover was 
disruptive to both teachers and students. Teacher turnover disrupted existing relationships 
among students, teachers, and the school leadership which left both the teachers and the 
students without a familiar support network. Hiring temporary leadership from outside 
the state posed rapport problems and delayed the development of new relationships. 
Teachers also reported disruption to their sense of safety and value at the school. 
Turnover, no matter the cause, poses serious challenges to the school’s mission and 
success in operation and it can also disrupt the school’s efforts in fostering healthy 
student identity development.  
It was certainly impressive that reported problems faced by the schools are almost 
exclusively at the operational level. None of the common issues faced by other schools, 
especially public schools, such as alcohol, drug, violence, bullying or dating were 
mentioned or even hinted at, maybe due to factors of social desirability which refers to 
the human inclination to present oneself in the best image possible (Fisher, 1993). This is 
in line with what other researchers who have looked at Islamic schools in the US and 
Canada also noted (Abdus-Sabur, 1999; Elbih, 2012; Cristillo, 2008; Kelly, 1997, 1999; 
Zine, 2008). It is also emphasized in the research by Kelly (1997) and Abdus-Sabur 
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(1999) that reasons for the scarcity of such problems could be linked to differences in 
values and moral standards between those school systems and the opportunities given at 
these Islamic schools for students to develop 'psychological strength' needed to maintain 
their Muslim identity and lifestyle, which is something they could not do as a 
“minoritized group in the public school system” (Kelly, 1997). Additionally, issues 
pertaining to gender relations and contested boundaries as found by previous research on 
Islamic schooling in the U.S. (Ajrouch, 2004) were not highlighted by the participants in 
this study. However, for institutions catering to a significant number of adolescents, it is 
an issue that invites reflection as to understand why the undersides or issues typically 
experienced in schooling were not highlighted in the interviews.  
Recommendations 
Results from this study emphasize, even more critically, the importance of an 
increased focus on empirical research that gives voice and reflects the actual experience 
of American Muslims today, which in turn will help ease the uninformed public who 
could fall easily for discriminating thoughts falsely generalizing a whole population of 
Muslims in the world (1.6 billion)xlvi based on the wrongdoings of a few.xlvii 
Analysis of the data suggests that, despite critical challenges, participating schools 
are indeed engaged in the formative process of their students, providing them with what 
they perceive as necessary support, presented through different mechanisms at different 
schools, and an environment for them to succeed as participating American Muslims. 
Coupling the results of the 10 Case Studies Project with the results of this study, 
participating American Islamic schools are indeed offering a notable educational 
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alternative where aspects of identity development are fostered and tended to in a shared 
context and mission often lacking in traditional public schooling. Results can benefit 
those working in different school sectors which cater to minorities and those working at 
faith-based schools in terms of analyzing and revising their practice if needed. All three 
schools had different population makeup but were centered around the same faith which 
provided unity in some aspects of their mission. Although the schools were at different 
levels of institutional growth and stability, the teachers at all the schools shared similar 
visions of best practice and identified some shared and some unique problems that 
intervene with their growth in contrast with their strengths which drive their success. 
Parents can also find the study informative as it can guide them in making informed 
decisions in terms of what to look for in a school in case they are interested in aspects of 
schooling beyond strong academic outcomes. The study is an attempt to provide insights 
on good practice at school settings which could have a positive impact on adolescent 
identity development, and inform those working with adolescents such as counselors, 
mentors and coaches. 
Suggestions for future research 
Future research lines identified by this study include expanding the sample to 
examine a wider range of Islamic schools with different populations as well as explore 
both the students' and the parents' stands on what they view as necessary to providing a 
positive identity formation experience. It will also be significant to expand on the current 
research by making it more extensive including the exploration of the teachers’ as well as 
the students’ feedback on the different approaches and mechanisms implemented at 
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different schools to foster positive identity development. Such projects can highlight the 
major differences across schools considering more detailed information on contexts. 
Another important research line could also involve the same population with longitudinal 
research design in order to explore whether the discussed support systems have a long- 
lasting impact, beyond maturity, and how Islamic schooling impacts the experience of 
American Muslims in college and beyond. 
Another possible line of research that could provide important insight would 
involve different levels of analyses, taking into consideration the biological, 
psychological, and social factors, with the goal of understanding adolescent resilience 
against psychosocial stressors and difficulties (Hakim-Larson et al., 2014). As identified 
by Masten (2007), there are five areas for understanding resilience in the developing 
years of an individual including schools/teachers, which has been explored in this 
research. Additional domains include family, religion/spirituality, peer relationships, as 
well as community/culture. In order to provide a more comprehensive look into the 
factors contributing to the resilience of youth, it has been argued and demonstrated by the 
results of this study that a multilevel systems approach is needed which examines all the 
five domains having the potential of contributing to the healthy development of an 
individual (Hakim-Larson et al., 2014). 
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APPENDIX 
 
Appendix A 
About the Researcher 
I am a 31-year-old female currently residing in Massachusetts temporarily for the 
purpose of completing my doctoral degree. I come from a Muslim background with an 
Arab ethnicity holding Saudi Arabian nationality. I was born in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 
where I was raised and studied until completing my undergraduate degree in English 
Language translation. I speak Arabic as my first language, English as my second, Turkish 
as my third language. I have lived and studied in Boston, Massachusetts for the last five 
and a half years. My mother was a public middle school teacher until she retired early to 
take care of my six siblings and me. My father is a social worker with thirty years of 
experience in human resource management in a public technical university in Saudi 
Arabia whose support played a significant role in my journey of education both in Saudi 
Arabia and the United States. 
I have attended Islamic schooling that is part of my native country’s public 
education system. At the time of data collection, I was a fourth-year doctoral candidate 
with prior research experience and familiar with the same participating schools. Although 
sharing the same religion with the participants helped in gaining initial access to schools 
and theoretically facilitated mutual trust with information, sharing a Muslim background 
with the participants proved to be somewhat of a hurdle in gaining clarity of information 
despite expectations. For example, participants often mentioned Islamic concepts or 
terms without expanding on them or explaining them based on the assumption that doing 
so is not necessary, with the expectation that I, having a Muslim background, know what 
they are referring to and in which context. I had to often ask for clarification, additional 
information or go back to the same participant for a second interview to clarify specific 
concepts. 
I have professional training in second language acquisition and a Masters degree 
in teaching English as a Second Language (TESOL). I am currently a full-time doctoral 
candidate with part-time working responsibilities in the area of international teacher 
training. As part of my doctoral work, I have completed the requirements for certification 
in Program Planning Management, Monitoring, and Evaluation (P-PMME). I have values 
as part of my background and experience as a mainstream member of a majority Muslim 
community, then transferring to be a minority Muslim student myself. My goal is to be 
aware of those values while working on my dissertation research and approaching the 
data. I aim at minimizing the impact of those values on my analysis, outlook, and 
findings. 
 
The above statement is inspired by recommendations of Carson et al. 
(2001) cited by Sobh & Perry (2006). 
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Appendix B 
Muslims in The Melting Pot 
Dr. Charles L. Glenn 
We began with the questions, will these immigrants or their children become 
loyal Americans, as has occurred with other immigrant groups? Will they be, instead, a 
permanently disloyal opposition? Peter Skerry, in his study of immigrants from Mexico, 
reminds us that the issue is not, “Will these newcomers assimilate?” because of course 
they will; every immigrant group adapts to the requirements of their new environment, 
and America has historically been a country where that process occurs with unusual 
rapidity. Skerry’s answer is, “Of course they will assimilate. But the important question 
is, How? To what standards and institutions?” (Skerry, 1993, p. 268). 
The nature of our study of these seven Islamic schools does not permit any 
definitive answer to these questions, or allow us to reach firm conclusions on the extent 
of their success in forming good American citizens and men and women of personal and 
civic virtue. For that it would be necessary to follow their alumni into adulthood, and 
compare them (taking account of a range of background factors) with adults deriving 
from the same immigration of Muslims who had attended public and other types of 
schools. Islamic schools are such a recent phenomenon in the United States, Islamic 
secondary schools in particular only recently growing to significant scale, that such a 
study could be done adequately only some years in the future. A model for this would be 
the Cardus Education Survey (2011), which provides solid evidence of the long-term 
effects of Catholic and Evangelical schools by drawing on available survey data of 
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alumni a number of years after their graduation: 
The Cardus Education Survey accessed the most reliable and representative 
sample of religious schoolers in the United States, age 24-39. And unlike other 
studies in the field, the statistical analysis — controlling for over 30 variables 
known to impact development, such as the closeness of one’s relationship to 
parents, religious service attendance, race, and educational attainment — was 
better able to isolate the effect of school type on the spiritual, socio-cultural, and 
educational outcomes of students six to 21 years after high school graduation. (p. 
12). 
Eventually, no doubt, such a study will be conducted that can validly compare the effects 
on character and behavior of Islamic secondary schools compared with other forms of 
schooling, but it is too early for that at present. 
Among the findings of the 10CS project is what the students reported of 
overwhelmingly positive experiences they have at their school, despite some tensions. 
The following is a list of the most relevant findings to this study 
Muslim Students:  
Muslim adolescents we talked with were busy developing their relationship with 
Islam while also accommodating it to American society and culture. Students also 
reported that they were navigating this process with the help of school staff. School staff 
also confirmed that they were concerned to advance this process; they had no illusions 
that their students could be isolated from the larger American context, and were working 
toward reversing that by providing the environment necessary for students to build their 
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psychological strength and confidence being ‘pioneers’ and unique among the fabric of 
American citizens. 
Our most striking finding was that, contrary to our expectations, staff, parents, 
and students did not have a great deal to say about the difficulty of reconciling their 
religious beliefs with life as active participants in American society. Students, indeed, 
seemed rather taken aback by the suggestion that this would be a major problem for them. 
They did, of course, identify a variety of aspects of American life, and especially in 
popular youth culture, about which they had strong reservations, as did their parents and 
their teachers. One of the most valuable aspects of their school experience, it seemed, 
was the conversations about such matters that occurred in Islamic Studies classes and 
other contexts. This is consistent with the finding of sociologist Nancy Ammerman, in 
her study of “everyday religion,” that the opportunity to discuss practical “secular” 
matters in the context of religious perspectives is of decisive importance.  
There is supporting evidence for the taken-for-granted nature of American 
Muslim identity from the study, cited above, of Muslim students in public high schools. 
The researcher noted that “it was striking to observe how they viewed such multiple 
aspects of their identity as complimentary and not dichotomous or mutually exclusive. 
Their responses to the dichotomously framed question that many ask in the media of 
Muslims – ‘Do you think of yourself as an American first or a Muslim first?’ – included 
words or phrases, such as ‘dumb,’ ‘ignorant,’ and ‘comparing apples [religion] and 
oranges [nationality]’” (Shaikh, 2012, p. 275). 
The vast majority of the students we interviewed did not suggest that their identity 
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and religious beliefs would make it difficult for them to become active and engaged 
citizens and participants in American society. To the contrary, students told us that they 
had been taught, and had come to believe, that it was through their faithfulness as 
Muslims rather than by abandoning Islam that they would be valuable American citizens. 
Kristine Ajrouch has suggested that, in contrast with the situation in France, where the 
hijab is seen by many as an expression of refusal to identify with the majority culture, 
wearing it “represents an expression of American identity. The [hijab] is presented as one 
pathway to developing an American Islam” (Ajrouch, 2007, p. 323). This is consistent 
with what we were told: 
One student said, half-jokingly, at the conclusion of an interview: 
Um, let's see. I want to have like a very deep closing statement, but [both laugh] I 
won't go into...Probably just that [this school] has molded me into a person with 
exemplary character, and real goals to succeed and become a more productive 
part of society, and really make an impact, because I got interested in psychology 
when I was here. And psychology, social work, just helping people: I've found 
that that's what I did best and that's what I wanted to do, and have an impact later 
on in life. 
The students did not report challenges or struggles in negotiating their unique identities 
as American Muslims, reconciling their religious beliefs with the lives they lead as active 
participants in American society. Students seemed rather stunned by the suggestion that 
such a reconciliation would be a major problem for them, but they seemed to have no 
doubt that they would be able to keep their heads above the turbulent waters of popular 
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culture. As one student put it: “America is kind of like a melting pot, right? And to be 
able to blend in, you have to stand out, in a way. I think faith gives you that edge.” Will 
Herberg made the same point in 1962: “Today, unlike fifty years ago, not only 
Protestants, but increasingly Catholics and Jews as well, feel themselves to be Americans 
not apart from, or in spite of, their religion, but in and through it, because of it. For the 
European immigrants Herberg studied in his classic work Protestant, Catholic, Jew, “it 
was largely in and through religion that he or rather his children and grandchildren found 
an identifiable place in American life.” 
Tensions:  
A number of students—and some parents as well—spoke of intergenerational 
tensions over A number of teenagers told us that their parents confuse the cultural 
practices of their countries of origin with the essence of Islam, while they are concerned 
to practice a purer and more authentic version of their religion.  
Students born and raised in the United States face a challenge that was not faced 
in such acute form by their parents who grew up in a coherently Muslim cultural 
environment. Much that their parents may have been able to take for granted must, in this 
new environment, be sought out and deliberately chosen. One student told us: 
The older generation definitely come, a majority, from overseas. So they are kind 
of taught Islam in a way that brings a lot of their culture into it. And there’s a sort 
of, like, an understanding that goes around amongst the youth, that the older 
generation sort of believes in a cultural Islam… It’s not a representation of Islam. 
Their parents or whoever taught them this Islam kind of got confused a bit, and 
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kind of implemented, you know, things from the Indian culture into Islam, which 
are actually not part of it. 
School staff are very conscious of this tension, and several reported that it is an 
opportunity to teach critical reflection. One of them told us:  
The culture in the United States has many values that are lost in the Middle East, 
but in the Middle East there are values that they need to keep that are lost in the 
West or in the United States. [Young people need] analytical ability without 
emotions to look at something, to analyze it, to say this is right or this is 
wrong…Because we don't have the capacity and time to teach them about 
everything, we teach them the tools on how to separate right from wrong and 
know this is something in culture that you don’t have to follow and this is 
something that you should adopt because it is aligned with your religion. 
Students and staff alike told us that such discussions generally occurred in the Islamic-
studies class. This is consistent with the research on Catholic and other faith-based 
schools, suggesting that religious instruction provides a better standpoint for critical 
engagement with the dominating culture than does a public school immersed in that 
culture. 
Students: 
The religious instruction experienced by students in the Islamic schools we visited 
is nothing like the rote learning that many non-Muslims imagine to be characteristic of 
Islam, though we should point out that students also take a Qur’an class that emphasizes 
memorization in Arabic. In Islamic studies and other classes, though, students reported: 
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“We are encouraged, really encouraged, to think about right and wrong and what we 
think is right, what we think is wrong…We get into really heated conversations and we 
really debate; we really like to talk to each other about these things.”  
The willingness of teachers to engage in discussion of issues of faith and conduct 
makes a strong impression on their students. “Basically the thing [the Islamic-studies 
teacher] did is that he is so approachable and he does not talk about the textbook Islam,” 
one student told us. “He’ll talk about real-life Islam, like he’s always giving us real-life 
examples, real-life situations. He makes us do these plays in class where one of us is a 
non-Muslim and the other is a Muslim, and so the non-Muslim asks all the questions that 
a kid ever wants to ask but is too afraid to.” This constitutes a form of mentoring that the 
students find important. One student explicitly distinguished this approach to public 
school practices: 
We have Islamic studies class where it just, like, we do talk about history and 
stuff like that, and like, the Prophet and stuff like that, but a lot of it is based on 
questions and problems you have now. So if we’re having a situation, or 
something like that, we talk to our teacher, and he would give us personal advice. 
People in public schools, they’re lacking that. 
Muslim parents:  
Like immigrant Protestants, Catholics, and Jews before them, Muslim immigrant 
families are seeking to find their place in American society on the basis of their 
distinctive religious identity, not by renouncing it. Our study is a reminder that alternative 
worldviews based on religious convictions can be an important resource for engaging 
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with difficult issues and for challenging aspects of a culture that so many of us accept 
without question. We can safely assert that Muslim immigrant parents are not sending 
their children to Islamic schools so that they can learn to hate America, though they may 
well hope that their children will learn to be critical of aspects of American culture that 
conflict with their religious and moral convictions. In this, they share the expectations of 
many parents who send their children to Catholic, Evangelical Protestant, or Orthodox 
Jewish schools. These religiously motivated parents are critical of but loyal to their 
country. 
Our visits suggest that we have nothing to fear from the influence of Islamic 
schools on the ability of Muslim youth to make positive contributions to American 
society. If these contributions include posing challenges to certain aspects of our society, 
their critical stance will be consistent with a long American tradition of principled reform 
based on religious convictions. As the distinguished Protestant philosopher Nicholas 
Wolterstorff has urged, “Christian education will have to be an alternative mode of 
education, not just in the sense of communicating alternative thoughts but in the much 
more radical sense of equipping students for an alternative way of life.” The goal of the 
American Islamic schools we visited is exactly that. 
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ENDNOTES 
                                                
1 Mohamed, B. (2016, January 06). A new estimate of the U.S. Muslim population. 
Retrieved September 14, 2017, from http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/01/06/a-
new-estimate-of-the-u-s-muslim-population/ 
2 School Cultures and Student Formation Project. Retrieved September 14, 2017, from 
http://iasculture.org/research/culture-formation/school-cultures-and-student-formation-
project 
3 Telhamy, S. (2015). American Attitudes toward the Middle East. Center for Middle 
East Policy at Brookings. 
4 Shukla, N. (2016) The Good Immigrant. London: Unbound. 
5 The United States Census Bureau does not collect data based on religious affiliations. 
Therefore, it will be impossible to reach definite statistics on the number of Muslim 
students from its database. Also, reliance on racial backgrounds to reach statistics of 
Muslim students in public schools is incorrect as students of Arab, south Asian or sub-
continental Indian origins, for example, can be non-Muslim and others of different races 
can be Muslim. 
6 Abaya: a full-length, long sleeved outer garment worn by some Muslim women 
7 Hajj: the greater Muslim pilgrimage to Mecca, which takes place in the last month of 
the year and which all Muslims are expected to make at least once during their lifetime if 
they can afford to do so. It is one of the Five Pillars of Islam 
8 Din: means ‘religion’ in Arabic. 
9 Salah refers to the Muslim prayer, performed five times a day 
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10 Imam: the person who leads prayers in a mosque. 
11 Iman in Islamic theology denotes a believer's faith in the metaphysical aspects of 
Islam. 
12 Da’wah: Inviting people to Islam; also evangelizing fellow Muslims to the faith. 
13 Khutbah serves as the primary formal occasion for public preaching in the Islamic 
tradition. Such sermons occur regularly, as prescribed by the teachings of all legal 
schools. The Islamic tradition can be formally at the dhuhr (noon) congregation prayer on 
Friday. 
14 Alhamdulillah means ‘Thank God’ in Arabic 
15 Salwar Kameez: a traditional outfit originating in the Indian subcontinent that refers to 
matching, loose fitting, tunic and pants 
16 Friday Prayer is a congregational prayer held every Friday in the afternoon instead of 
the afternoon (Dhuhur) prayer. In Islam, individuals are urged to pray Friday prayer at the 
mosque encouraging community gatherings and making connections. A lecture delivered 
by the Imam leading the prayer is delivered right before the prayer starts. This lecture 
usually serves a time to directly addresses issues facing the Muslim community at the 
time, remind attendees of good deeds and as a reminder of God. 
17 Qur’an memorization club 
18 Model United Nations, also known as Model UN or MUN, is an educational simulation 
and/or academic activity in which students can learn about diplomacy, international 
relations, and the United Nations 
19 Adaab is an Arabic term referring to good manners or Islamic etiquette 
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20 In a follow up interview for the purpose of clarification, the teacher expressed that her 
comments are based on the state having a republican controlled legislature, voted for a 
republican president, despite Obama winning, and having the past three governors being 
republicans 
21 Meme: an image, video, piece of text, etc., typically humorous in nature, that is copied 
and spread rapidly by Internet users, often with slight variations. 
22 Masjid means ‘mosque’ in Arabic 
23 Fiqh is the theory or philosophy of Islamic law, based on the teachings of the Qur’an 
and the traditions of the Prophet. 
24 Tafseer is the Arabic term for exegesis, usually of the Quran. 
25 Hadith is a collection of traditions containing sayings of the prophet Mohammed 
which, with accounts of his daily practice (Sunnah), constitute the major source of 
guidance for Muslims apart from the Qur’an. 
26 Zina in Islam is unlawful sexual relations between Muslims who are not married to one 
another through a nikah. 
27 Medina is a city in Western Saudi Arabia, site of the tomb of the Muslim prophet 
Muhammed and the second holiest city of Islam. Azhar refers to Al-Azhar which is the 
world's oldest mosque-university and the oldest Islamic learning institution located in 
Cairo, Egypt.  
28 Aya is a verse from the Qur’an. 
29 Khatib is the person who gives Khutbah; which serves as the primary formal occasion 
for public preaching in the Islamic tradition. Such sermons occur regularly, as prescribed 
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by the teachings of all legal schools. The Islamic tradition can be formally at the dhuhr 
(noon) congregation prayer on Friday 
30 Umrah is the non-mandatory lesser pilgrimage made by Muslims to Mecca, which may 
be performed at any time of the year. 
31 The school has a minority population of non-Muslims as staff and students. 
32 The newspaper’s decision is based off of numeric metrics and takes into account test 
scores, college admission rates, student workloads, the curriculum and other criteria. 
33 Insha’Allah means God willing in Arabic 
34 note that the interviews took place during the 2016 presidential elections. 
35 Hadith is a collection of traditions containing sayings of the prophet Muhammad 
which, with accounts of his daily practice (the Sunna), constitute the major source of 
guidance for Muslims apart from the Qur’an 
36 Mawlud, M. (2012). Purification of the heart: Signs, symptoms and cures of the 
spiritual diseases of the heart (Yusuf, H. Trans.) eBooks2go.  
37 ‘Akhlaq (Arabic: قلاخأ) is an Arabic term referring to the practice of virtue, morality 
and manners in Islamic theology and philosophy. It is most commonly translated in 
English dictionaries as; disposition, nature, temper, ethics, morals or manners (of a 
person). 
38 The term Sahabah refers to the companions, disciples, scribes and family of the Islamic 
prophet Muhammad. 
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39 Model United Nations, also known as Model UN or MUN, is an educational simulation 
and/or academic activity in which students can learn about diplomacy, international 
relations, and the United Nations. 
xl Sanchez, T. (2015, October 31). Muslim students report bullying at twice the rate of 
non-Muslim peers, survey shows. Retrieved September 14, 2017, from 
http://www.latimes.com/local/california/la-me-1031-bullying-20151031-story.html 
Muslim American students face high rates of bullying. (2016, May 18). Retrieved 
October 14, 2017, from http://www.pbs.org/newshour/extra/daily_videos/muslim-
american-students-face-high-rates-of-bullying/ 
xli note that the interviews took place during the 2016 presidential elections. 
xlii As translated from Arabic websites of ministries of education in Arab countries 
including Jordan, Algeria, Qatar, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia 
xliii Alhamdulillah means ‘Thank God’ in Arabic 
xliv SAW is an abbreviation of the Arabic phrase (Sallallahu Alaihe Wasallam) often used 
after mentioning the Prophet Mohammed meaning: (Peace be upon him) 
xlv Sunna is the verbally transmitted record of the teachings, deeds and sayings, silent 
permissions (or disapprovals) of the Islamic prophet Muhammad, as well as various 
reports about Muhammad's companions. 
xlvi The Changing Global Religious Landscape. (2017, April 05). Retrieved September 
14, 2017, from http://www.pewforum.org/2017/04/05/the-changing-global-religious-
landscape/#global-population-projections-2015-to-2060 
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xlvii A study by the University of North Carolina (2014) showed that less than 0.0002% of 
Americans killed since 9/11 were killed by Muslims.  According to a report by the FBI, 
94% of terrorist attacks carried out in the United States during the period 1980-2005 are 
by non-Muslims.  
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